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1

      Introduction          

1

 When w e met w ith the CEO of a  m ajor 
corporation recently, we asked him how things were going. Rather 

than giving us a typical response —   “fi ne ”  or  “ good, except for prob-

lem x ”  — he responded with a sigh. He began talking about how his 

job never stops; how he ’ s under incredible stress; how there ’ s too much 

information to digest and too many decisions to make; how he feels 

as if the credit crisis, stock market fl uctuations, and global economy 

are weighing him down; how it ’ s impossible to know the right thing 

to do. Obviously, we had caught him on a bad day. 

 We should add that this is a prominent CEO with outstanding 

business results, a global brand with huge equity, and a top - tier team 

around him. His complaints were revealing that day, but given his 

success we could only imagine how other leaders, less successful and 

well resourced, must feel. 

 Actually, we don ’ t have to imagine it. In our work with top executive 

teams and interviews with global executives, we ’ ve talked to leaders 

in a variety of industries about their perspectives on the complexities, 

diversity issues, and uncertain situations they face. What we ’ ve found 

is that the contradictions, challenges, and opportunities of the leader-

ship role continue to multiply each year. Each day seems to bring 

new complications, and the confl icting needs of investors, customers, 

employees, and regulators increase with globalization, technology, 

and regulation. Many leaders worry that the global meltdown in 

credit and the worldwide need for governments to shore up the banking 
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2 Leading in Times of Crisis

system have created new levels of complexity and uncertainty for lead-

ers at all levels and in all industries. 

 Leaders tell us that in a world of unpredictable and uncharted 

events they worry about what ’ s going to happen next. Th ey worry that 

when they walk into the offi  ce or go online, watch CNN, or answer 

their cell phone, a surprise will be waiting that would force them 

to rethink their entire business. It might be global fi nancial uncer-

tainty, lack of alignment in a matrixed organization, limited viability 

of a current business or profi t model, or the increasing expectations 

(and options) of major customers. And the quarterly, monthly, even 

weekly demand to deliver better results does not stop. As a leader, 

you can probably relate to these challenges. Uncertainty is going to 

be with us for a while. 

 As stressful as your current business environment is, it prob-

ably also contains an almost sinful abundance of opportunities. 

New technologies enable convergence and connection, and rapidly 

emerging global markets and innovative, breakthrough services and 

solutions all create strategic growth opportunities that never existed 

before. Taking advantage of them in a volatile, unpredictable world, 

of course, requires leaders who can make savvy decisions and move 

quickly even as the earth shifts beneath their feet. Th e constraints 

imposed by credit restrictions may also hold competitors back. Th e 

new shape of fi nancial services, banking, and government involve-

ment in lending is putting new emphasis on effi  ciency, return on 

assets, and cash fl ow. Smart leaders will get ready for this — and will 

thrive as a result. 

 Unfortunately, some leaders are more likely to become unbal-

anced by these seismic shifts than to think clearly, feel deeply, and act 

decisively. Th is is understandable, since a good percentage of today ’ s 

leaders have been selected, developed, and rewarded for a more stable 

time. In most companies, intelligence, fi tting in, perseverance, and 

results — however short term — have been the ticket to the top. Th ese 

are admirable qualities — but they are no longer enough. We have 

found that successful CEOs are using a range of leadership skills that 

constitute an almost holistic leadership style, one not easily described 

by most corporate competency models. 

 In the past, gradual experience — gained over time in a variety of 

situations — was the best predictor of success in a senior corporate role. 
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3Introduction

Companies defi ned and replicated eff ective leadership by investing 

heavily in competency - based leadership development, parsing leadership 

behaviors and skills, assessing leaders against those behaviors, and 

prescribing experiences and assignments to produce those behaviors. 

But today a lot of incremental, similar experience from the past may 

not be relevant in addressing current challenges; skills gained in a 

more stable environment may not produce the judgment necessary in 

the newly complex, diverse, and uncertain business context. 

 Many CEOs have told us that if they had listened to their gut, 

they might have satisfi ed themselves with lower returns, even if their 

job was on the line for insuffi  cient growth. Two years ago we published 

a book based on extensive research titled  Head, Heart, and Guts.  Th e 

thesis of the book, as the title suggests, is that eff ective leaders are 

 whole leaders,  leaders who use their head to set strategy, their heart to 

connect with the world, and their guts to make instinctive and intui-

tive decisions based on clear values. Since then, and despite the book ’ s 

wide acceptance as a leadership model by a number of large global 

companies, we still too often see top business executives attempting 

to solve problems or seize opportunities using only their head  . . .  or 

their heart  . . .  or their guts. 

 We ’ ve learned that no matter how smart you are, you can ’ t out-

think every problem. Likewise, no matter how empathic you are, 

people skills will be ineff ective when you try to deal with complex 

trade - off s, and no matter how quick you are to roll the dice and 

take action, getting things done may not grow or move the business 

if you ’ re doing the wrong things. Given the increasing demands on 

organizations and those who lead them, becoming a whole leader 

will become as important as experience in determining leadership 

success in the future. Using your head to anticipate, understand, ana-

lyze, and respond to new strategic directions, your heart to see the 

world from the perspective of a diverse range of stakeholders, and 

your guts to make tough decisions based on clear values will be the 

key leadership navigation tools that you will have as you make your 

way through the storms of uncertainty, diversity, and complexity that 

will constitute the environment for all leaders in the future. 

 We ’ ve written this book as an extension of our earlier work. We 

believe that there continues to be a shortage of talented leaders in 

most organizations. Most companies continue to rely on, promote, 
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4 Leading in Times of Crisis

and reward one - dimensional leadership. Leaders and companies are 

unprepared for the increasing technological, environmental, and 

global demands on leadership that, combined with increased regula-

tions and decreased credit, will require radical rethinking of what 

constitutes eff ective leadership and how to produce it. Our hope is 

that this book will give you the insights and tools to prepare yourself 

and others to succeed in the complex and uncertain business world 

we all face.          
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The Challenge
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Navigating the Perfect Storm

   Complexity, Diversity, and Uncertainty           

 I t started like all storms — the breeze began to pick up , 

but people didn ’ t notice it right away. Th en as technology made 

home computers and more effi  cient work systems a reality, people 

sensed that something was in the air. Everyone began talking about 

how these new inventions would reduce costs and allow people to 

enjoy life more with less eff ort. 

 As technology ’ s impact grew stronger, it generated waves of new 

information, access to new markets, and the ability to incorporate 

diverse views and interests when making decisions. People grew 

excited about these changes because things seemed to be coming 

together — integrated solutions, integrated organizations, global per-

spectives combined with local needs — all addressed simultaneously 

in increasing detail through integrated technology. 

 But sometime around the turn of the twenty - fi rst century, the 

speed of technology joined with the increased diversity of perspec-

tives and possibilities, and the climate became highly uncertain. 

Old assumptions about business began to be swept away, new voices 

entered the discussion, and leaders began to feel challenged and 

worried. 

 Suddenly, even the most accomplished leaders became uncertain 

about how to lead in this volatile, unpredictable environment. 

1c h a p t e r

6
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7Navigating the Perfect Storm

 Th e metaphor of a perfect storm captures the current environment 

perfectly. We are witnessing the rare convergence of complexity and 

diversity, a convergence that challenges all our leadership assumptions. 

Imagine leaders as captains steering ships through this perfect storm. 

Th e old charts are outdated, and even the smartest strategists have not 

yet been able to adequately map a new world. Every time someone 

conducts a study of the new territory, the storm starts shoaling the ter-

rain and changing the navigation lanes. As fast as leaders develop new 

strategies, powerful external forces render them obsolete. 

 In such times, leaders need to rely on their own beliefs and 

instincts, and on those of their people. During a perfect storm, things 

move too fast amid too much chaos to permit long periods of study 

and deliberation. Like the best captains trying to keep their ships 

afl oat during the fi ercest storms, leaders have to depend on what they 

know to be true. Th ey also have to depend on the advice and sugges-

tions of others. Judgment can be skewed when things get rough and 

it ’ s impossible to see any blue sky ahead. In these diffi  cult moments, 

leaders must lean on a range of advisers and then make their decisions. 

Th is is true not just for a day or two, but for weeks, months, and even 

years, since the storm shows no sign of abating. Even though goals 

may change and directions shift, leaders must keep moving. 

 Th ese are not times for average leaders or for those who cannot 

appreciate and use the skills of all their key people. If this perfect 

storm is to be navigated, it will take whole leaders who use their full 

potential to move the enterprise through an enormously complex, 

diverse, and uncertain era.  

  Tr a nsl ating Meta phor into 
Meta -  Ch a llenges 

 Leaders now confront huge challenges that must somehow be under-

stood and acted upon. As formidable as these challenges might be 

during normal times, during a perfect storm they appear insurmount-

able. Th ey ’ re not, but that ’ s not to deny how confusing they are when 

you can ’ t get your bearings. Consider these very real scenarios, which 

senior executives we know have recently faced: 

  You would like to charter a new team to look at business prospects 

in an emerging market. None of your direct reports have lived or 

•
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8 Leading in Times of Crisis

worked extensively outside your home country, but your growth 

projections for emerging markets next year are expected to triple.  

  You have been asked by colleagues in another sector of your 

company to work together to develop a global franchise of 

products that will cut across country business units. You won-

der if getting involved in such an intangible project is wise, 

given the daunting numbers you must achieve by year - end and 

the amount of eff ort that will be required to get country man-

agers on board.  

  Your top team of analysts is proposing a business idea to sell a 

new type of fi nancing to accompany your major product line. Th e 

underlying debt will be repackaged and sold to various investors 

and fi nancial institutions. You ’ re familiar with business fi nance 

but don ’ t fully understand the debt structure and degree of risk. 

However, you have watched your competitors make huge profi ts 

by off ering fi nancing to their customers and you have confi dence 

in the  “ quants ”  proposing this product. Do you follow the herd 

and, if so, how much of your own balance sheet are you willing 

to commit? What is your appetite for risk?  

  You are preparing next year ’ s business plan, and your strategic 

planning group is unable to predict with any degree of precision 

the price of commodities for the next twelve months.  

  You want to visit some key customers who have called to com-

plain about the lack of innovation in your product off erings. You 

open your electronic calendar and realize that every hour of every 

day is scheduled for the next three months.  

  You work in a regulated industry and are leading a task force 

reviewing clinical trials of a future product off ering. Th e clini-

cal results are ambiguous. Sponsoring additional trials will cost 

millions of dollars and cause months if not years of delay before 

introducing the new product, which may generate millions in 

new revenue. However, product liability could also create years 

of litigation.    

 Th ese are simple, even simplistic, examples of the types of 

challenges leaders face every day in dealing with complexity, diversity, 

and uncertainty. But they are real and capture the dilemmas of 

•

•

•

•

•
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9Navigating the Perfect Storm

leading in modern companies. Th e perfect storm is here. Th e extent 

to which leaders are able to meet these new challenges will determine 

whether they (and their companies) survive, much less succeed.  

  A View from the Br idge: 
Watching Complexit y,  Div ersit y, 

a nd Uncerta int y in Action 

 We have served as business advisers to CEOs and boards on issues 

of talent and leadership for many years in many companies and in 

many countries. We have built one of the premier fi rms for educat-

ing senior executives outside business schools; every week, around the 

world, we work closely with CEOs, executive teams, and individual 

leaders. We have had the privilege of working with some of the best 

leaders in some of the best companies, including Nike, Johnson  &  

Johnson, Avon, Colgate - Palmolive, Fidelity, Doosan, Merck, Novartis, 

and many others. We routinely hear that the intersection of technol-

ogy, media, regulatory bodies, shareholder activism, politics, people, 

and competition has created a dynamic playing fi eld with almost 

unfathomable risk and uncertain opportunity. Everywhere leaders 

are saying the same thing: Th e complexity, diversity, and uncertainty 

of their world have increased, and their leadership ability is not 

keeping pace. 

 Th e  complexity  of issues faced by leaders at each level of every 

company today is signifi cant. More information, more opinions, more 

connectedness, and more options have made understanding what is 

going on diffi  cult; it is even more diffi  cult to make decisions, often 

quickly, about matters that you don ’ t understand. Organizations now 

comprise multiple reporting relationships, often in far - fl ung geogra-

phies, that all require numerous inputs before decisions can be made. 

New information appears daily — even hourly — over the Internet. 

Customers, competitors, and partners often overlap, and loyalties are 

often unclear. 

 As a result, many leaders feel trapped and sometimes overwhelmed 

by complexity. Th ey try to fi gure it out by increasing the amount 

of information they digest each day, or holding more meetings, or 

reading and responding to all the e - mail they receive. Th ey search 

for decision tools, time - saving approaches, and new ways to organize 
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10 Leading in Times of Crisis

themselves. Th ey recognize the leader ’ s job is to sort through com-

plexity, but are unclear how to read the ever - changing environment. 

 Complexity multiplies upon itself. Organizations, information, 

markets, globalization, and people all come together to confuse and 

confound many leaders today. More than one leader has told us,  “ I 

try to focus on the high - priority, high - payoff  activities. ”  But this usu-

ally means sacrifi cing the long term in favor of the short term — in 

eff ect, giving up eff orts to fi nd a map through the storm and concen-

trating on getting to the nearest shore. 

 For leaders, the world has become fl atter, faster, more interde-

pendent, and riskier. Regulatory decisions in one country now spread 

worldwide. Th e outcomes of clinical trials in China now infl uence 

regulatory approvals in the United States. Consumer reactions to 

product introductions are now instantly global. Financial decisions 

made in one country by one company—and even one leader — can 

shake the global fi nancial system. Large corporations such as Bear 

Stearns, Countrywide, Lehman Brothers, Merrill Lynch, Arthur 

Andersen, and (as everyone knows) Enron, can disappear overnight as 

a result of a few wrong decisions. Brands that have enjoyed trust and 

allegiance for decades can be eroded instantly by the actions of a few 

people. In the face of increasing complexity, is it any wonder leaders 

tread more carefully as they assess their choices? 

 But what feels like a trap is really a paradox, and there is an 

important diff erence. For example, no one disputes the importance 

of knowledge — but too much knowledge can be a bad thing. Most 

leaders look for the  “ sweet spot ”  between making problems overly 

complex by analyzing them to death and overly simple by ignoring 

critical facts that can tilt a decision in one direction or another. We ’ ll 

talk a lot about understanding paradox as a tool for managing com-

plexity, because facing a range of confl icting choices is often what 

drives the perception of complexity. 

 No one will argue that the diversity of people — diverse in terms 

of their backgrounds, values, and cultures — has increased expo-

nentially and also presents a challenging piece of the new leader-

ship environment. Because of globalization, immigration, and, yes, 

technology, diversity has become a priority for every company and 

leadership team. Leaders who fail to acknowledge and capitalize on 

the increasing diff erences among their employees, customers, and 

markets run the risk of losing touch with these key stakeholders. 
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11Navigating the Perfect Storm

Changing consumer tastes, widening generation gaps, and intensi-

fying cultural diff erences, accompanied by proliferating product and 

service choices, create daunting diversity and complexity. 

 Most leaders have never had to operate in such a complexly 

diverse and diversely complex environment. Just consider one issue 

to glimpse the magnitude of the problems (and opportunities) for 

leaders. Immediate access to information through multiple chan-

nels has put the power of choice in the hands of consumers, custom-

ers, clients, and patients, placing extraordinary pressure on leaders 

to truly understand their needs at a deep level. Companies such as 

Nike, Kraft, Harley - Davidson, and Colgate are all focusing on devel-

oping markets as an important source of growth. However, simply 

exporting U.S. products and marketing to developing countries 

does not do the job. Leaders in these companies are working hard to 

see the world through the eyes of their diverse new consumers. We 

take senior leaders in our action learning programs to India, China, 

Vietnam, and Brazil and immerse them in the lives of their future 

customers — sitting on the beds in one - room huts to understand the 

daily routines and grasp the hopes and dreams of the people they 

hope to serve. Diversity today is mastering the art of walking a mile 

in someone else ’ s shoes — someone with whom you have little in com-

mon — so you can adapt to their expectations and appreciate their 

strengths — or else prepare to be overtaken by competitors in emerg-

ing markets who will soon be expanding into the developed world. 

Diversity is both an urgent challenge and an urgent opportunity. 

 Leaders tell us constantly about the challenge of taking action in 

the face of  uncertainty.  Or, more specifi cally, they complain about the 

diffi  culty of doing so. Th e world is becoming a less predictable place, 

but the demand for action in the face of uncertainty is unrelenting. 

One executive recently said that in his job, complexity creates uncer-

tainty. While the overall amount of information is increasing, he 

must make highly complex decisions based on less information than 

he ’ s used to having. Because the speed of change has increased expo-

nentially, he lacks the time to agonize about what he doesn ’ t know. As 

he put it:  “ All you can ask is whether you ’ re missing something that 

is available. ”  At that point you have to rely on your personal beliefs, 

values, and sense of purpose to move forward. Otherwise, you will 

be left standing on the sidelines while your customers, competitors, 

stakeholders, and employees move on. 
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12 Leading in Times of Crisis

 One aspect of uncertainty for all leaders, whether they realize it 

or not, is the intersection of climate change, oil prices, environmen-

tal concern, and alternative energy, which may impact every busi-

ness model of every company throughout the world. In  Flat, Hot 
and Crowded,  Th omas Friedman points out that destabilizing climate 

change and competition for energy will soon aff ect everyone — 

especially companies seeking energy, transporting products, and pro-

ducing waste—and will forever change how business is conducted. 

Friedman also points out, however, that the opportunities created by 

the demand for alternative energy will be as signifi cant as those of the 

information revolution. 

 Th e other aspect of uncertainty for leaders today is the global 

fi nancial and credit system, which has absorbed signifi cant shocks 

recently, consolidated in the aftermath of many bank failures, and 

faces a period of regulation, conservative decision making, and credit 

tightening likely to last for years. Th e global credit crisis, which began 

with sub - prime lending in the United States, has demonstrated that 

the fi nancial system, including derivatives, hedge funds, collateralized 

debt, currency trading, and energy speculation is now fully global, 

not very transparent, and extends around the world. Th e business 

plan of a leader in Iowa to acquire a competitor in Denmark is sub-

ject to disruption by the lending practices of a bank in New York 

with a creditor in Th ailand. Of course, no leader can be expected 

to track all this interdependency, but the resulting complexity is a 

structural factor that creates insecurity and more uncertainty today 

than ever before.  

  The Whole Le a dership Imper ati v e 

 We work with many global companies to prepare their leaders for 

the future. Th e fi rst step is to defi ne what successful leaders will look 

like. Here ’ s what one of our Fortune 100 clients expects its successful 

executives to be able to do: 

  Find continued sources of innovation and growth with an 

emphasis on emerging markets.  

  Navigate through a set of complex external legal challenges, 

regulatory hurdles, media onslaughts, and policy threats.  

•

•
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13Navigating the Perfect Storm

  Demonstrate resiliency in the face of uncertain challenges.  

  Be accepted by employees as a reputable steward of the fi rm.  

  Represent the company externally and be its credible public face 

to multiple stakeholders.  

  Display the will and physical energy to do the job.    

 It ’ s a long list, but this description is not unique given the future 

environment most companies anticipate, and it acknowledges that 

complexity, diversity, and uncertainty will be the ongoing context for 

leading. Given the increasing demands on organizations and those 

who lead them, becoming a  “ whole leader ”  will be critical to navigat-

ing this perfect storm. 

 We ’ ve watched successful leaders manage this new environment, 

from companies as diverse as BP, Nike, Novartis, Doosan, Fidelity, 

and many others. Many of their stories are contained in the following 

pages. One lesson emerges as a starting point:  you can ’ t break down 
complexity, diversity, and uncertainty into piece parts and manage each 
separately.  Too often, we see top business executives attempting to 

solve problems or seize opportunities using only their head  . . .  or 

heart  . . .  or guts. We ’ ve learned that no matter how smart you are, 

you can ’ t outthink every problem; that no matter how empathic you 

are, your people skills will be ineff ective in certain situations; that no 

matter how quick you are to roll the dice and take action, getting the 

wrong things done will not help the business. 

 As a leader you must bring it all together by bringing yourself 

together. You must use your head to anticipate, understand, ana-

lyze, and respond to new strategic directions, your heart to see the 

world from the perspective of a diverse range of stakeholders, and 

your guts to make tough decisions based on clear values. Th is is a 

simple description of  “ whole leadership, ”  and one companies such 

as Bank of America, Kraft, KPMG, Colgate, Merck, and many oth-

ers are adopting because it captures in simple terms the complicated 

components of leading today. 

 Keep our metaphor in mind: A perfect storm requires leaders 

to possess a wide range of navigation tools. You can ’ t lead as you 

have in the past. You must tap into the capacities of your head, 

heart, and guts as increasingly volatile and unpredictable situations 

dictate. 

•

•

•

•
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14 Leading in Times of Crisis

 We ’ ve written this book because we see a shortage of talented 

leaders in most organizations to deal with the perfect storm, and we 

see so many companies continuing to rely on, promote, and reward 

one - dimensional leadership. Leaders and companies are unprepared 

for the spiraling technological, environmental, and global demands 

on leadership, which require radical rethinking of what constitutes 

eff ective leadership and how to produce it. 

 In the next chapter, we present what we mean by complexity, 

diversity, and uncertainty. Subsequent chapters describe the how - to 

when it comes to navigating the storm. At the end, we provide ways 

you can develop yourself, build your team, and lead your company 

through the tumult and confusion ahead. 

 Th e challenges that leaders face today have no easy answers, and 

what works for one leader may not directly apply to another. But we 

hope this book will give you some ideas, insights, and even tools that 

will help you survive and thrive in uniquely challenging times.           
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      What You ’ re Up Against 
as a Leader Today          

15

 H aven ’ t things always been complex, diverse, and 

uncertain ? For at least the past thirty years or so, haven ’ t leaders 

struggled with information overload, issues involving minorities, and 

a volatile marketplace? 

 Yes, to a certain degree. But not to the degree of today ’ s perfect 

storm. It is absolutely impossible to overestimate the turbulence and 

chaos that leaders now confront every day. If leaders are honest, 

they ’ ll admit that they don ’ t always know what to do; that they ’ re 

constantly facing right - versus - right choices; that they are leading a 

growing number of people with whom they have little in common; 

that their businesses and industries are so unpredictable that even if 

everything seems to be going great, it can all go to hell in a hand-

basket overnight. Remember the three leaders of the auto industry 

trying to explain how and why they needed a government bailout 

for a market that had crashed in a matter of months?  

 Th is perfect storm of complexity, diversity, and uncertainty is 

here to stay, at least for the foreseeable future. It therefore behooves 

every leader to understand its elements and how they have come 

together to create such a challenging and confusing climate. To that 

end, this chapter digs deeper into each of these elements, starting 

with complexity.  
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  View ing Complexit y Through 
a Distorted Lens 

 Leaders long for clarity, and in most cases, they ’ re not going to get it. 

Th is isn ’ t just because they have too much information to process —

 the standard defi nition of complexity. Rather, it ’ s because various 

other elements distort the view of complex matters. 

 Take the case of the recent home mortgage crisis: Very smart, 

very experienced CEOs, including Chuck Prince, Peter Wuffl  i, Kerry 

Killinger, and Stan O ’ Neal, lost their jobs because their skill and 

experience did not serve them in navigating the forced choice of lower 

returns or higher, almost unfathomable risk. Sub - prime fi nancial 

modeling has devastated more than one prominent fi nancial services 

fi rm and killed others such as Bear Stearns and Lehman Brothers, 

and it ’ s not because fi rm leaders were stupid. 

 Many industries have become highly specialized, and the greater 

the degree of specialization, the more complex things get. Very 

smart product developers lower down in the organization create new 

approaches that rely on such complex technical knowledge that senior 

leaders cannot possibly make judgments about the effi  cacy of the fi nal 

product. In the banking system, problems developed because lenders 

didn ’ t understand the risk portfolio of sub - prime loans, and many 

people at all levels lost their jobs because of these complexities. 

 It ’ s also tough to focus on complex matters when anxiety and 

fear distort your view. Because of these challenging times, anxiety 

and fear are rampant. Th e answers to most problems are not obvious. 

When leaders try to deal with enormously complicated problems such 

as how much to centralize their business operations, what long - term 

investment is required for innovation, how to meet the regulatory 

requirements of Sarbanes - Oxley or increase minority representation 

in senior management, they face the uncertainty of choosing between 

two right causes. Th is, in turn, makes people anxious. Resources and 

time are limited, opportunities come and go quickly, and small prob-

lems can spiral into big ones. We have seen executives for whom 

this anxiety turns into outright fear when a crisis like a downsizing, 

acquisition, or lawsuit occurs. In such a fearful atmosphere, employ-

ees also resist change, making it diffi  cult to implement anything new. 

We have worked with many CEOs and senior leaders to align their 

culture with a new business strategy only to have its implementation 
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undermined not by rational analysis but by subtle and unspoken fear 

about change and the future. 

 Leaders themselves complain they can ’ t fi gure things out, and 

often it ’ s because their own fear and resistance cloud their vision. 

Leaders can ’ t see patterns that would help them determine what to 

do because the atmosphere is thick with anxiety. But what is it that 

people want from their leaders during times like these? You don ’ t 

have to look further than Yahoo chat boards and internal employee 

surveys for the answer: 

  Where are we going and how will we get there?  

  Are we going to be all right?  

  What should my priorities be when there are so many demands?  

  What do our leaders truly think and can I trust them?    

 We have also noticed this same confusion in senior management 

team meetings. We ’ ve witnessed back - and - forth debates about ques-

tions without clear answers as senior leaders argue for diff erent out-

comes, some of which are contradictory. One CEO we work with 

says that one by - product of this ambiguity is greater stress and con-

fl ict on management teams. Th e lack of clear answers to important 

questions leads to heated debates. A common example we have seen 

recently in U.S. or European companies is the debate about doing 

business in China. On one hand, people see enormous advantages in 

the opportunities China presents as a partner, supplier, and customer. 

On the other hand, Chinese companies also represent a huge threat to 

their business. Knowing how to handle these uncertainties is critical. 

Th e ability of a team to sort through alternatives and achieve align-

ment in the face of uncertainty can be a hallmark of its success. 

 Th e environment becomes even more complex when you add 

 “ new business models ”  into the mix. More and more organizations 

are shape - shifting to fi t emerging realities, so it ’ s tough to know how 

to restructure, let alone when and why. When leaders see a company 

like Lenovo emerge on the world scene, it has to make them stop and 

think  . . .  and wonder if they are hopelessly behind the times. Lenovo 

is a self - described  “ new world company, ”  designed to blend best prac-

tices of both West and East. Originally a company called Legend 

founded by eleven Chinese computer scientists, it acquired IBM ’ s 

•

•

•

•
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PC business in 2004; it now has operations all over the world and is 

targeting emerging markets such as Brazil and India. Lenovo doesn ’ t 

fi t any previous model, and its existence forces leaders to question their 

own models. In  Globality: Competing with Everyone from Everywhere 
for Everything,  three Boston Consulting Group consultants have 

documented some of the new ways of thinking that market leaders 

in emerging economies are using to enter the global marketplace. 

With a fi erce emphasis on costs, education, local market knowledge, 

innovation, and thinking big while acting fast, these companies are 

turning many old Western assumptions and business models on 

their heads.  

 Complexity would be easier to deal with if Western leaders 

used more than their brains to grapple with it. Unfortunately, many 

extremely bright executives fall into the trap of trying to outthink 

complexity, and all they get for their eff orts is a giant headache. Yes, 

leaders should use their head to understand evolving complex indus-

try trends. But they should also rely on their heart to put themselves 

in the shoes of diff erent customers and competitors. And they should 

have the guts to question conventional thinking and assumptions 

about their own business model and the future. 

 Whole leaders handle complexity well because they use a frame-

work or fi lter to sort through existing data and are not paralyzed 

by having less information than they need or want. Th ey possess a 

theory of the case, a way of viewing the world, and this allows them 

to strip away a lot of distracting and confusing elements of complex 

matters. Th ey can focus in a way other leaders cannot. Th ey can also 

take action in the midst of paralyzing complexity. And they can forge 

the trust that keeps a team together and moving forward during con-

fusing times. 

 Johnson  &  Johnson is a company that is experiencing as much 

complexity as any other large global pharmaceutical and device man-

ufacturer — regulatory requirements, fast - changing technologies, 

pricing pressures, growth in developing markets, and almost ongo-

ing litigation. What does the chairman and CEO, Bill Weldon, do in 

response? He gathers his top hundred leaders together for an intense 

three - day discussion — to review, debate, and align around their 

corporate credo. He knows he can ’ t teach his senior leaders every-

thing they will need to know to manage the new complexities. But 

he believes that building and keeping trust with key constituencies 
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will be critical for the future. His view is that leaders who combine 

head, heart, and guts in a shared understanding of and commitment 

to the J & J Credo will do better in managing the new complexities 

than leaders who are rigorously trained in the latest analytical tools 

and business acumen. Johnson  &  Johnson has navigated some of the 

recent perils of the pharmaceutical industry better than most. 

 Colgate - Palmolive is one of the most successful consumer prod-

ucts companies in the world. Under the leadership of former CEO 

Reuben Mark, the company established a nearly unparalleled track 

record of growth over the past two decades. While new CEO, Ian 

Cook, has continued the same, proven core business strategies, he 

recognizes that the challenges of leading today require additional 

capabilities. He is challenging Colgate leaders to fi nd the right blend 

of skills between the old model that served the company so well 

and new competencies that will be required in the face of new chal-

lenges. He knows that the company must maintain its fi nancial 

strength, ability to execute, and the strong values that have made 

it successful while becoming faster, more innovative, and even bet-

ter at translating consumer needs into new products. He does not 

underestimate the complexity of the issues he faces in meeting these 

challenges. At the same time he knows that responding to them will 

require a combination of well - informed beliefs, business discipline, 

constant communication, and a culture that relies on people to do 

the right thing.  

  Di v ersit y as  a  Str ategic Imper ati v e 

 It is ironic that as the world of work becomes increasingly diverse, 

many leaders still grimace when you mention the word  diversity.  To 

them, the word connotes uncomfortable initiatives, political cor-

rectness, and forced rules. However, the importance of diversity is 

not going to diminish. But it must be redefi ned beyond traditional 

focus on internal diversity and seen as a strategic imperative that 

requires   

  Understanding other cultures, stakeholders, and consumers  

  Demonstrating real empathy and understanding of community 

concerns for sustainability and economic development  

•

•
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  Taking risks to do things diff erently by building the strategic 

alliances, coalitions, and relationships necessary to manage 

eff ectively in a complex world    

 Nike is a company with prospects for enormous future growth in 

China. Millions of Chinese consumers are learning the fun of sport, 

the pride of winning, and the power behind the Nike swoosh on 

shoes and apparel. China is one of Nike’s biggest growth engines. To 

prepare for this explosive growth, we’ve helped Nike conduct many 

leadership programs in China during which their senior leaders 

spend time with young consumers, study a variety of retail formats, 

and interact with Chinese athletes. Nike’s Chinese employees spend 

time with their counterparts in the United States, and Nike’s board 

of directors has met in China. Diversity and inclusion mean diff erent 

things in diff erent countries and to diff erent people. At Nike, diver-

sity and inclusion are what drive creativity and innovation around 

growth, especially in a growth market like China. 

 We are in the midst of a diversity revolution. Th e topic has been 

around for years, but has recently taken on greatly expanded and altered 

meaning. When diversity fi rst became an issue in organizations, it was 

primarily defi ned in racial terms. Th en it broadened to encompass gen-

der, ethnicity, and age. Nevertheless, it was still basically viewed by 

many companies as a compliance issue, a response to pressures from 

external constituencies or institutions like the federal government. 

 Recently, however, the topic has moved to a higher and more 

meaningful level — diversity has become the right thing to do for 

right - thinking organizations. Many factors have driven this evolu-

tion, especially the increasingly global way in which companies 

conduct business and the need to partner with people from a wide 

variety of countries.  

 During this evolution, all sorts of diversity training programs were 

created and everyone within an organization became aware of the 

need to create diverse teams and other integrated groups. However, 

the implementation of conventional diversity programs proved to 

have little impact. Seen as obligatory by many people, enrollment 

was often mandatory and participation was met with grudging 

acceptance. Th ese programs were a defensive response to social ineq-

uities. More than that, diversity often became highly politicized, 

with people divided into the haves and have - nots. Contention was at 

•
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the heart of diversity discussions, not collaboration. Th e adversarial 

aspect of many diversity programs created discomfort, even among 

those who were supportive. Furthermore, in a recent study of eight 

hundred companies reported by Kalev and others in the  Journal of 
Sociology,  those that had implemented standard diversity programs 

were actually found to be  less  diverse than they were before! 

 But now we ’ ve moved to the next phase in the evolution, one 

in which diversity has become a strategic imperative. Even the way in 

which diversity is taught has changed. Mahzarin Banaji, a professor at 

Harvard University, has conducted research about unconscious biases 

that aff ect all human beings regardless of their race, gender, ethnicity, 

or anything else in their background. She refers to these biases as  “ mind 

bugs ”  that aff ect the way people view others and the world around 

them. Rather than focusing only on traditional racial, ethnic, and gen-

der bias, she argues that we all have subjective views that infl uence 

hiring and promotion decisions, who we listen to on our teams, what 

we believe about our customers, and how we collaborate both inside 

and outside our organizations. Furthermore, unless leaders understand 

their own unconscious biases, they are likely to inadvertently put con-

straints on their ability to bring maximum value to their companies. 

Her work provides a research - based and nonthreatening way for leaders 

to examine how they can build on diversity to create environments that 

are more inclusive for their people, customers, and clients. 

 Today, diversity means infl uencing key stakeholders. Th is is a 

huge evolutionary leap that might, in fact, be termed revolution-

ary — because the mind - set and attitude associated with this contro-

versial term have changed that dramatically. Diversity used to be seen 

as a constraint; now it is seen as an asset. Th e ability to identify with 

another person ’ s perspective — a perspective that diff ers signifi cantly 

from your own — is how relationships are built and collaboration is 

enhanced. We ’ re seeing this shift in the way politicians campaign, 

companies connect with their customers, and messages are conveyed 

to employees. Leaders need to empathize with constituencies that 

infl uence them or that they have infl uence on. Th is means customers, 

employees, competitors, suppliers, regulators, foreign market repre-

sentatives, and foreign governments. 

 Yet we still see too many executives relying exclusively on building 

their own business case and talking about it with passion — or using the 

authority of their offi  ce to get things done within their organization. 
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Th is is fi ne in certain situations, but diversity demands other types of 

infl uence. Leaders frequently fail to ask questions to determine what 

the world looks like from other people ’ s points of view. Th ey may 

be eloquent and persuasive in stating their case, but unless they can 

empathize with others, and bring those perspectives into the organi-

zation, they will likely fail to be successful. 

 When people are not empathic, they lack one of the most impor-

tant elements of leadership today — the ability to build trust, espe-

cially with those who are diff erent from themselves. True empathy 

means having other people believe that you can place yourself in 

their shoes and feel what they feel — and use those feelings to develop 

responsive policies and practices. Organizational leaders can ’ t impose 

their beliefs and structures on others and expect trust to fl ourish.  

 We should point out that despite the increased prominence of 

diversity issues in the business world, leadership ranks have not 

become correspondingly diverse, at least in many Western - based 

companies. In a January 2007  Economist Intelligence Unit  article, 

Ashis Bhattacharya, global marketing director at Moog Industrial, 

asks,  “ Everyone views China and India as the emerging markets that 

will deliver the greatest business opportunity in coming years. But 

how many Fortune 500 board members are from either of these two 

markets? ”  Th e answer, of course, is very few. 

 Just as complexity sounds like a head issue, diversity topics like 

appreciating and integrating others from diff erent cultures sound 

like heart issues. Again, though, the other two elements of whole 

leadership are crucial. You ’ re not going to have true strategic diversity 

unless you can understand the needs of various stakeholder groups. 

And you ’ re not going to achieve meaningful diversity unless you have 

the guts to implement programs that have a real impact (as opposed 

to traditional diversity training). We examine the mix of head, heart, 

and guts in dealing with complexity, diversity, and uncertainty in 

more detail in the next section of this book.  

  Uncerta int y:  Acting When Nothing 
Ca n Be Fully K now n 

 Every day, complexity and diversity seem to bring more uncertainty 

and paradox into our work lives. Risks — fi nancial, strategic, brand, 
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and project risks — are multiplying. No leader or company can get 

enough information before making a truly good decision; in the short 

time between making a choice and implementing it, new data points 

are born that may render the choice fl awed. Competitors emerge out 

of nowhere (especially in developing markets and sometimes with 

only incremental improvements on your own product). Technology 

innovation renders a huge capital investment obsolete. A customer 

acquisition model — for instance, a large sales force, that has served a 

company well for years — becomes an anachronism seemingly over-

night as people move to the Internet for information and increased 

purchasing power. 

 Consider uncertainty within the context of growth. For many 

years, major corporations could grow with some predictability by 

process improvements, reinvestment of cost effi  ciencies, and acqui-

sitions that yielded predictable returns. Attempts to grow through 

these and other traditional means no longer work — or at least not as 

well as before. Th e number one question on the mind of almost any 

CEO today is, Where is growth going to come from, and how is it 

going to be sustained? Having an answer to this question will mean 

the diff erence between short and long tenure for almost any CEO. 

 Perhaps the biggest challenge of uncertainty is the scarcity of 

defi nitive answers. It is diffi  cult to know if a strategy will be eff ec-

tive, even if it has been eff ective in the past. It is unclear if a younger 

generation of employees will be motivated by the same things that 

motivated an older generation. No matter how much research or how 

many resources are available, a leader still can ’ t move forward with 

complete confi dence. It ’ s entirely possible that in a fast - moving world, 

something will take place in the next day or the next minute that will 

render that research obsolete or make those resources insuffi  cient. 

 Consider NBC, which acquired the rights to the 2008 Olympics in 

Beijing. Its leaders decided to delay transmission of the opening ceremo-

nies to prime time in the United States, only to fi nd that viewers were 

searching global Internet sites to see the event live. When NBC won 

the rights to the Olympics years before the event, it thought it could 

count on a huge captive market for its programming. As it turned out, 

YouTube and others were able to show video of the events in Beijing 

almost immediately, giving viewers an alternative to waiting for NBC ’ s 

taped transmission. But YouTube didn ’ t exist when NBC bid for the 

television rights. What advice would you have given NBC? How do you 
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make strategic decisions about the future that involve anticipating com-

petitive threats from companies that don ’ t exist at the time you have to 

make the decisions? As the French poet Paul Valéry is famously quoted: 

 “ Th e future isn ’ t what it used to be. ”  

 In one recent survey, over 25 percent of CEOs said the lack of 

insight about customers in emerging markets constituted an obsta-

cle to growth. Many U.S. and European managers have grown up 

in markets in which they were dominant and could set the rules. 

Now, given that more and more companies will be targeting more 

and more emerging markets, this statistic suggests that many leaders 

don ’ t know their new customers as well as they should. And it implies 

that many aren ’ t quite clear on how to get to know them. 

 Perhaps the most compelling uncertainty of all for CEOs is that 

their tenure is shorter than it has ever been. Th ose at the next level, 

the CEO ’ s direct reports, are also more likely to leave after a short 

stay in their position. As a result, the most senior management team 

is often in fl ux. One CEO recently told us,  “ I know there is a bullet 

out there with my name on it. ”  He meant that one negative event in 

fi nancial reporting, one ethical lapse by another executive, one sig-

nifi cant product recall, or pressure from Wall Street for better results 

could push him out of offi  ce. 

 In dramatically uncertain environments, leaders frequently make 

mistakes. One of the most common is overanalysis. Jimmy Carter 

was an engineer who became president of the United States, and like 

many leaders of his generation and background, was trained to exam-

ine data and be analytical. Unfortunately, Carter was overly analytical, 

and in the face of tremendous uncertainty, he was too cautious and 

slow to make decisions. Another president, George W. Bush, was a 

business school graduate whose mistake was just the opposite. He said 

he could not be bothered by details, analysis, and facts, and instead 

trusted his  “ gut ”  to make key decisions — including the ultimate deci-

sion to take his country to war. And in between these presidents was 

Bill Clinton, a president who could  “ feel your pain ”  but could not 

rationally and logically assess the risks of his own behavior. All three 

represent the potential derailment factors of overusing head, heart, or 

guts to respond to complex, ambiguous, and unclear situations, and 

we ’ re seeing more and more leaders failing in this way. 

 When grappling with uncertainty, some leaders make the mistake 

of pushing decisions upstairs. Others become enmeshed in the data, 
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trying relentlessly and often unsuccessfully to unscramble a mammoth 

helping of information and fi nd some certainty in it. Still others opt 

for the close - your - eyes - and - point method of making a choice, ignor-

ing the data and fi guring that one decision is as likely to be right as 

another. Still others ignore all the data and just tough it out based on 

past experience. 

 Making decisions when uncertainty prevails requires guts. If 

you have a vision for your organization, knowing what you stand for 

and what you are trying to achieve, this perspective can guide your 

actions even when question marks abound. Clarity of vision makes 

it easier to navigate unclear waters. But again, it ’ s not enough to have 

guts. Leaders must use their head when dealing with uncertainty, 

especially when it comes to risk. While risks can ’ t be eliminated, 

the odds can be managed. Whole leaders are highly knowledgeable 

about the risks they ’ re encountering, and if their course of action 

proves too risky, they are aware of this and correct their course to 

reduce their company ’ s vulnerability. 

 Heart can also prove valuable in managing uncertainty — strong 

relationships can provide a buff er against unexpected events. CEOs 

who build and maintain relationships have an ear to the ground; they 

are likely to hear that runaway train rushing toward them. Th ey also are 

able to rely on people they trust and who trust them when everything is 

up for grabs; they can count on receiving honest feedback and the best 

ideas (rather than the ones people think their leaders want to hear). 

 Andrea Jung, CEO of Avon Products since December 1999, had 

led her company successfully for fi ve years. She had refurbished a 

tired brand, expanded its global footprint, and delivered fi nancial 

performance that delighted Wall Street. All this was accomplished 

while delivering on the promise of making Avon the  “ company for 

women ”  and delighting employees with her emotional as well as 

intellectual acumen and vision. Th en in 2005 the company ’ s per-

formance decelerated across the portfolio in developed and devel-

oping markets. But solutions to the company ’ s problems were not 

obvious, and it wasn ’ t clear exactly what needed to be done. At a 

pivotal moment during that period, when the pressure to respond 

was at its peak, a colleague advised her to go home for the weekend 

and come in Monday morning as if she were a new CEO brought 

in to fi x the business. In essence, she was advised to  “ fi re herself  ”  

and start over again. She responded to this challenge with just the 
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right combination of head, heart, and guts. She dug into the analyt-

ics to fi gure out what happened. She reached out to her executive 

team and employees to get their perspective and to engage them in 

developing the solution. But perhaps most important, she showed 

the courage to make tough decisions: delayering the management 

ranks of the company, bringing in new talent on her executive team, 

and changing her own role as CEO to get more deeply involved 

in the operations of the business. Now, three years later, the com-

pany is better equipped to deal with future challenges than it has 

ever been. 

 What then is a leader supposed to do? How can you ever know 

if you have suffi  cient information to make a decision? How can you 

determine if you have too much? How do you know if you really 

understand the needs of your people and your customers? When is it 

time to act despite the uncertainty that lies ahead? 

 Mindy Grossman is CEO of Home Shopping Network, a com-

pany that has experienced a dramatic turnaround under her lead-

ership. In addition to taking the company public, she has hired a 

mostly new team, refreshed the product off ering, and opened new 

Internet channels for sales and distribution. In the uncertain con-

sumer environment created by the recent credit crunch, she focuses 

on managing uncertainty by signifi cantly stepping up communica-

tion with employees, partners, and customers, building more cohe-

siveness in her leadership team, and using data and analysis to build 

a nimble, fl exible organization that can quickly recognize new pat-

terns and events and respond to them. She focuses on core strategies 

and simplifi es her messages and priorities to the organization, while 

emphasizing better decisions made lower in the organization. In a 

tumultuous environment of declining disposable income, fewer com-

panies going public, and intense competition, HSN is navigating the 

storm and continuing to attract new customers and grow revenue.  

  The Implic at ions:  Wh at We 
Need to K now a nd Do 

 Perhaps now you better appreciate our perfect storm metaphor. 

As the preceding examples suggest, leaders have never had to deal 

with the range and depth of issues they currently face. It ’ s surprising 
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that more leaders don ’ t lose their way given the ferocity of their 

environment. 

 Yet a perfect storm can be navigated. Our descriptions of the 

complexity, diversity, and uncertainty trends are meant to foster 

awareness and understanding, not fear and trepidation. As chal-

lenging as it is to be a leader in the current environment, it is also 

possible to thrive. To do so, however, you must understand the 

impact of the dramatic trends in the external environment and 

develop leadership skills that allow you to deal with their impact 

eff ectively. 

 But understanding complexity, diversity, and uncertainty is 

not enough. You need to develop whole leadership skills to manage 

these issues successfully. Most of today ’ s leaders developed through 

schools and training processes that never took whole leadership 

into consideration. Most business schools and executive education 

programs focus on developing head skills, and most organizational 

development processes emphasize cognitive competencies such as 

strategic planning and analysis. Other groups may help develop 

people skills and facilitate self - awareness. However, segmenting 

training and development in this manner prevents leaders from 

being able to use any or all of these three types of capabilities as 

situations dictate. 

 Every week we conduct senior executive leadership programs 

around the world with companies such as McDonald ’ s, Nike, 

Novartis, Sun Microsystems, Disney, and many others. We have 

the chance to listen to executives who face complexity, diversity, 

and uncertainty discuss how they manage them. We ’ ve also inter-

viewed twenty CEOs, presidents, and senior leaders for this book, 

and from all these conversations nine top challenges and responses 

keep appearing — things leaders have told us are at the top of their 

list every day, in one form or another. We believe these nine actions 

are critical for leaders who want to survive and thrive in the perfect 

storm. And for large, global companies, these nine steps comprise a 

new enterprise model of leadership. 

 If you are responsible for any part or all of a major company 

today, focusing on all nine of these actions will make you a successful 

enterprise leader. In each of the next nine chapters, we describe the 

leadership challenges and responses in depth, including how you can 

use your head, your heart, and your guts to become a whole leader 
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and address complexity, diversity, and uncertainty in a holistic way. 

We think of this list as life rafts you can grab onto in the perfect storm 

we ’ ve described. Remember, there are no quick fi xes — but there are 

some actions you can take,  “ whole leadership skills ”  you can put into 

practice to make yourself a better leader. We begin with the skill of 

destroying and then rebuilding your business model.           
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  Section One: Navigating the Wave 
of Complexity 

 the first wave of the perfect storm is complexity. 

During the last half of the twentieth century the world became more 

complex through the application of technology to virtually every 

aspect of life. With faster and faster technology came speed across 

the board, and the winds of change built up to hurricane force. 

 It is speed plus complexity that makes this fi rst wave so challeng-

ing. Not only are industries changing, they are changing rapidly. Not 

only is the political, social, and economic landscape reconfi guring, it 

is reconfi guring at breathtaking speed compared with the move from 

a colonial to a postcolonial world after World War II. And businesses 

are redefi ning their profi t assumptions, innovation processes, and 

organizational structures to catch up. 

 In this section we discuss the way whole leaders use their head, 

heart, and guts to navigate the complexity wave of the perfect storm. 

In Chapter  Th ree  we review how leaders are dealing with diffi  cult 

competitive issues by destroying and rebuilding their business mod-

els. In Chapter  Four  we describe the way many leaders are now try-

ing to focus, simplify, and network their structures to enable them 

to navigate more easily through the storm. And in Chapter  Five  we 

show how leaders can create an organization climate that enhances 

innovation.   
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 Not too long ago, the idea of destroying and rebuilding 

your business model would have been considered a radical once -

 in - a - lifetime event that only a few leaders had to deal with. Today, 

more than half of leaders surveyed believe their current business model 

is fl awed, often fatally. Anyone observing leaders of the auto or banking 

industries asking the U.S. Congress for fi nancial assistance can grasp 

that old ways of doing business are not easy to change. In a recent 

study of six hundred U.S. corporations conducted by the Corporate 

Executive Board, it was predicted that 87 percent would hit what 

they call a  “ stall point ”  — a multiyear, signifi cant downturn in revenue 

growth. Whether these businesses will see their current business model 

collapse tomorrow or ten years from now is uncertain. What is known, 

though, is that most business models probably were not built for a com-

plex, diverse, and uncertain world. Th e perfect storm that has swept 

over organizations has rendered formerly well - designed models unsea-

worthy. If it were just a minor storm that we were dealing with — if, for 

instance, things had simply become a bit more complex — then the old 

model might have remained viable. It ’ s the volatile confl uence of sig-

nifi cant complexity, diversity, and uncertainty, however, that makes it 

necessary to question every business assumption — and make changes 

accordingly. To remain competitive, business leaders are going to have 

to develop their capacity to destroy and rebuild their business models. 

 Before suggesting how to do so, we need to defi ne our terms.  

c h a p t e r
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32 Leading in Times of Crisis

  Wh at Is  a  Business Model ,  a nd 
Wh at Does Ch a nge Do to It ? 

 Every business has a  model  — essentially, the way in which the busi-

ness is designed and conducted in order to serve and make a profi t 

from customers. One of our colleagues, Adrian Slywotzky, has 

described a business model in his book Th e Profi t Zone, consisting 

of fi ve key elements: (1) which customers you decide to serve; (2) 

how you can continue to serve those customers, or sustain your busi-

ness; (3) strategic control, or how you can exert some control in the 

marketplace; (4) what assets and activities you need to be successful, 

and (5) organizational architecture, or how you put together people, 

processes, structure, and leadership to be successful.   

 Any business design or model is temporary. Some may last lon-

ger than others, and in very stable industries they can last for many 

years. But in increasingly complex and uncertain times, business 

models are exceedingly temporary. Change happens unexpectedly, 

Organizational
Architecture

How can I align all
elements of my

organization–people,
processes, structure,
infrastructure, and

leadership?

Strategic Control

How will I build in
sustainability to my
business model?

Scope of Activities

What scope of
activities and

assets is required?

Customer Selection
and Value Proposition

What high-value customer
opportunity am I targeting
with what unique and 
differentiated customer 
proposition?

Value Capture and
Profit Model

What profit model
will I harness to
capture value

from this
customer?

 FIGURE 3.1. Elements of a Business Model. 
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and these are the times that test a leader ’ s ability — and courage — to 

navigate through the storm. Nokia moved from a lumber company 

to a high - tech company over a hundred years, and in the process 

reinvented its business model numerous times. At crucial points, it 

was fortunate to have leaders who understood the need for radical 

change by redefi ning their business model — and even the industry 

they were in. Th is enabled the company to migrate into new indus-

tries that had greater future potential. 

 Obviously, changing industries is the most radical form of 

change. Most companies remain in the same industry, but reinvent 

the way they do business. Western Union is a great example of a com-

pany that survived severe disruptions by never confusing the business 

it was in with the way it did business. At its core, Western Union 

is about facilitating person - to - person communications and money 

transfers. It has learned to adapt to accomplish this from telegraph to 

wireless networks, phone, and the Internet. 

 Given that the success of any business model or approach is tem-

porary, why do companies and leaders so strongly resist changing their 

model? Why do auto, steel, airline, telephone, and media companies 

need to experience wrenching change before recognizing that their 

model must be rebuilt? Why does it take the loss of market share, 

capital, and thousands of jobs before they act? Quite often the answer 

is leadership, or the failure to lead. Th e conclusion of the study by the 

Corporate Executive Board noted earlier was that leaders need to be 

able to reinvent their  “ mental models ”  in order to reinvent their busi-

ness model. In other words, the fi rst step in the process of reinventing 

your business is to understand that you have to move beyond many 

of the assumptions and beliefs you have developed about your busi-

ness and your industry. Th is is not purely a head exercise, though the 

word  mental  would give you that impression. It is also a guts exercise, 

because it means making yourself vulnerable and taking risks that are 

enormous. Since few people have the courage to do this alone, heart 

also enters the picture in that you need to fi nd some people who can 

take the risks with you and support you in the process. 

 Reexamining a business model is a challenge that often causes 

people to say yes — but achieve little. Most large companies have huge 

fi xed costs tied up in the current business model, and to destroy it 

requires a leap into the unknown that their leaders are unprepared 

to make. Th ey lack the guts to destroy it, but they also may lack the 
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analytical skills to know when and how to destroy it and what to 

replace it with. And they may also lack the heart to help their people 

make the transition from an old, comfortable model to the new and 

uncertain one. And if that ’ s not enough, the complexity, diversity, 

and uncertainty of the world raises the degree of diffi  culty another 

notch or three. Just when you ’ ve decided how to destroy the old model 

and what to replace it with, an unpredictable event or unforeseen 

complication is apt to send you back to the drawing board. Being in 

the center of a huge storm means that new waves come at you out of 

nowhere — economic, technological, and social waves that can make 

all your new model construction obsolete. 

 Th ough it may be more attractive to tinker with your current 

business model than to destroy it, for many leaders today that is not 

an option. Remaining competitive in a fast - changing world requires 

you to constantly think the unthinkable and be willing to do the 

unreasonable.  

  A Gr e at Model for a Wor ld 
Th at No Longer E xists 

 Nowhere is the new competitive world better defi ned than in China. 

Th e Chinese, after years of inward concentration, are now going 

global — and challenging many businesses elsewhere to rethink their 

business models. 

 Chinese companies are starting to disrupt global competition by 

breaking the established rules of the game — the Western game. Th eir 

weapon of choice has been cost innovation, the strategy of using 

Chinese cost advantage in radically new ways to off er customers around 

the world more for less. Galanz, a leading Chinese manufacturer, now 

supplies more than half of all microwave ovens sold on the global mar-

ket. China International Marine Containers dominates the global con-

tainer market with a 55 percent share, and Shanghai Zhenhua Port 

Machinery Company has 54 percent of the world market for cranes. 

 Th e response from Western companies to this competitive chal-

lenge cannot be incremental improvement or tweaking current 

strategies. Th ey will need radical new approaches that will require 

them to drive their own costs down, or possibly even use their China 

business unit as a global product center. 
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 In the United States and Europe, pharmaceutical companies 

once enjoyed a terrifi c business model — one that produced superior, 

predictable revenues year after year. Th e model required deploying a 

number of sales representatives into doctors ’  offi  ces to educate physi-

cians about a compound and secure their allegiance to prescribing 

it. Each year produced an increase in the number of sales represen-

tatives, since pharmaceutical companies could accurately estimate 

how much additional revenue each new rep would generate. As the 

Internet began to change how doctors obtained information, how-

ever, and a glut of sales representatives began to clog medical offi  ces, 

doctors gave reps less than one minute to make their pitch. Today, 

pharmaceutical reps are operating at about 8 percent effi  ciency. 

 Pharmaceutical companies are caught — they recognize that they 

have to do things diff erently, but they are scared that if they elimi-

nate half their reps, they ’ ll never be able to replace the lost revenue. 

 Th e banking industry has gone through similar transformations 

over the years and now it is being challenged with reinventing not 

only its business model but its operating model as well as it moves 

into emerging markets. Barclays is a classic example. 

 Faced with limited growth in the U.K. market and exploding 

opportunities in emerging markets, Barclays decided in 2003 to reor-

ganize its operations from a company of national operations in many 

diff erent countries around the world to an integrated global enter-

prise that now serves 27 million people in a unifi ed way. To do this 

it set a clear vision of profi t growth through diversifying its business 

base. Th is meant the invention of new products and processes rel-

evant to local markets, while employing a universal banking model 

that integrated the many disparate models that had been used locally 

around the world. Barclays management had to establish a single 

online interface globally to make it easy for customers to do business 

with the bank, regardless of where they were in the world. And to 

achieve this they had to reinvent relationships between various retail 

banking units, including the decentralization of many decisions to 

the lowest level. 

 Name any other industry and you ’ ll fi nd a business or operat-

ing model that is in need of replacement. Th e U.S. auto industry is 

another classic example of a business model that will require pro-

found change. For decades, industry leaders could anticipate rising 

costs and greater competition for fossil fuels, fuel economy  standards, 
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 climate concerns, and population density. But why face the diffi  cul-

ties of changing for tomorrow if customers were still buying SUVs 

today? Th eir risk - aversion, lack of vision, entrenched culture, and 

ingrained labor relations tension created the perfect context for pre-

cipitous decline. As Asian competitors competed on price and qual-

ity, U.S. auto companies made their money from fi nancing — but 

with the current credit crunch, they need to fi gure out how to make 

money from actual vehicles,   and not the traditional gas - guzzling cars 

but more fuel - effi  cient, greener modes of transportation.

Th e publishing industry is facing falling newsstand sales, sub-

scription rates, readership, and ad revenue. Newspapers and mag-

azines can see the future, and they are attempting to make the 

transition from print to digital platforms. Yet despite the writing on 

the wall — or the computer screen — they cling to their print publica-

tions and fail to destroy their old model. 

 Why? Part of the problem is one we alluded to earlier — they 

have a huge fi nancial investment in the current model. Perhaps the 

more signifi cant investment, though, is psychological. Many orga-

nizational leaders grew up with the old model; they saw it deliver 

great results year after year. It was the model that they learned well 

and that helped boost their careers. Destroying it feels wrong. It is 

counterintuitive to kill the golden goose — or the one that once was 

golden. And then there ’ s the issue of how and when to kill it. 

 One recent study by Lahiri, Perez - Nordtvedt, and Renn con-

cludes that to stay ahead of global developments and lead compa-

nies in a truly anticipatory fashion leaders need to develop four 

mind - sets: 

  A global mind - set to understand worldwide market dynamics.  

  An innovation mind - set to foster the generation and integration 

of new ideas into organizational strategy and business models.  

  A virtual mind - set to incorporate the skills and knowledge of 

external providers who may be thousands of miles away.  

  A collaborative mind - set that seeks out business partnerships to 

meet hyper - competition.    

 Destroying a business model and building a new one is intim-

idating if leaders lack these mind - sets and are unused to thinking 

•

•

•

•
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broadly and innovatively. Leaders naturally ask themselves, Can we 

survive the transition from old to new model; do we have the people 

we need to implement the new model; what if things change and 

the new model is outmoded by the time we implement it? In these 

questions, you can see the complexity and uncertainty that give every 

leader pause. In many instances, they deny or delay the changes they 

know they need to make. Th ey tell themselves that it isn ’ t as bad as it 

appears; that perhaps there is some life left in their old strategies; that 

they can cut costs to keep their margins even if their revenue growth 

is lagging. 

 Th is is bet - the - company stuff , so all the rationalization is under-

standable. But it ’ s also unacceptable. As diffi  cult as it is to destroy old 

models and build new ones, it is one of the crucial leadership tasks 

of the twenty - fi rst century. Of course, you can fi nd a million bad 

reasons for not blowing up your business model that seem reasonable 

at the time. It ’ s worth examining some of the most common ones to 

see how they seduce leaders into inaction.  

  Wh y It  ’ s  Worse to Do Nothing, 
but Seems to Be Bet ter 

 Why aren ’ t CEOs and senior executives at least rethinking — if not 

destroying — their business models left and right? From our experi-

ence in working with top teams, here is what we ’ ve found: 

  Denial.  Richard Tedlow notes that Sigmund Freud described 

denial as a state of  “ knowing - but - not - knowing. ”  Leaders in this state 

refuse to believe what their analysis tells them. Confronted with the 

reality of a fatally fl awed business model, they close their eyes to what 

it means for their companies and their careers. Th is isn ’ t usually done 

consciously. In their day - to - day business lives, these leaders believe 

they are doing the right thing for their organizations and that they ’ ll 

be fi ne if they simply stay the course. In the back of their mind, 

though, they glimpse the need for major change. Th ey are generally 

able to keep this view buried in some dusty corner of consciousness 

and maintain the status quo. Many companies that are doing well 

today may be on their way to disappearing. Tedlow notes that accord-

ing to economist Paul Ormerod, more than 10 percent of all compa-

nies in America disappear each year. And denial is a major reason. 
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  Don ’ t know what to do.  Other leaders see the trend coming that 

will make their model obsolete, but they simply aren ’ t sure what to 

do about it. Th e U.S. oil industry is an example. For all its windfall 

profi ts in recent years, it is fi nding that oil exploration and produc-

tion has become more of a political than geological issue.  “ Th is is an 

industry in crisis, ”  noted an energy expert in the  New York Times,  
August 19, 2008:  “ It ’ s a crisis of leadership, a crisis of strategy and a 

crisis of what the future looks like for the supermajor oil companies. 

Th ey are like a deer caught in the headlights. Th ey know they have to 

move, but they can ’ t decide where to go. ”  Th ey lack a vision for how 

the company might reinvent itself, even knowing that fossil fuels will 

run out and consumers will conserve or demand alternative energy 

sources. So they scramble back to the United States to support off  -

 shore drilling where they can have political access to supplies. 

  Lack of capacity to get where they want to go.  Some CEOs have a 

clear point of view about how they must recreate their businesses, but 

they are missing the resources to do so. Perhaps they lack the money or 

the people, but they know that as their company is currently confi g-

ured, they can ’ t get there from here. Sometimes they have a conscious 

strategy of  “ fi nishing their term ”  in hopes that their successor will 

have the energy and the time to take the radical steps needed. 

  Stuck in the middle.  Sometimes they start destroying the old model 

and start implementing the new one, but unexpected events cause 

the eff ort to grind to a halt. Everything from a competitor ’ s move 

on a market or a downturn in the economy can cause leaders to fi nd 

themselves unable to move forward. As a result, they move backward 

and restore the old model. 

  Relationship risks.  Leaders are used to relating to their people 

in certain ways. For years, they ’ ve asked their people to do what is 

feasible and what jibes with a clearly stated direction. Th ey have an 

unstated pact with their people — a pact that says I will only ask you 

to do what is reasonable and feasible; I won ’ t ask you to attempt the 

impossible or the unimaginable. 

 Yet when leaders recreate companies and trash old business mod-

els, they often need to ask their people to do things that seem impos-

sible or even crazy. As a result, making these requests gives them 

pause. Th ey don ’ t want their people to think they ’ re idiots. Th ey 

don ’ t want to convey the impression that the business is in trouble or 

that they themselves are. In short, they don ’ t want to endanger the 
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emotional bond they ’ ve built over the years with key direct reports. 

Th erefore, they often don ’ t ask enough of their people. Rather than 

demand they throw out a long - standing process or discard an estab-

lished policy or replace old products with new ones, they request 

minor rather than major changes. In this way, they preserve their 

relationships  . . .  at the expense of the business. 

  Blinding arrogance.  Under the huge strain of witnessing the old 

model falling apart, some leaders are vulnerable to their derailers. 

Under stress, they refl exively resort to the worst aspects of their lead-

ership personalities. For many leaders, their derailers involve arro-

gance. Faced with unrelenting pressures for improved performance 

from a tapped - out model, more than one CEO has decided to man 

the barricades and create a siege mentality. Arrogant, they believe 

that they ’ re smart enough to solve their own problems without any-

one ’ s help. Th ey hunker down with their key people and brainstorm 

solutions. Instead of destroying the old model and inventing a new 

one, they tinker with what they have in the arrogant belief that if 

everyone puts their heads together and tinkers with the model, they 

can make it work again. 

  Scapegoating others.  While some leaders respond arrogantly to 

the stress of an outmoded business model, others become dismissive 

of their people, saying (or thinking),  “ I ’ ve got a bunch of imbeciles 

here. Why can ’ t they give me the answers I need? I ’ m paying them 

to provide me with solutions, but all they do is raise problems. ”  As a 

result, their people rather than their old business model become their 

focus. Th ey may even replace their old people with new ones instead 

of replacing the old business model. 

 To counteract these action - stopping factors, you ’ re going to have 

to fi nd your way through the complexity. Here is how whole leader-

ship thinking can help.  

  It  ’ s  Not Just A bout Guts:  A Whole 
Le a dership A pproach to Destroy ing 
a nd R ebuilding Your Business Model 

 Joseph Schumpeter, an economic historian writing in the last century, 

fi rmly believed that the process of innovation required for economic 

development demanded the  “ creative destruction ”  of the current 
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order on a regular basis. Without this, he concluded, there could be 

no economic progress. 

 Massive complexity and widespread uncertainty, of course, give 

leaders pause as they contemplate this process. Destroying a business 

model in a calm environment is diffi  cult enough; in an environment 

where leaders don ’ t understand everything that ’ s happening and can ’ t 

predict what ’ s next, they naturally may hesitate. It ’ s tough to take on 

challenging, risky assignments such as this one when you can ’ t see 

clearly through the blizzard of change taking place. 

 In these stormy climes, leaders need a well - defi ned way to destroy 

their business models. Th e seven - step process we recommend requires 

a combination of head, heart, and guts, as can be seen in Figure  3.2 .     

  1.   Use your guts to confront the reality of the current situation.    

 First, you have to have the guts to confront reality and seek out 

bad news — something many leaders avoid. We are convinced that the 

reason leaders are looking for good news is that they are personally 

overwhelmed and so far into cognitive and emotional overload that 

they demand  “ positives ”  and  “ solutions ”  instead of problems from 

their subordinates. Confronting reality requires the guts to demand 

Use your Use your Head
for analysisfor analysis

Demonstrate Demonstrate Heart
to build a foundationto build a foundation

Act with Act with Guts
to get the job doneto get the job done

2. Reinvent the future
    go-to-market model

4. Prepare for the
    unexpected

7. Continually redesign
    and realign your 
    organization

3. Align your top 
    management team 
    and levels

6. Acknowledge that 
    turmoil, change, and 
    growth can take their 
    toll on people

1. Confront the reality of
    the current situation

5. Pull the trigger and
    monitor through metrics

 FIGURE 3.2. Destroy and Rebuild Your Business Model. 
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that people tell you bad news and then the head to analyze the results 

and determine what should be done. It also increasingly requires per-

sonal resilience to be knocked down by another unexpected event 

only to get up and lead your people in a confi dent fashion.   

   2.   Use your head to reinvent the future go - to - market model.    
 Second, you need to reinvent the future. Arriving at a fresh point 

of view about the future from which a new business model can emerge 

may be the most diffi  cult of the seven tasks. While the fi rst one takes 

the courage to confront bad news, the second requires the analytical 

skills and vision to see new opportunities while at the same time sort-

ing through the feasibility and fi nancial impact of radical change. 

More than that, it ’ s also necessary to hold together a team that may 

be frightened by the prospect of losing their tried - and - true ways of 

growing the business. But in the end, it may also call upon the guts 

to go beyond what is logical and rational to the unthinkable.   

   3.   Use your heart to align your top management team and levels.    
 Th ird, develop alignment and support. Th is begins with your top 

team. You absolutely need to be sure your top team is on board and 

aligned with what needs to be done. Th is is fi rst and foremost a heart 

issue of building successful relationships. But it may also be a guts issue 

of confronting resisters and ensuring that they get the message and 

understand that if they continue to resist, they ’ ll be terminated. While 

your team may have been involved in confronting reality and develop-

ing a new business model, that does not mean they are aligned and 

supportive of the conclusion. You cannot, however, allow passive resis-

tance and other dysfunctional group behavior to stand in the way. To 

ensure everyone is aligned, hold an off site meeting in which you test 

and retest not only the conclusions you have come to but the degree to 

which people are on board and support the outcome. 

 Alignment extends beyond your top team to their direct reports. 

For this, you will need to hold your top team ’ s feet to the fi re; they 

must be accountable for ensuring that the next layer of management 

does not defect when times get tough. In some cases, you may need 

to off er to meet with this group to make the business case for the 

actions you are about to take. 

 Ken Frazier, president of Merck Global Human Health, is lead-

ing Merck ’ s eff ort to change from an old business model to a new one. 

He recognizes that this transition is scary, and that people are deal-

ing with questions of complexity that require continuous  dialogue. 
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Th is means his leadership team needs to be open, honest, and eff ec-

tive. If people don ’ t express their fears, listen to each other, and off er 

ideas and support, the transition won ’ t be successful. For this reason, 

he spent three days a month for several months with his team to talk 

about the challenges, develop a shared vision of the future, make 

tough trade - off  decisions, and fi nd ways to support each other as the 

change goes forward. 

 Frazier grasped that reconfi guring a model requires continuous 

emotional support, not just analysis. He knows that members of his 

team are hearing their people tell them that they must be crazy to 

change the old model and that they ’ re risking the business. Without 

suffi  cient support and a  “ we ’ re all in this together ”  feeling, it is diffi  -

cult for a team to move forward into implementation with the enthu-

siasm and conviction needed to be successful.   

   4.   Use your head to prepare for the unexpected.    

 Fourth, you will need to prepare for the unexpected. Anyone who 

has ever sailed through a raging storm knows that contingency plans 

are critical. You may have one route mapped, but given the  roiling, fast -

 changing conditions, you may have to opt for a secondary or tertiary 

route. Th erefore, you must anticipate the major things that could go 

wrong and develop contingency plans for how they can be managed.   

   5.   Use your guts to pull the trigger and monitor through metrics.    
 You have to do what was once unthinkable. You eventually have 

to push the button that blows up what you ’ ve worked hard to build. 

Maybe you do it in stages and maybe you use a euphemism to moder-

ate the reaction to your program of radical change, but it still requires 

enormous courage. Th is challenge is no place for waffl  ers and wimps. 

You must be convinced that what you ’ re about to do has to be done. 

Second thoughts, doubts, and half - measures aren ’ t allowed. Th is is 

where your point of view or vision becomes critical. When you have a 

well - informed point of view in which you believe absolutely, you can 

make the tough decisions to initiate huge change with conviction. 

 Clear metrics will help you chart your progress in diagnosing 

what needs to be done, and then in measuring your progress once a 

new model is in place. Market share, customer satisfaction, new prod-

uct introductions, turnover — whatever is critical to your success must 

be defi ned. Many leaders who are comfortable with the  “ big change 

picture ”  bypass the metrics needed to execute well and change direc-

tion if needed, and that failure can doom the whole change process.   
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   6.   Use your heart to acknowledge that turmoil, change, and growth 
can take their toll on people.    

 Most signifi cant business model changes require pain and evoke 

frustration, anger, and even grief. We have worked with many large 

companies going through transformational change, and the most 

signifi cant impediments to progress are usually heart, not head. 

Fear, anxiety, fatigue, letting go, clinging to control — these are 

the emotions that underlie most resistance. During periods of sig-

nifi cant change, we see in chat boards, change workshops, anony-

mous surveys, and even all - employee meetings the same issues from 

company to company.  “ Will I be all right? ”     “ Will I be able to adapt 

to the future? ”     “ Can I get on board? ”  Good leaders use their heart to 

acknowledge and not deny this basic reality of change management, 

and excellent leaders know how long to tolerate it before it begins to 

impede performance.   

   7.   Use your head to continually redesign and realign your 
organization.    

 Many leaders believe that once they have decided on a new busi-

ness model and reorganized the business they can begin to focus 

on growing and winning. Th e stress and turbulence associated with 

rebuilding a business frequently requires a chance for people to catch 

their breath, adjust to the new direction, and stabilize. Th is can be a 

missed chance to focus on new learning, adapting to new competi-

tors, and changing course quickly. Most organizations and leaders 

don ’ t get it right the fi rst time, or even the second time. Customers are 

disappointed, people must be changed out, and churn is inevitable. 

As indicated, be understanding of the chaos you have created — but 

don ’ t ever let up on the pressure to learn, change, and grow. 

 Whole leadership provides an avenue for eff ective action. In fact, 

blowing up your business model without whole leaders is suicidal. 

With them, you stand a decent chance of making a go of it. It takes 

a leader with multiple leadership capabilities to overcome the natural 

resistance to blowing up a formerly strong business model during 

turbulent times. 

 As noted at the beginning of this chapter, reinventing your busi-

ness model will probably not be a one - time experience — so you will 

need to fi nd a way to do it and begin to hone your whole leader-

ship skills in this area. Rethinking and redesigning your business is 

now a prerequisite for leading, and you will need to use your head 
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to decide, your heart to empathize with what you will put people 

through, and your guts to bring yourself to do it. 

 As you consider these seven actions, consider also the following 

whole leadership questions related to this challenge:  

  WHOLE LEADERSHIP QUESTIONS TO ASK YOURSELF 
ABOUT DESTROYING AND REINVENTING YOUR BUSINESS MODEL 

   Use Your Head 
  What happens if you don ’ t blow up your business model?  
  Is your business making money in the space where it ’ s operating? Is it making as much 
as it did in the past; can it make as much in the future as it is making now?  
  What blips on the radar screen might turn into solid objects in the future?  
  What emerging trends, events, and competitors might be a real threat to your business ’ s 
existence at some point in the future?    

   Use Your Heart 
  What is changing in the minds of your customers? What are they looking for from your 
company and companies like yours?  
  Does your business have the talent to meet competitive threats not only today but fi ve 
years from now? Does it have the talent to run the company you hope it will become?  
  If you destroy your business model, how many of your people will come along for the 
ride — with enthusiasm, commitment, and creativity?  
  Have you done a good job of educating your people about the need for radical change? 
Do they understand why it needs to happen? Have you made a good effort to create 
awareness about and enthusiasm for the new model? Are investors and bankers aligned 
with the new model?  
  Can you understand and appreciate the change people are going through, including 
acknowledging the past while focusing on the future?    

   Use Your Guts 
  Are you willing to do the unthinkable?  
  Have you pushed yourself far enough? Have you explored all possible avenues of com-
pany vulnerability?  
  Do you really know what the competitive landscape looks like, not only today but in the 
future?  
  Have you confronted the fact that you may have people on your team who are unable 
to go where you need to go?                          

•
•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•
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      Focus, Simplify, and 
Network Your Organization          

45

 I n a recent interview the  CEO  of  A stra Z eneca , D avid  

Brennan, observed that in any large, complex organization, deci-

sion making becomes geometrically more diffi  cult. One way he deals 

with this is to get senior and middle managers to focus like a laser 

on value creation. He believes that if his employees ask, every day, 

 “ What are we here for? ”  and  “ Is this action contributing to share-

holder value? ”  some of the complexity in decision making can be 

reduced. 

 Brennan has found one of the answers to organizational 

complexity — focus — but most leaders today have found that every-

thing has become more specialized, more sophisticated, and more 

technology - enabled — and more fragmented. Th e deeper they 

can delve into market segmentation, for instance, the better they can 

understand cost structures and the faster they can manage, track, 

and monitor performance. At the same time, the deeper they delve, 

the more likely they are to become buried in detail and lose sight 

of the bigger picture. Brennan points out that with the geometric 

increase in scale and scope come more people, more intersections 

of objectives, ideas, and decisions, and more opportunities to fail or 

succeed.    
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  Complexit y of Org a niz at ion 
Size a nd Scope 

 Many of the leaders we interviewed told us that the increase in the 

number of relationships they have to manage is one of the most over-

whelming aspects of leading their organizations today. New markets, 

new businesses, new regulatory bodies, and new partners require 

them to consider many more perspectives when they make decisions. 

At the same time, while more diffi  cult to manage, these new net-

works are increasingly necessary because you cannot get things done 

in a complex organization without a network of people on whom you 

can depend. 

 But there are circles within circles. With the identifi cation of dif-

ferent needs comes the possibility of over - identifi cation. Paul Colby, 

CIO of British Airways, calls this  “ bad complexity. ”  He notes that 

in the 1990s British Airways became so customer responsive that it 

off ered millions of airfares to meet diff erent market needs. In fact, 

it even had a special fare for dogs in boxes going from London to 

Budapest! When challenged by Ryanair and other discount carriers, 

it engaged in something it called  “ snapback, ”  in which it started with 

what a simple airline looks like and then added layers of complexity 

that people would pay for. Th ey found that the answer to their com-

plexity was to  “ simplify. ”   

  Centr a liz at ion a nd 
Decentr a liz at ion 

 Over the last ten years the move to decentralize and simplify large 

organizations has been proposed as the best way to overcome the 

delays and complexity of approval and coordination processes 

stretched across thousands of miles. From Percy Barnevik ’ s legend-

ary decentralization of ABB into twenty - fi ve hundred diff erent busi-

nesses, each with its own P & L, to attempts today to push decisions 

down as far as possible toward the customer, leaders have looked for 

ways to speed decisions critical to market competitiveness. 

 At the same time, such moves have their parallel problems — too 

much decentralization can result in a lack of consistency and qual-

ity that can threaten global brands. Th e classic diffi  culties of power, 
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authority, and control also arise. One CEO we interviewed recently 

told us that when people in his company say they want to be  “ entre-

preneurial, ”  they often mean they want to be autonomous. Th ey 

want to go their own way to satisfy the demands of their local market 

while ignoring the needs of the total organization on a global scale. 

 Achieving the right balance between centralization and decen-

tralization often translates into a structure where customer issues 

are managed locally and non - customer issues are managed globally. 

Johnson  &  Johnson has historically been decentralized and consid-

ers it a key operating principle. J & J is experimenting with ways to 

standardize nonessential core processes such as payroll and purchas-

ing while maintaining the benefi ts of decentralized decision making 

around customers and markets. In this way, economies of scale and 

quality of support services can dictate the decision criteria for the 

back end while customer responsiveness dominates the decisions on 

the front end. Th is hybrid solution, however, increases the level of 

complexity and degree of ambiguity to be managed. 

 Th e greatest source of confl ict for many organizations is in 

new product development, design, features, and packaging. Global 

 franchises capture the benefi t of global scale in manufacturing, but 

local markets often insist on unique features, language, or posi-

tioning. In most global companies this sparks confl ict, debate, and 

sometimes ongoing frustration. Burberry recently decided that 

all products would be developed globally after experiencing qual-

ity and brand problems with local  “ entrepreneurs ”  in Asia. At the 

same time, Burberry CEO Angela Ahrendts wants to keep the local 

 “ entrepreneurial magic ”  while simultaneously ensuring the ben-

efi ts of global branding, new product development, and strategic 

prioritization. 

 An emerging area of organizational complexity is the need to 

capitalize on the convergence of technologies, which often creates 

new organizational dilemmas. Converging technologies — drugs 

with devices, telephony with entertainment, media content with 

channels — require organizational units to collaborate and transcend 

individual or unit goals and budgets to work on a larger enterprise -

 wide objective — where, too often, the prize of technological conver-

gence is visible but not achievable because of internecine warfare. 

Technology convergence will drive even more interdependency in the 

near future. 
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  What ’ s the Problem? 

 A large part of the problem is that most leaders try to outthink com-

plexity. Th ey deeply believe that if they can just fi gure out how to 

restructure the organization correctly, they ’ ll have their product 

or marketing confl icts solved. But even if they solve one problem, 

another invariably surfaces (often as a result of solving the fi rst prob-

lem). You may fi nd a way to integrate multiple stakeholders into the 

decision - making loop, but this integration slows decision making 

down to the point that you can no longer decide fast enough. 

 While there are many reasons for organizational complexity, 

ironically, one of the most prevalent has been the emergence of what 

many consider a solution — the matrix organization. Unilever, Nike, 

Shell, GE, Tata, Infosys, Bank of America, and Novartis are all major 

global corporations that have opted for a matrix organization to deal 

with the simultaneous demands of local customers, global consis-

tency, and business and product profi tability. Yet just as it feels like 

an appropriate response to these complex factors, it embeds greater 

complexity into organizational structures. A diff erent view of success 

is required to lead eff ectively in a matrix. Historically, the metaphor 

for organizations has been  “ the machine. ”  Organization charts depict 

fi xed relationships, static parts, and linear decision processes. Th is is 

the organizational  “ picture ”  many people unconsciously carry. Th e 

emerging and more accurate metaphor for organizations today is 

 “ the organism, ”  which captures the ever - changing nature of organi-

zational relationships, especially in a matrix.   

 Ever since Tom Peters and Bob Waterman wrote  In Search of 
Excellence  in 1982, a debate has raged about complexity and simplicity 

in organization design. Peters and Waterman maintained that of all the 

successful organizations they studied none was a matrix and most were 

single - focused. Yet the growth of complex global, multi - branded matrix 

organizations over the last twenty - fi ve years has shown that some com-

panies can manage scale, scope, and complexity simultaneously. 

 No one who knows anything about the human condition would 

ever design a matrix structure for organizations. And yet any organi-

zation that fails to do so probably won ’ t survive in the long run. Most 

global companies today have evolved toward some form of matrix. 

But the result has been to create confl icting points of view about 

everything from measurement systems to control issues to who gets 

credit and rewards. 
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 Th is conundrum perplexes leaders who are well aware that 

many of their employees have experienced command - and - control 

structures — work, family, or military — and frequently long for the 

clarity such structures provide. Within a matrix, however, authority 

is weakened, accountability is diff used, and many times people aren ’ t 

even certain who the ultimate decision maker is. Nike probably has 

one of the most eff ective matrixes in the world and the most skill in 

managing it, but even there, employees can struggle with issues of 

accountability as they move from a product - based matrix to a cat-

egory -  and consumer - driven matrix structure. In short, a matrix is a 

solid but imperfectly designed structure for sailing through a perfect 

storm. In ways it is an improvement on earlier structures designed for 

simpler times, and yet it can ’ t always withstand the whirling forces of 

complexity, diversity, and uncertainty. 

  Having more than one boss.  Moving from one boss to two or three 

requires a signifi cant shift in perspective for most people. Frequently, 

it increases the level of personal responsibility and accountability they 

must assume because they must learn how to secure approvals from 

the right person for the right project — and how to keep the second-

ary or tertiary authority fi gures in the loop. Th ey must also deal with 

animosity between these authority fi gures. Th ey must scramble to 

secure approval for a project or to meet a deadline when one or more 

of these individuals can ’ t be located. For leaders trying to orchestrate 

thousands of relationships like this, the task is daunting, creating dis-

illusionment and sometimes despair. It requires an increase in commu-

nication and infl uencing skill that many companies assume is present, 

even when it is not. People cannot be expected to move smoothly 

into a multi - boss environment after spending years with a one - on - one 

relationship. Making the new relationships eff ective while continuing 

to tear down boundaries and structures is a complex challenge. 

  Misaligned goals.  People want diff erent things — and have diff er-

ent goals and responsibilities. Managers in various countries need to 

satisfy their customers in ways that are locally relevant. Managers in 

HR, Finance, and IT need to make sure they have state - of - the art best 

practices and move toward centralization to get everyone aligned. 

And business managers are obsessed with delivering products ahead 

of the competition at a margin that is acceptable to the shareholders. 

All three of these groups have legitimate concerns that an organiza-

tion needs to deal with, but ensuring that everyone works together 

eff ectively across these diff ering needs is more than a head issue. 
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  Th e inability to operate autonomously.  Leaders accustomed to 

making decisions on their own, or who just prefer it that way because 

of personality or personal style, sometimes fi nd it onerous to engage 

in the collaborative process of a matrix. When accountabilities over-

lap, tensions are created and questions are raised. If you ’ re account-

able for the same project as fi ve other people — and you ’ re all working 

on it in separate groups — do you have to consult all fi ve to report 

progress, share results, or make a decision? Th e process feels slow. 

It can also bog down in discussion and disagreement between the 

parties who need to collaborate. In our work with global companies, 

we have found that a larger percentage of mid - level managers than 

top managers cite  “ unclear roles and responsibilities ”  as their major 

frustration. We suspect that when senior managers are not aligned, it 

creates havoc lower in the organization. 

  An inward focus.  When roles and responsibilities are less well -

 defi ned and infl uence takes precedence over position power, peo-

ple naturally wonder  “ who ’ s up ”  and  “ who ’ s down. ”  Not only do people 

speculate on who is doing well, they can also become insecure about 

their own positions and become more political than they were in a tradi-

tional hierarchical structure. It seems odd that this would be the case in 

a more open, participatory, and boundaryless organization, but it hap-

pens frequently. Instead of turning their attention outward on the com-

petition, people look at their colleagues and expend energy jockeying for 

position. And leaders waste time trying to douse countless brush fi res. 

 Don ’ t misunderstand why we raise these four points. We abso-

lutely believe in the value of a matrix to foster innovation, provide 

for a greater diversity of opinion and better decisions, and enhance 

organizational fl exibility. It would be naive, however, to think that 

these benefi ts don ’ t come without a cost — the cost of complexity.  

  Multiple Stakeholders, Multiple Headaches 

 As we have noted, decision making is more confusing now than ever 

before. But it ’ s not only the matrix that is making it confusing. For 

the last fi fteen years or so, we ’ ve been moving away from traditional, 

specialized decision making. In the past, people specialized by func-

tion or geography, and specialist leaders were kings — they made the 

decisions for their areas and could usually do so unilaterally. Now, 

everyone must take various stakeholders into consideration before 
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deciding. Shareholders, for instance, are now much better informed 

and organized. Th ey can and will lobby to rid a company of a leader 

they believe is not as eff ective as it needs. Just as important, evidence 

of a leader ’ s eff ectiveness is out there for the world to see. In an age of 

transparency and technology, you can ’ t expect mistakes to be hidden 

or blunders to just go away. 

 Employees, too, complicate matters. Th ey no longer are  cubicle-
ized.  Th ey connect with each other on chat boards and other online 

forums, share disappointments and problems, and are not shy about 

voicing their concerns. It ’ s not surprising, then, that CEOs are grow-

ing more attuned to what employees will think about their decisions. 

Even ten years ago, they might not have been troubled by what their 

people thought of a strategic move or a policy change. Now, they are 

extraordinarily sensitive to their employees ’  views on certain subjects. 

 Of course, if you try to satisfy everyone, you satisfy no one. 

Whole leaders recognize that while they must understand the vari-

ous positions of diff erent stakeholders and network with as many as 

possible, they can ’ t try to make everyone happy all the time. Instead, 

they must create a connection with various stakeholders, a bond of 

respect and trust. In this way, a given stakeholder who doesn ’ t agree 

with a decision will still give the leader the benefi t of the doubt. 

Leaders also must have the courage of their convictions. If stakehold-

ers sense that a leader is wavering or is taking the easy way out, they ’ ll 

pounce. A leader with a strong point of view isn ’ t invulnerable, but 

having that point of view is what will make it possible to act.   

  M atr ix M a nagement:  A Jour ney, 
Not a Dest ination 

 Nobody ever  “ gets the matrix right ”  and then relaxes. Th ere is no 

such thing as the ideal matrix organization. Organizations adapt 

based on changes in the marketplace, demands of customers, and 

moves of competitors. As a result, matrix organizations are always 

shifting emphasis, renegotiating lines of authority, and centralizing, 

regionalizing, and decentralizing responsibilities based on manage-

ment ’ s analysis of what is needed to win in the marketplace. 

 Everything seems to become outmoded in an instant; new devel-

opments around the world cause organizations to rethink assump-

tions continuously; a lawsuit, an investigation by a government body, 
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or a new law requires massive changes fast. Organizational complex-

ity can come from just about anywhere at any time. 

 Asking a large global organization to move in a new direction is 

a hugely complex request. Leaders must deal with everything from 

long - term employees ’  clinging to old policies and traditions to com-

municating the directional change eff ectively to multiple stakeholders. 

General Electric has managed to change direction continually — and 

profi tably — over the years. It has no compunction about getting rid 

of what is no longer working and trying something new. Jack Welch 

made huge changes to the structure, culture, and strategy of the com-

pany, and Jeff  Immelt is making equally signifi cant changes by focus-

ing on scientifi c research and increased emphasis on marketing. A 

2006 article in  Fortune  contains a terrifi c quote from Immelt:  “ Most 

people inside GE learn from the past, but have healthy disrespect 

for history. ”  Implied in that quote are the head and guts of a whole 

leader: You use your mind to analyze past events, but you possess the 

courage to ignore them and try something new. 

 Given all these complexities, if you try to lead a matrix with a 

purely analytical focus, you ’ re bound to fail. So many paradoxical 

and multilayered issues exist that if you try and slog through all of 

them, you ’ ll get stuck. In the  Harvard Business Review  authors David 

Snowden and Mary Boone introduced the concept of the  “ Cynefi n 

Framework. ”  Th ey explained that  cynefi n  is a Welsh word that sug-

gests the existence of numerous factors that infl uence us in ways we 

can ’ t grasp. Th ey diff erentiated the ordered world of fact - based man-

agement from the unordered world where fact - based management 

is ineff ective. Th ey advocate an alternative approach (pattern - based 

management) for handling  “ complex and chaotic contexts. ”  

 We agree. An alternative approach is necessary, one that is highly 

fl exible.  Flexible structure  means diff erent things to diff erent theo-

rists, but for us, it means having access to your head, your heart, or 

your guts as the situation demands.  

  Whole Le a dership a nd M atr ix 
M a nagement:  Focus,  Simplif y, 

a nd Net wor k 

 Most managers try to deal with complex organizations using only 

their heads and soon become overwhelmed with complexity. It is 
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just not possible to hold in mind all the factors aff ecting policymak-

ing today. Successful global leaders follow a basic process — focus, 

 simplify, and network. Th ey develop relationships with as many 

people throughout the organization as they can, because they know 

that in a complex organization, people do things fi rst for people they 

know and like. Building work and social networks across borders 

therefore becomes a key step that requires empathy, interpersonal 

skills, and all the other aspects of heart. In our experience, most large 

global organizations that look like matrix structures on paper are 

in practice complex webs of key relationships that drive decisions 

and outcomes. Th ese relationships require building and maintaining 

trust, which requires heart. 

 Whole leadership off ers a way to manage complexity. When you 

can deal with a matrix through building trusting relationships and by 

making instinctive, value - based decisions, you ’ re not forced to ana-

lyze the unanalyzable. As outlined in our whole leadership approach 

shown in Figure  4.1 , using head, heart, and guts is needed to success-

fully manage in a matrix organization.     

  1.   Use your head to focus on value - creating activities.    
 Create the  “ wiring and plumbing ”  to ease the transition of lead-

ers from a hierarchy to a matrix. As a leader, you ’ ll need to identify 

those activities that create the most value for the organization and 

Use your Use your Head
for analysisfor analysis

Demonstrate Demonstrate Heart
to build a foundationto build a foundation

Act with Act with Guts
to get the job doneto get the job done

1. Focus on
    value-creating
    activities

5. Establish a reward
    system to match
    your values

3. Network people
   throughout the
    organization

4. Create a collaborative
    culture

2. Simplify organizational
    decision processes

 FIGURE 4.1. Focus, Simplify, and Network Your Organization. 
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be ruthless in focusing on these priorities. After you ’ ve developed 

a business strategy and organization design to support it, you ’ re 

ready to take action. Much like weeding a garden, identify the 

non - value - adding activities that take up time and energy in every 

organization — reports, approvals, meetings, sign - off s — and reduce 

or eliminate them. Th is work simplifi cation process has been around 

for a long time, pioneered years ago by GE and termed  “ Work - Out ”  

there. Th e point is to direct the organization toward those things that 

create value for the future, rather than just sustain the bureaucracy.   

   2.   Use your guts to simplify organizational decision processes.    
 Once you have focused your priorities and reorganized or aligned 

your structure, simplify your policies and processes and relationships. 

Th is takes courage to make the tough decisions about the redistribu-

tion of power and authority. Mark Hurd, CEO of Hewlett - Packard, 

leads 150,000 employees in 170 countries — with a $55 billion sup-

ply chain. HP technology runs the world ’ s top two hundred banks, 

twenty - fi ve insurance companies, and hundreds of other companies. 

Hurd believed that the major source of complexity in HP was not 

size but the number of diff erent countries and multiple businesses 

with diff erent business models it had to encompass. 

 So he used a head approach. He reorganized the company to 

eliminate as many matrices as he could by pushing responsibil-

ity and accountability as low in the organization as possible. He 

then conducted an analysis of each country where HP was doing 

business and worked to align the organization to best meet local 

needs, while maintaining a global quality and delivery system. And 

fi nally, he required each manager to determine how much authority 

and responsibility would be given to global as opposed to local and 

regional units. 

 We know that mapping out how human relationships should work 

in a matrix can be enormously complex. We also know it ’ s essential 

to make the eff ort. Consulting fi rms such as McKinsey have devel-

oped responsibility and accountability charts that can facilitate this 

eff ort, providing guidance so people can examine decision - making 

areas and determine who has the authority for certain decisions, who 

should be consulted, and who needs to be informed. While this rene-

gotiation of power and authority is not easy, it helps to simplify what 

otherwise can be a totally confusing set of responsibilities for many 

day - to - day as well as strategic company decisions. 
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 In an excellent article in the  Harvard Business Review,  Ron 

Ashkenas provides a wide range of practical suggestions for simplifying 

an organization. Th ese include structural solutions like reducing lev-

els and layers and increasing spans of control, simplifying products 

and services through phasing out low - value products, disciplining 

governance through streamlining decision councils and committees, 

reducing business processes by simplifying planning and budgeting, 

and simplifying leadership behavior through focusing on meeting 

management and interunit collaboration. 

 Th ese are decisions and actions that require strong leadership 

and real guts, sometimes ignoring individual pleas and anxieties to 

achieve organizational success and outcomes.   

   3.   Use your heart to network people throughout the organization.    

 To get any new initiative implemented in a matrix organization 

requires a network of relationships and a focus on trust. Th ink about 

what you ’ re asking your people to do within a matrix. Many times, 

you ’ re requesting that they take an action that is in the best interest 

of the company but may not be in their own best interest. You want 

them to depend on people halfway around the world to hold up their 

end of the bargain so they can get the bonus they feel they deserve. 

And you may require them to take time from their own daily respon-

sibilities to help someone in another group achieve a goal for which 

they will receive little or no credit. As a leader, you must convince 

them that in the end, they will benefi t from this sacrifi ce. People 

need to trust that the madness has a method in it, that they can trust 

their colleagues, and that ultimately they will be rewarded if they get 

with the new program. 

 Dan Vasella, CEO of Novartis, recognized this when Novartis 

moved to a matrix structure. We helped him develop and deliver a 

leadership program aimed at middle management that allowed lead-

ers to examine four basic relationships they would need to manage if 

they were going to be successful. He stressed that they would need 

to learn to work across four boundaries — external boundaries with 

customers, suppliers, and regulators; horizontal boundaries between 

functional and business units; geographic boundaries between parts 

of the worldwide organization; and vertical boundaries between lay-

ers of the organization that inhibit quick implementation. More than 

two thousand middle managers have been trained to work across 

these boundaries, using 360 - degree feedback on their leadership 
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style and being coached on what they can do to become more eff ec-

tive in global matrix management. It has made a diff erence in the 

organization ’ s acceptance of matrix organization and in its ability to 

operate in a matrix framework.   

   4.   Use your heart to create a collaborative culture.    
 None of this, however, can take place without a highly col-

laborative culture. Collaboration has become the new mantra of 

matrix organizations. A recent IBM study of one thousand CEOs 

from around the world revealed that 40 percent are changing their 

enterprise models to drive more collaboration. When Dick Clark, 

CEO of Merck, decided to shift decision making from vertical 

functional and geographic authority structures to collaborative 

horizontal, end - to - end decision processes, he had to completely 

reassess his top 250 leaders to determine who could make the tran-

sition to a more collaborative leadership style and who could not, 

because he knew this would be critical to the organization ’ s abil-

ity to implement its new organizational model. We worked with 

him to defi ne the required leadership model and then assess key 

individuals against those requirements. It took both heart and guts 

to make this transition. 

 Dan Vasella and Dick Clark both understand the power of rela-

tionships to run a matrix organization. Managers who are unable to 

network and collaborate will inevitably fail in an organization struc-

ture that requires intense teamwork under complex, confusing, and 

uncertain conditions. Matrix organizations, more than perhaps any 

other type, require whole leaders at all levels.   

   5.   Use your head to establish a reward system to match your values.    
 You also need to make sure your reward systems match your 

values. It does little good to preach trusting and collaborative rela-

tionships and then turn around and reward managers for silo 

behavior — especially if they are top managers in the organization. 

 One of the greatest challenges of any organizational culture 

change is ensuring that reward systems match the new desired leader-

ship behavior. We have seen numerous situations in which leadership 

studies have been done to create a new model for future leadership. 

Th ese models have been rolled out into the organization. People have 

been trained to operate in a new way — only to fi nd that when they 

actually behaved in the new way, they were punished by systems that 

continued to reward the old behavior. 
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 Th is kind of disconnect happens frequently in organizations 

that move from silo to collaborative behavior, because many of the 

silo managers are critical to the business, leading countries that have 

been mainstay markets, businesses that have been cash cow contribu-

tors, or functions that have been critical for business success. If these 

leaders are allowed to continue their old behavior patterns in a new 

collaborative culture, however, the credibility of the new culture is 

undermined, and the transition will never happen. 

 It takes focus and networking to ensure that new reward systems 

match the needed behavior — and that they stick.  

  WHOLE LEADERSHIP QUESTIONS TO ASK YOURSELF 
ABOUT FOCUSING, SIMPLIFYING, AND NETWORKING 

A MATRIX ORGANIZATION 

   Use Your Head (Focus) 
  Is your organization clear about business priorities for the coming year and how these 
may be best achieved?  
  Have you made a business case to your stakeholders about why the current matrix 
organization is necessary to meet your business priorities?  
  Have you made clear the authority relationships between geographic areas, business 
units, and functional areas in achieving your business objectives?  
  Do you have in place the necessary metrics to know when and where the matrix struc-
ture is working and where it may be creating unnecessary additional costs?  
  Are IT and Finance prepared to provide the right information to the right people at the 
right time with the new organization structure and processes?    

   Use Your Heart (Network) 
  What relationships do you need to establish to build deep face - to - face trust and ensure 
critical tasks get done?  
  Who needs to understand the business case for diffi cult decisions that will be made, 
because you need their support?  
  Who will most likely resist the decisions that need to be made? What are their concerns? 
How can you address these concerns in other ways?  
  How do you provide support throughout the organization for the diffi cult transition?  
  Have you led the way in developing a new leadership model and related assessment 
and performance measurements for the mind - sets, knowledge, and skills needed by 
managers to operate in a complex organization?  

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•
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  Have you provided enough training and orientation to your managers about these mind -
 sets, knowledge, and skills for them to understand the new criteria for leadership?                                  

   Use Your Guts (Simplify) 
  What can you do to align this organization ’ s systems and core process around the most 
important issues for the future?  
  What tough trade - off decisions will you be willing to make in increasing the speed of 
decision making for inclusion of all relevant stakeholders in policy decisions?  
  How can you balance simplifying without sacrifi cing the key perspectives you need for 
quality decision making?    

•

•

•

•
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 W hen A. G. Lafley became CEO of Procter  &  Gamble in  

2000, he had his work cut out for him. Profi ts were lackluster 

and the stock price down. New product launches had slowed to a 

trickle, and no more than 15 percent of them were making money. 

He knew that fresh thinking was needed throughout the organiza-

tion. Moving quickly, he cut jobs, sold Crisco shortening and other 

declining brands, and began reciting his mantra: innovate, innovate, 

and innovate. Th ese days more than half of P & G ’ s new products are 

commercially successful. 

 Th e increasing complexity of the competitive landscape is forc-

ing every company to innovate faster. Judy Estrin, former CTO of 

Cisco Systems, has written in  Closing the Innovation Gap  that the 

United States is falling behind in innovation compared to other 

countries. Estrin argues that short - term focus, risk aversion among 

entrepreneurs, and regulations make innovation diffi  cult for com-

panies today. As in the pharmaceutical industry, a slowdown in new 

product introductions has left companies with oversized sales and 

marketing machines. Pricing pressures are increasing as companies 

globalize their operations while costs continue to climb. And old 

business and operating models are becoming outdated daily. 

 Most organizations respond to these pressures by focusing their 

innovative eff orts on product and service off erings, followed by 

business processes, product and service delivery models, fi nancial 

and business models, and developing new management mind - sets 
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and skills — in that order. But observers increasingly believe that the 

lowest cumulative value creation over the last ten years has been on 

products and the highest has been on the type of reinvention of busi-

ness models discussed in Chapter Th ree. Innovation applied only to 

product development is not the answer for the future. 

 As a leader, you know that mandating innovation isn ’ t enough. 

How many times have you asked your leaders and your organiza-

tion to innovate and found that little or nothing happens? You may 

fi nd that your people respond with creativity — what Peter Drucker 

defi ned as the generation of new ideas — but that ’ s diff erent from 

innovation, a process that requires leadership. And not just any type 

of leadership. To catalyze innovation within a perfect storm is a major 

challenge. People are nervous about taking risks when things are 

highly uncertain and unclear, and they are so exhausted from trying 

to manage a diverse cast of characters that innovation is the last thing 

on their minds. During the tumult of a perfect storm, most people ’ s 

instinctive reaction is to cling to what is known rather than come up 

with something diff erent. In other words, organizations aren ’ t going 

to stimulate successful innovation in this environment unless lead-

ers operate at full and broad - based capacity. Th at ’ s why we believe 

leadership — the whole variety comprising head, heart, and guts — is 

the most critical component of innovation. 

 In the end, innovation depends heavily on the organizational 

gestalt — a mixture of culture and climate. It consists of the compa-

ny ’ s stated and tacit rules of operation. It involves a clear - eyed look 

at everything from stated leadership policies to what is implied and 

intuited (see Table  5.1 ). When you think about this gestalt and how 

friendly it is to innovation, consider the following questions:    

  How is innovation seen in your organization?  

  Does R & D own innovation? Or does everyone feel a responsibil-

ity for driving innovation?  

  Is the focus of innovation on new organizational processes, orga-

nizational cost cutting, and new market development — or all 

three and more?  

  What do people think of when they hear the word  innovation ? 
Do they think of whether they are creative or do they think of 

whether they are responsible for thinking in new ways that create 

value for the organization every day?    

•

•

•

•
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TABLE 5.1. Common Innovation Myths.

Myth Realit y

Innovat ion is driven from the 
 bottom up . . . 

Ef fect ive innovat ion is leadership driven.

Leaders create the innovat ion strategy and 
susta in innovat ion through their leadership 
pract ices.

Innovat ion is about big ideas . . . Innovat ion is about a l l ideas that create va lue. 

Innovation ranges from susta ining or incrementa l 
to revolutionary and market changing.

Innovat ion is about invest ing 
in a hot new product . . . 

The rea l payof f comes from invest ing in 
mult iple t ypes of innovat ion with an emphasis 
on business model innovat ion. New products are 
copied swif t ly and rarely enjoy susta ined prof it s .

Innovat ion star ts in R&D . . . Innovat ion can star t any where. It requires a 
f lex ible and open framework that encourages 
new ideas and think ing.

Innovat ion comes from being 
creat ive . . . 

Innovat ion is fa r l ikel ier to come from being 
discipl ined. 

There must be a clear process of transforming 
ideas into tangible outcomes.

 As a leader, you are responsible for ensuring that your organiza-

tion responds to complexity with agility and adaptability. To do that, 

you need to establish not only a culture that values innovation but a 

climate in each sector, division, department, and work unit that cre-

ates the conditions for organizational innovation. Th is means that 

leaders at all levels of the organization can manage the complexity of 

total organizational innovation by the way they lead their people. But 

how do you get leaders to create an organizational gestalt that leads 

to innovation? Much has to do with creating just the right climate 

at a time when the perfect storm encourages creating just the wrong 

climate for innovation.     

  A Six - Dimensiona l A pproach 

 We have developed a six - step model to help senior executives under-

stand the requirements for building an organization climate that 

encourages innovation. Figure  5.1  sets out the basic components.    
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 Here ’ s a look at each one to spell out their impact on innovation. 

  Clarity of Purpose 

 Th e message you send your organization regarding innovation is vital. 

As noted earlier, people were clear that A.G. Lafl ey saw innovation as 

a critical answer to their problems. Your people have to have the sense 

that innovation is a business priority — for everyone — and that busi-

ness success will depend on the development of new ideas that could 

lead to the big payoff  — the  “ disruptive innovation. ”  

 But there also needs to be an innovation plan that provides guid-

ance to people concerning how you expect them to innovate. One of 

the fi rst steps in this process is to look outside the organization.  

  Outside - In Perspective 

 Encourage people to take an outside - in perspective. Customers, 

competitors, suppliers all have views on ways you can improve your 

Clarity of
purpose Recognition

Idea
generation

Innovation
discipline

Outside-in
perspective

Idea
support

Climate for
innovation

FIGURE 5.1. Six Dimensions of an Innovation Climate.
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organization — most of which you probably don ’ t want to hear. 

Confronting reality, as many people have said, is the fi rst responsibil-

ity of a leader. 

 When Steve Jobs took the stage for his fi rst speech after returning 

to the top of Apple in 1997, he shocked everyone by saying that he 

believed that Apple would need to move outside of its own ecosystem 

and reach out to other partners for help. Jobs felt that Apple, which 

had prided itself on its internal innovation, had become isolated and 

forgotten the world in which it lived. He did not just ask people to be 

innovative, he gave them permission to fi nd innovative ideas in ways 

that had not been part of the corporate culture. As a result, Apple 

moved from a sheltered tech organization to a global empire with 

more than 200,000 companies creating Apple - compatible products. 

 Th is approach, which has led Apple to become the integrator of 

technologies from around the world while adding its own value, has 

become known as  “ open innovation, ”  and it is not limited to electron-

ics. Lafl ey has developed his own version for product development 

at P & G, where it ’ s called  “ Connect and Develop, ”  and this radical 

strategy of open innovation now produces more than 35 percent of 

the company ’ s innovation and billions of dollars in revenue. British 

Telecommunications (BT), several drug giants, and many other 

companies now assume that the bulk of their future ideas will come 

from outside. Making open innovation work means cultivating con-

tacts with start - ups and researchers outside your organization and 

constantly scouting for new ideas — anytime, anywhere. 

 Remember that perfect storms tend to be blinding, and innova-

tion opportunities outside the fi eld of normal vision are often invisible 

to the searching eye. Imagine you ’ re the captain of a ship, surveying a 

storm - tossed sea for a new route with only an old - fashioned spyglass to 

fi nd your way, and then imagine you ’ re equipped with radar, sonar, and 

night - vision goggles. In short, look everywhere for the best ideas, 

and develop the capacity to look outside your normal range of sight.  

  Innovation Discipline 

 Giving people an understanding of innovation as a priority, along with 

permission to go anywhere in the world to fi nd the best ideas, are good 

fi rst steps. Th en you need to lay out a disciplined process for moving 

ideas into action. Coyne, Cliff ord, and Dye maintain in a recent article 
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in the  Harvard Business Review  that it is not enough to tell people 

to brainstorm. Instead, they have developed a disciplined approach 

to brainstorming in which they narrow a question to force people to 

think in new ways. For example, they suggest asking questions like 

these:  “ Who uses our product in ways we never expected or intended? ”   

  “ Who else is dealing with the same generic problem as we are but for 

entirely diff erent reasons? ”     “ What is the biggest hassle of purchasing 

our product? ”  and  “ How would we do things diff erently if we had per-

fect information about our buyers, usage and distribution channels? ”  

In each case, the guidance for brainstorming transforms the process 

from total chaos to a more focused and disciplined exercise. 

 Develop an organizational process for identifying and imple-

menting new ideas. Th is means that innovation needs to be coor-

dinated across the company. In addition to his  “ open innovation ”  

process, Jobs also created a  “ developer program. ”  Th rough this pro-

cess, the company worked with makers of portable speakers, music 

player cases, and other add - ons to greatly enhance the value of the 

iPod. Jonathan Schwartz, CEO of Sun Microsystems, blogs every 

day, and many of his blogs are about keeping innovation at the fore-

front of people ’ s minds. 

 And transparency of information drives everything. In the senior 

leadership programs we conduct, we fi nd that people are increas-

ingly concerned about how to make their products, processes, and 

positions more transparent. Being transparent in a systematic fash-

ion provides channels for people to contribute innovative ideas. 

Innovation can ’ t exist without discipline, but the discipline cannot 

be control - oriented — it must provide room for individual thinking, 

collaborative networking, and idea generation. 

 Finally, innovation discipline also takes the guts to walk away 

from ideas that don ’ t work. Many companies lose time and valuable 

resources because they don ’ t know how to walk away from a fail-

ing project. Rapid prototyping, which allows an idea to fail fast and 

cheaply, can free up resources to go after ideas that can create real value 

for the organization.  

  Idea Generation 

 Iyer and Davenport report that Larry Page, Google ’ s co - founder, 

after being told that an error was committed that cost Google several 
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million dollars, said,  “ I ’ m so glad you made that mistake because I 

want to run a company where we are moving too quickly and doing 

too much, not being too cautious and doing too little. If we don ’ t 

have any of these mistakes, we ’ re just not taking enough risk. ”  

 Idea generation involves giving employees the sense that they 

are expected and encouraged to take initiative and create new ways 

of doing things. People should be encouraged to experiment and 

try new approaches, even if they involve a certain amount of risk. 

Google famously requires all engineers to spend 20 percent of their 

time pursuing their own ideas! 

 Getting employees to generate ideas, however, also requires lead-

ers to clear as many bureaucratic obstacles as possible. How many 

times have you heard of a new idea or initiative that has languished 

in your decision - making infrastructure while diff erent layers of man-

agement made sure that all risk was taken out — and in the process 

killed the initiative? As a leader, you need to let it be known that you 

do not expect perfect ideas, you expect numerous ideas for the com-

pany to experiment with. 

 Follow one of W. Edwards Deming ’ s key points to manage qual-

ity: to get ideas to bubble up through the organization, you need to 

 “ drive out fear! ”  Deming, the father of the quality movement, main-

tained that no organization would be innovative or develop quality 

products and processes as long as a climate of fear existed that pre-

vented people from being forthcoming. Debilitating fear can range 

from reluctance to be embarrassed or ridiculed in public to fear of 

being fi red. 

 Support for idea generation must be provided on a personal 

basis — which is why the climate you and your managers set in your 

work units is so important. 

 We have found that one of the most diffi  cult insights for leaders is 

how much impact they have on their subordinates. Most leaders feel 

they are open and understanding, full of empathy and concern for 

their people. Th ey cannot understand why anyone would fear them 

or be hesitant to tell them what they are thinking. It is imperative to 

move past that comfortable belief and see what is really happening. 

 When you have power and authority over someone else ’ s life, 

however, you are never  “ just another nice person. ”  As a result, the 

recognition you give means much more than you think it does. Th ink 

about how you feel when someone you report to recognizes your good 
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work. Now transfer that same feeling to the people under you — or 

even to a colleague who respects you and seeks your approval. You 

hold a tremendous amount of authority in whom you recognize and 

what you recognize them for. 

 And the power is not only over the person being recognized. You 

are also sending a signal to the rest of the organization about what it 

is you value. Be careful that you recognize those behaviors that will 

most support innovation and that you do not inadvertently reward 

and recognize people who are seen as resistant or  “ not on board. ”  

Th is message can undermine all your good eff orts and create a nega-

tive climate for innovation.  

  Idea Support 

 Managers and their people must support the development and imple-

mentation of new ideas, and they must communicate that anyone who 

fails to support these ideas will be dealt with. While we ’ ve alluded 

to this idea previously, what we haven ’ t looked at is how trust is the 

linchpin for such support. Much has been written about trust — from 

the organizational level to the interpersonal. Th ere is universal agree-

ment that trust is crucial to eff ective organizational performance 

and, in fact, is even more crucial today now that the success of most 

organizations rests increasingly on horizontal collaboration in addi-

tion to vertical specialized expertise. Stephen R. Covey maintains in 

 Th e Speed of Trust  that trust is a critical competitive weapon, because 

speed to market cannot be achieved without trust. He believes that 

low trust leads to hidden agendas, work duplication, poor commu-

nications, and interdepartmental rivalries that reduce the speed of 

decision making and therefore speed to market. 

 Many leaders today are fi nding that in a globally interdependent 

organization, a poor performer in one unit can undermine the ability of 

the whole organization to operate eff ectively. If you have an underper-

former in your unit, it means that other units cannot have confi dence in 

your consistency of performance — and there goes organizational trust. 

 Th e same is true within a unit — if you want your people to trust 

one another, you have to deal with poor performers. It is irrational to 

expect your people to trust those who are incompetent and inconsis-

tent in their performance. 

 If people feel trusted and believe they will be supported, the 

challenge becomes establishing a climate where colleagues and direct 
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reports can openly critique new ideas without leaders seeing it as a 

personal attack and source of embarrassment. 

 In the course of analyzing 360 - degree survey feedback results 

of many senior leaders in companies throughout the world, we have 

seen that facing and handling confl ict is among the poorest skills of 

most managers today. Yet confl ict of ideas is at the heart of inno-

vation. If people cannot critique one another ’ s ideas openly for the 

purpose of improvement, they won ’ t be innovative. 

 Finally, leaders must provide the resources needed to move a good 

idea forward. People today are so overworked and stressed out that 

they have no time for additional responsibilities and no resources for 

fi nding more help. In this kind of environment you may need to use 

your own knowledge and skills to provide some form of additional 

support so that important projects are prioritized. Th is means the 

allocation of time, capital, and structure to ensure that those with 

new ideas have the resources to implement them.  

  Idea Recognition 

 Recognition involves rewarding and recognizing your people for imple-

menting innovative ideas. Or — for that matter — recognizing people 

for ideas that don ’ t work, as Larry Page did at Google. Use recognition 

to encourage the behavior you want to support. Everything you do —

 from the amount of time you spend with someone to the resources 

you allow them to receive to the promotions you make or even the 

handwritten notes you might send home to congratulate someone on 

something they have done — off ers leverage for innovation. 

 Th is is true for the team as well as for individuals on it. Any team 

needs to understand why and how and where recognition is given. Th e 

more transparent you are not only in your recognition but also in why 

you are recognizing a particular idea, the more you can use recognition as 

a coachable moment to help other people understand what you value.   

  M a naging the Pa r a dox of 
Org a niz at iona l Clim ate 

 To achieve all this requires balance — and the management of an 

interesting organizational paradox. As you can see in Figure  5.2 , too 

much support and recognition of people can lead to a country club 

climate where all the emphasis is on people support — idea generation, 
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support, and recognition. On the other hand, if you try to motivate 

people toward innovation only through organizational means — clar-

ity of purpose, outside - in perspective, and innovative discipline —

 they will not have the personal support they need. Obviously, the 

answer is a balanced approach where performance management is 

mixed with social support.    

 You got it — you have to be a whole leader to succeed at innovation.  

  Whole Le a dership A pproach to 
Building a Clim ate for Innovation 

 Leadership values and practices have the biggest impact on organi-

zational climate. Th is, in turn, will aff ect employee motivation and 
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FIGURE 5.2. Paradox in Organizational Climate.

Source: Birkinshaw and Gibson, 2004.
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individual and team performance. To achieve a successful team cli-

mate, you need to use your head, heart, and guts. As can be seen in 

Figure  5.3 , your head provides clarity of purpose and the outside -

 in perspective; your guts provide innovation discipline and idea gen-

eration; and your heart provides idea support and recognition.      

  1.   Use your head to clarify innovation as priority.  
 As noted, your ability to communicate clearly to your organiza-

tion in concrete terms, explaining how you see innovation related to 

your vision for the organization, is critical. Th is is not merely a mat-

ter of saying that it is important; you need to develop a clear innova-

tion plan that lays out how you expect innovation to occur. What 

are the organizational processes, the managerial behavior, and the 

procedures for ensuring that innovative ideas will be successful? 

  2.   Use your head to demand an outside - in perspective.  
 It is hard to demand an outside - in perspective from others if you 

do not step outside the organizational boundaries yourself. Customer 

visits, competitive analysis, industry meetings, and global travel are 

Use your Use your Head
for analysisfor analysis

Demonstrate Demonstrate Heart
to build a foundationto build a foundation

Act with Act with Guts
to get the job doneto get the job done

1. Clarify innovation as 
    priority

2. Demand an outside-in
    perspective

6. Create trust and
    resources for new ideas

7. Recognize both
    successful innovators
    and those who fail 

3. Create a discipline for
    innovation

4. Define the “big levers”
    to pull

5. Drive out fear to support
    idea generation

FIGURE 5.3. Build a Climate for Innovation.
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all steps that leaders take to make sure they are challenging their 

assumptions about their approach to the business. We work with 

many senior teams who incorporate the discipline of beginning their 

team meetings with this valuable perspective — rather than focus-

ing on the past month ’ s performance or the usual metrics. Adaptive 

organizations and leaders keep the focus on the external view, includ-

ing incorporating the voice of the customer in creative ways to every 

meeting. 

  3.   Use your guts to create a discipline for innovation.  

 People need to know the process for getting new ideas approved: 

who makes the tough choices; how to work through a resistant sys-

tem; where political support can be found. Th ey also need to know 

they can count on senior management to hold middle managers ’  feet 

to the fi re and make sure that managers lower in the organization 

know they will be heard if they advance new ideas. 

  4.   Use your guts to defi ne the big levers to pull.  
 Most innovation in companies is driven by clear  “ levers ”  that 

accelerate the innovation process. Th ese levers depend on the indus-

try and the business, but might include aspects such as fi nance, net-

works, enabling processes, core processes, and product performance. 

Each of these are levers in the innovation process that require disci-

plined attention. Innovation leaders focus on the key levers, rather 

than all of them, to drive innovation in their particular business. 

  5.   Use your guts to drive out fear to support idea generation.  

 You can develop every system and process for innovation you 

think would ensure success, but if people are afraid to come forward 

with suggestions and ideas for fear of ridicule or worse, innovation is 

dead. Many leaders have discovered that creating a climate for risk - 

taking, surfacing ideas, and exploring boundaries takes continuous 

work, suspending judgment (for a while), and creating conditions for 

people to speak freely, spontaneously and openly. Creative companies 

such as IDEO, W. L. Gore, and many advertising agencies shape 

all aspects of an organization to support idea exchange, including 

offi  ce layout, meeting design, and even play time. But we have found 

that the most critical factor in driving out fear is the behavior of the 

leader, especially in reacting to ideas that aren ’ t immediately pleasing 

or easy to understand. Good leaders learn to probe, ask questions, 

and reiterate, rather than close down discussion for the sake of meet-

ing effi  ciency. 
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  6.   Use your heart to create trust and resources for new ideas.  
 After driving out fear, building trust is the next step. It is one 

thing for people to be unafraid to raise new ideas; it is something 

else for them to feel a supportive and helpful climate in which to do 

so. Create a climate where people can feel mutual respect, have open, 

problem - focused discussions, learn how to deal with confl ict and dif-

ferences of opinion, and believe that everyone has everyone else ’ s best 

interests in mind (and heart). Th is won ’ t happen without some spe-

cifi c time devoted to building the team and its members ’  ability to 

work with one another. A key leadership behavior is to display some 

vulnerability, including the ability to say  “ I don ’ t know ”  and  “ I ’ m 

learning, too. ”  

  7.    Use your heart to recognize both successful innovators and those 
who fail.    

 Recognizing failure as well as success sounds good, but it can 

be tricky to put into practice. Developing parameters for where and 

when failure will be recognized is obviously a head issue, but put-

ting yourself in the position of people who have failed and are trying 

to understand why they have failed and whether they failed from 

personal inadequacies or from circumstances beyond their control 

is very much a heart skill. Many leaders who conduct accountabil-

ity investigations after failures are more concerned about attaching 

blame than about learning from the experience, and this blame can 

destroy all the good work they may have done to develop an innova-

tive climate in their organization. 

 If all this seems an overly complicated way to go about innova-

tion, welcome to the twenty - fi rst century. In fact, what this head, 

heart, and guts approach represents is a relatively simple way to deal 

with the complexities of innovation. Creating an innovation gestalt 

is not rocket science, but it isn ’ t as simple as issuing a proclama-

tion that innovation is now the law of the land. As we hope you 

understand by now, the climate in your company is set by leadership 

head, heart, and guts. All three play roles, and to ignore one is to 

create a fatal fl aw in your innovation strategy. To acknowledge and 

incorporate all three, on the other hand, off ers protection against the 

terribly turbulent forces that cause leaders to seek shelter in the tried 

and true. 

 To determine your ability to create an innovative organizational 

climate, try the exercises described in the next section.  
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  WHOLE LEADERSHIP QUESTIONS TO ASK YOURSELF 
ABOUT BUILDING A CLIMATE FOR INNOVATION 

   Use Your Head 
Do you communicate a clear vision and strategy for the business?
Do you emphasize that innovation is a business priority by establishing a clear innova-
tion plan?
Do you encourage people to improve business processes as well as products and 
services?
Do you make the identifi cation and implementation of innovative ideas a top priority?
Do you make decisions based on an in-depth understanding of customer expectations?
Do you stay abreast of changing industry and market conditions?
Do you insist that people share customer and market knowledge with others in the 
organization?
Do you recognize the value of bringing together people with different opinions and 
points of view?

Use Your Heart
Do you build high-trust relationships with people? Keep commitments?
Do you conduct team meetings in a way that builds trust and mutual respect?
Do you encourage an open airing of problems and differences of opinion?
Do you seek creative ways to resolve confl icts?
Do you reward people for their efforts to innovate, even if their ideas don’t always 
work?
Do you reward people for experimenting with new approaches rather than criticizing 
them for mistakes?
Do you recognize and reward team performance as well as individual performance?
Do you relate rewards to performance, rather than other factors such as seniority or 
personal relationships?

  From heart we go to guts—once you have decided you have to innovate and have 
made the business case for it, you then need to have the guts to confront sacred cows 
and establish a disciplined process whereby innovative ideas are generated and sup-
ported. This will probably require going against the grain of the organization and in 
some cases may even raise questions with your direct reports and supervisors about 
your judgment. Perseverance here is key—based on a passionate belief that what you 
have discovered in the fi rst phase of your analysis is critical to your future.

•
•

•

•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
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Use Your Guts
Do you manage innovation efforts with relentless focus?
Do you encourage people to share ideas and information with other organizational 
units?
Do you make tough decisions when it comes to allocating resources?
Do you develop thorough and realistic plans and processes for translating ideas into 
actions?
Do you encourage innovation and calculated risk taking?
Do you challenge people to consider alternative approaches?
Do you give people time and resources to pursue innovation projects?
Do you remove obstacles to innovation and the implementation of new ideas?                

•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
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  Section Two: Navigating the Wave 
of Diversity 

 the second wav e of the per fect stor m is 

diversity. It ’ s not that diversity is new as much as that the underlying 

diversity of the world has been brought out into the open through 

technology. When the fi rst commercial jetliner came into service in 

1957, it changed the world. People could move quickly between mar-

kets, fi nding new customers, suppliers, and workers. Th e ability to 

conduct business globally grew slowly at fi rst, because while aviation 

technology could take people places, computer technology had not 

yet made it possible to coordinate, consolidate, and integrate busi-

nesses on a global scale. 

 As computer technology became an enabler of faster and better 

global coordination and communication, and as the mature markets 

that had driven global growth became saturated, businesses began 

reaching out to the emerging marketplace of the 1980s and 1990s 

for new opportunities. Th ey discovered, however, that these markets 

were diff erent. Th ey had diff erent cultural values, diff erent buying 

patterns, and eventually new competitors with diff erent mind - sets 

and strategies. Th is diversity took many traditional companies by 

surprise. Suddenly leaders needed to reexamine their global business 

strategies, structures, and processes to determine how to meet a wide 

variety of totally unfamiliar needs and demands. 

 In the following chapters we examine three aspects of the diversity 

wave. In Chapter  Six  we discuss the emergence of market diversity. 

Chapter  Seven  covers the impact of cultural diff erences on global 
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workforces. And in Chapter  Eight  we discuss global communities 

of interests as increasingly powerful stakeholders in companies 

throughout the world. 

 Leaders riding the waves of diversity in today ’ s perfect storm 

without adequate knowledge of global marketers, workforces, and 

stakeholders do so at their own peril. But whole leaders use their 

head, heart, and guts to steer a steady course.  

Navigating the Wave of Diversity
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      Dif ferentiate and Integrate 
Your Markets          

 T echnology drives diversity, and diversity plus technology  

drive complexity and uncertainty. Th is should be every leader ’ s 

mantra. Repeat it frequently and refl ect on its implications. It sug-

gests that organizations will not be able to respond to diverse global 

markets if they don ’ t possess an integrated information technology 

that helps them learn about and communicate with rapidly diff er-

entiating communities of interest around the world. At the same 

time, the rapidly diversifying customer base is fueled by technol-

ogy — customers in China, India, and elsewhere who learn about and 

develop aspirations for certain types of products and services via the 

Internet. And all this happens at warp speed. 

 Th e interaction of rapidly changing technology and increased 

global diversity means it is no longer possible to win today as com-

panies have won in the past. For instance, you can ’ t sell second -

 generation products in developing countries while creating and 

promoting third - generation products for your home country — or at 

least this strategy is less likely to work now than even a few years ago. 

Customers in Shanghai and Vladivostok no longer readily accept the 

old model; through the Internet, they know too much about the new 

model and aspire to have it just as soon as people do in developed 

nations. In addition, their standard of living may dictate a lower 

acceptable price point, required features that are unique to their 
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environment, and customization and responsiveness to their own 

needs. Some call the West ’ s continued attempt to sell old products 

and models  “ technological imperialism. ”  
 Th e old mantra was: Market to a diverse customer base and be 

responsive to diff erent demographic groups. Following this old 
wisdom, however, has signifi cant risks today. You ’ ll end up trying 
to sell the same product to wildly diff erent markets — and the prod-
uct that works fi ne in one market won ’ t do as well in ten others. 
Diff erentiation by market is critical, but integration is equally impor-
tant for cost - eff ectiveness, driving global brands, and sharing best 
practices. Th e challenge for all companies involved in global markets 
is to somehow fi nd the right balance between local diff erentiation 
and global integration. 

 Th e perfect storm metaphor is particularly apt here. When it 
comes to market diversity, the issues are tremendously uncertain and 
complex. Th e risk and uncertainty involved following the old wisdom 
of marketing to a diverse customer base is troublesome enough on its 
own, and this uncertainty is now merging with all sorts of mind -
 boggling complexities. One school of thought suggests that global-
ization is leading to convergence, rapidly eliminating diff erences in 
tastes and preferences. Others argue that this is nonsense and that 
cultural and national diff erences are even more important now as 
people attempt to diff erentiate themselves from mass marketing and 
retain their local identities. What makes this issue so complicated is 
that both points of view are correct, or at least partially so. 

 McDonald ’ s is probably one of the world ’ s most studied global 
companies. It has worked hard to achieve the right balance between 
globalization and meeting local needs: developing common standards 
for food preparation, kitchen layout, purchasing, supplier relationships, 
and customer service, while allowing local franchises to have diff erent 
menus, product promotion, pricing, and public relations. 

 U.K. - based Vodafone has operations in twenty - fi ve countries 
and 60,000 employees whose mix of nationalities refl ects its global 
business. CEO Arun Sarin said:  “ Less than 5 percent of our operating 
profi ts come from the U.K. We ’ ve had to fundamentally redesign this 
company as a global company. In Germany, we feel German. In Italy, 
we feel Italian. In Spain, we feel Spanish. In India, we feel Indian. 
Here, we feel British. But there are [still] common values and common 
skills that we look for. ”  
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 Th is blend of global and local brings to mind the transnational 

form of organization described by Chris Bartlett and Sumantra 

Ghosal some years ago. Successful companies, and leaders, have to 

fi nd the right balance in a world where rapidly changing technol-

ogy gives people instant access to information, and where diversity 

takes them into new markets. Of course, fi nding the right balance 

in a highly volatile, unpredictable environment is a huge challenge. 

Storms of the magnitude we ’ re facing make it extraordinarily dif-

fi cult to navigate the local - global balance. And navigating through 

a sea of rapidly moving values poses particularly fi erce challenges 

for leaders.  

  Commu nit ies of Inter est 
a nd Va lue Migr ation 

 Staying on top of demographic trends has always been challenging, 

but today the eff ort of keeping up can be truly overwhelming. And 

it ’ s now possible to diff erentiate interest groups in ways that were 

never possible before, using data capable of pinpointing even the tini-

est market segment. Communities of interest might include patients 

with HIV, single working moms, aging Baby Boomers, high - net - worth 

individuals, and HDTV afi cionados; they may reside in the United 

States, Th ailand, or Egypt. Th ese communities are not only more 

numerous (in terms of possible slices of the market) than traditional 

demographic groups — they ’ re more powerful. Th ey communicate 

across all borders via the Internet, and they share information about 

products, services, and companies within their spheres. Word of a 

problem with a new product spreads instantly, as does word of an 

emerging, must - have innovation. And none of these groups have to 

rely on visiting brick - and - mortar establishments to get what they 

need — they can order online from anywhere in the world. On top of 

all this, communities of interest are impacted by a growing, worldwide 

community of regulators. When one regulatory group on one side of 

the world denies approval for a new product, it ’ s likely that another 

regulatory body, aware of this denial, will follow suit. 

 Companies cannot win in diverse markets unless they know 

what business they are in, who they serve, and how they create value. 

Global organizations must diff erentiate, but from a consistently 
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integrated global brand. At the same time, they need to follow the 

customer as the value proposition keeps evolving. 

 To develop a better sense of the impact of value migration on 

organizations, consider the following sequence. A community of 

interest decides it wants not only a high - quality product but better 

prices. At the same time suppliers (some from foreign countries with 

diff erent business models) begin to compete with high - quality prod-

ucts by off ering the same (or similar) products at lower prices, precip-

itating a value migration. Th is forces all suppliers to reorganize their 

production systems or fi nd other ways to lower costs. If this com-

munity of interest then decides it wants this product faster, produc-

tion and delivery systems must be reorganized yet again to achieve 

higher effi  ciencies. As an organization attempts to win in more and 

more diverse markets, it must confront an ever - increasing number of 

value propositions based on varied buying preferences, cultural 

diff erences, and regulatory conditions. Th e diversity of global mar-

kets with a range of values creates complexity of demand. As a result, 

this demand not only drives value migration but challenges all sup-

pliers to determine whether they will go to market on one diff er-

entiator or try to compete on all new values simultaneously — in 

all markets. Each company has to decide if it will compete on quality, 

price, or speed — or all three — and whether the value proposition 

should be the same in all markets. 

 Here is the perfect storm challenge to leaders: managing constant 

organizational change to sell diff erent products in diff erent ways to 

diff erent communities of interest in diff erent countries, while keeping 

costs down and guaranteeing a consistent brand experience. 

 Consider the changes taking place in the hotel industry. Once -

 single - branded hotels now have multiple brands that cater to diff erent 

customers. Hilton has fi ve full - service brands — Doubletree, Embassy 

Suites, Hilton, Hilton Garden Inn, and Homewood Suites. Yet all 

must ensure a consistent experience for Hilton customers. Hotels must 

set global brand consistency while acknowledging the importance of 

local culture, particularly as hotel chains expand globally. At the same 

time the expectations of leisure and business customers are chang-

ing. Both are no longer interested in just a place to sleep, but also a 

place to live, whether this means broadband access over the Internet 

or twenty - four - hour fi tness centers. Th is has had a signifi cant impact 

on the design and amenities required to satisfy customers. 
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 Just about every industry is facing similar conundrums involving 

its communities of interest. For this reason, companies must under-

stand their customers at a deeper level than has ever been required 

before. Nokia ’ s quest to add 2 billion customers in the next few 

years — especially customers in markets such as India and China —

 refl ects the signifi cance of this challenge. Nokia designed a mobile 

phone for emerging market customers that relied on anthropologi-

cal research to help leaders get into the mind - set of this particu-

lar community of interest. In doing so it discovered that one of its 

assumptions about cell phone users was wrong: One phone was often 

not used by just one customer. Instead, phones were shared among 

members of villages or families because of the relatively high costs 

of the phones. Th e company created a diff erent type of cell phone, 

one that was more rugged (because a shared phone requires durabil-

ity), included a shared address book feature, a call tracker device that 

limits time and cost per call, and a one - touch fl ashlight that facili-

tates usage during the power outages common to these areas. None 

of these features would have been included if Nokia had failed to 

undertake the research on customer needs in emerging markets.  

  The Da ngers of Being Too 
Differ enti ated 

 We ’ ve said before that the secret to success in leveraging diversity 

is to fi nd the right balance between integration and diff erentiation. 

Everyone wants to win in diverse, developing markets, but not every-

one is aware of the costs. In pursuit of victory globally, companies can 

move with speed and purpose — and end up winning battles while 

losing the war. Pursuing a diversity - based strategy globally is a tricky 

business. Hidden pitfalls abound, and what makes perfect sense on 

paper may not turn out well in the real world. We ’ ve found that many 

leaders embark on global market strategies with great expectations 

and end up being blindsided. Here are four common mistakes: 

  Tarnishing the brand or losing focus for the sake of winning 
everywhere.  

 You take an Alexander the Great stance — when you want to con-

quer the world, no customer is too small, no market too insignifi cant. 

But when you attempt to win in too many diverse markets, you may 
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fi nd yourself diluting your brand or spreading your resources too 

thin. Citigroup has a presence in over 125 countries around the world 

and is considered one of the strongest global franchises in fi nancial 

services. But its presence in some markets is very small and some have 

criticized it for lack of focus on those markets where it could 

have achieved scale and greater returns on the investment. 

Nike is a company that is constantly pushing the innovation 

envelope to create products to give the world’s greatest athletes a 

competitive advantage. Athletes are its most demanding consumer. 

Th e development of Nike+, the social networking system that gives 

runners a motivational tool to run with music, is just the latest chap-

ter of how the company creates new consumer experiences and con-

nections, making customers better athletes. 

Several years ago Nike executives noticed people all over the 

world running with music.  Nike approached Apple with the idea to 

combine music and sport. Th e result? Th e Nike+iPod experience. It’s 

a simple system built around a Nike+ iPod sport kit, which includes 

a sensor that can be placed in a Nike+ enabled running shoe to talk 

to the chip placed in the runner’s iPod Nano. Th e resulting data, 

which include pace, distance, and calories burned, are sent to Nike, 

via www.nikeplus.com, which in turn can provide training tips based 

on the data received. Th e technology has been extremely successful: 

more than 1.2 million members signed up at last count. Nike Plus 

has since become the world’s largest running club and the gold stan-

dard for fi tness training. Nike has been leveraging the success of the 

Nike Plus online community to create new running events, such as 

the Nike+ Human Race last August, which brought together twenty-

fi ve cities around the world to celebrate their love of running, in what 

the company billed as, the “world’s largest 10K race.”

Nike Plus is a great product that could provide many ways to 

expand to diverse groups around the world, but Nike is keenly aware 

of the importance of targeting the right consumer. Nike as a brand 

represents very specifi c, authentic qualities—fi tness, training, athlet-

icism—and if the community is to continue growing, it must keep its 

communications youthful. Th at is why it recently introduced avatars 

and iPhone applications to keep those connections strong.

  Always trying to create better mousetraps.  
 Th is is the traditional mind - set of innovative companies. Th ey 

assume that if they create a great product, they will possess the power 
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to dictate the terms of its purchase. Th ey decide what customers want 

and need, the pace at which they will receive it, and where they can 

buy it. Market leaders especially tend to view diverse markets as if 

they, rather than the customer, are in charge. But markets are no 

longer static, especially the communities of interest that are plugged 

into the Internet and know of new developments at the same time 

as, or even before, business leaders. Customers move with astonish-

ing speed these days, and what was a better mousetrap can become 

a worse one overnight. Companies that choose to compete in diverse 

markets also face the challenges of meeting competition from the 

very markets they are trying to enter. 

  Being overly responsive to perceived needs of the customer.  
 It ’ s not just mousetrap building that gets companies in trouble; 

slavishly following the perceived needs of the customer can also prove 

a pitfall. Obviously, companies must try and shape the market when 

opportunities arise and create demand through new, interesting, or 

exciting products. Doing so based only on what customers tell you they 

want, however, can be a doomed strategy. Customers often don ’ t know 

what they want until they see it, and companies that relentlessly pursue 

and ask for customer insights often end up with incremental innova-

tion. A well - known business magazine was almost run into the ground 

some years ago by a brilliant editor who relied entirely on data and fact 

from focus groups and customer research to make decisions, producing 

a product that lacked creativity and a unique point of view — a product 

readers did not like, even though they had asked for it. 

 Sometimes customers will lie when you ask them a question. For 

example, some  People  magazine readers won ’ t acknowledge reading 

the publication because they don ’ t want to be seen as being interested 

in celebrities and pop culture. Voting research has long proven the 

same fact. In market research, asking customers is important, but 

insuffi  cient for breakthrough innovation. 

  Failing to question your assumptions.  
 Many companies fall into the trap of pursuing strategies based 

on assumptions that are no longer true. We ’ ve watched leaders inad-

vertently let momentum, past success, or hope cloud their judgment 

when it comes to meeting customer needs in particular markets. 

 One company that seems to have done an excellent job of ques-

tioning assumptions is Procter  &  Gamble. P & G, like most compa-

nies that entered China earlier in the decade or even before that, 
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focused on the country ’ s large cities. It assumed that reaching rural 

customers — scattered over a huge geographical area and with much 

less money and buying sophistication than city dwellers — would 

be much tougher. To its credit, P & G soon began questioning this 

assumption. It analyzed Chinese markets and recognized that it was 

facing competition in the cities so intense that it was invariably going 

to diminish sales volume and profi tability. After careful consideration, 

it began shifting the strategy to the countryside. 

 Th is wasn ’ t merely a conceptual shift but one that required reor-

ganizing the whole distribution system to establish suffi  cient outlets 

in rural areas. Its brand managers also recognized that rural Chinese 

had requirements and aspirations diff erent from those who lived in 

cities. Instead of selling Morning Lotus Fragrance Crest Toothpaste 

for $1 in the cities, P & G sold Crest Salt White for 50 cents (based 

on the widespread rural belief that salt whitens teeth). Today, the 

majority of P & G ’ s Chinese customers live outside the twenty - four 

largest cities. 

 P & G is not alone among Western companies scrambling to 

reach the Chinese consumer in new ways. Johnson  &  Johnson makes 

a number of global products for babies and parents. It also has a very 

successful U.S. Internet site called BabyCenter.com. J & J recognizes 

that the number of parents, especially mothers, on the Internet in 

China today is signifi cant in both rural and urban areas — and so 

it is questioning its traditional retail approaches to develop interac-

tive communication with Chinese consumers. In Chinese homes 

throughout the country, consumers have access to television and 

soon will have the Internet as well. J & J recognizes the need to leap-

frog the technology and reach Chinese consumers where they will be 

in the future, not just today. 

 If you want to win in diverse markets, you need to take numer-

ous and untraditional factors into consideration. You can ’ t just think 

about meeting customer needs. You also need to keep tabs on suppli-

ers and potential problems that might arise — if a supplier has trouble 

delivering your product because its competition has outmaneuvered 

it, you ’ re the one who will suff er. You need to understand exactly how 

you make money from a customer relationship, and recognize that 

the way you create and deliver products may no longer be eff ective 

in a diverse marketplace — what worked when your markets were 

relatively homogeneous probably doesn ’ t work as well today. 
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 Th e pharmaceutical industry is slowly coming to terms with this 

reality. Its traditional time - consuming, science - driven process can 

result in an excellent product for which no profi table market exists 

when it ’ s fi nally ready. Wyeth CEO Robert Essner has observed that 

companies in his industry used to assume that if they did great sci-

ence, good products would emerge from it. Wyeth, he said, has been 

trying to  “ fi nd the middle ground between great science and rigorous 

process   .  .  .   reducing cost and improving effi  ciency on the development 

side and constantly improving the quality of science on the discov-

ery side. ”  For all pharmaceuticals, the emerging business model is 

unclear. Can ten - year investments in discovery for new compounds 

that may or may not achieve regulatory approval continue in a 

cost - constrained health care environment?  

  Whole Le a dership A pproach to 
Di v erse M a r k ets:  Differ enti ate 

a nd Integr ate 

 Partial leaders used to be able to win in diverse markets. Th ey practiced 

the equivalent of corporate imperialism, invading new countries 

and dictating terms. Th ey showed little heart and less guts, but plenty 

of analytical muscle — charting growth curves that matched product 

introductions in other countries. 

 Now, not only are diff erent head qualities required, but without 

real empathy and astute intuition, companies will lose. In fact, those 

companies that set out to  “ change China ”  or  “ change India ”  may be 

in big trouble. Th e degree of infl uence emerging markets will exert 

on large, complex global companies will be signifi cant. Th ey will 

become more  “ Chinese ”  or more  “ Indian ”  than they realize, if they 

are to compete and grow. How can head, heart, and guts help 

organizations do well in a great diversity of markets? Consider the 

factors outlined in Figure  6.1 .     

  1.   Use your head to track customer value migration on a 
global scale.    

 Th e cognitive skills required to do well in various global mar-

kets have changed. It used to be a purely analytical game, focused 

mostly on tracking satisfaction data from traditional customers, that 

anyone could play. Th en it became a matter of understanding new 
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customers — customers who often had diff erent requirements from 

traditional customers. Today, it ’ s being able to reinvent the company 

continuously, based on value migration. Knowing how and when to 

change your business design to meet an ever - changing value stream 

demands keen perception, an innovative mind - set, and a relentless 

focus on current and future markets. Th is requires enormous fl ex-

ibility — around costs, decision - making, and swift transfer of best 

practices from one market to another to stay competitive. It means 

fewer silos and more outward focus on what is actually happening in 

the market, on the ground.   

   2.   Use your head to defi ne your global brand qualities clearly.    
 Necessary as it is to understand what customers value and how 

this varies from country to country and market to market, leaders 

must also determine how they go to market from a brand perspec-

tive. In a complex, information - rich marketplace, brand becomes 

even more important to diff erentiate among the disorder and build 

an ongoing relationship with the consumer. Th e challenge is know-

ing what elements of your brand proposition can be integrated and 

what can be diff erentiated without risk. In other words, determine 

how the brand can be defi ned globally but diff erentiated locally. 

Use your Use your Head
for analysisfor analysis

Demonstrate Demonstrate Heart
to build a foundationto build a foundation

Act with Act with Guts
to get the job doneto get the job done

4. Internalize the 
    aspirations of people 
    in local markets

5. Cut loose unprofitable 
    customers and markets

6. Force integration and 
    differentiation of your
    global brand

1. Track customer value 
   migration on a global 
   scale

2. Define your global 
    brand qualities clearly

3. Create a unique value 
   proposition that borrows 
   the best of developed 
   and emerging markets

 FIGURE 6.1. Diff erentiate and Integrate Your Markets. 
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 Many companies struggle with this paradox, with global franchise 

teams defi ning and mandating characteristics only to have local 

marketing teams say,  “ Wait! In our market, that won ’ t work! ”  

Managing this paradox impacts your approach to product innova-

tion, packaging, and supply chain, and your choice of marketing and 

advertising fi rms. It also requires defi ning clear roles and developing 

constructive ways to manage confl ict. Sometimes it requires elevating 

decisions, especially around brand, to higher levels and expanding 

beyond just the marketing perspective.   

   3.   Use your head to create a unique value proposition that borrows the 
best of developed and emerging markets.    

 In a global world, value quickly moves around, especially knowl-

edge of product off erings, features, and benefi ts not available but eas-

ily seen on the Internet. Leaders entering emerging markets must 

adapt quickly to the defi nition of value, whether it is price, quality, 

quantity, packaging, or other features. Blending developed market 

quality with emerging market price expectations is a challenge for 

many leaders today, but getting it right is key to competing eff ec-

tively. While China has produced low - cost/high - value off erings in 

clothing, home decorating, and other low - end products for Wal -

 Mart and other retailers, we are witnessing value migrating to the 

high end, with unique off erings developed for markets such as India 

or China in more sophisticated industries such as medical devices, 

electronics, computers, and even cars soon to be available in developed 

markets at lower prices, where they will probably do well.   

   4.   Use your heart to internalize the aspirations of people in local 
markets.    

 As nice as it would be to succeed in diverse markets through anal-

ysis alone, it can ’ t be done anymore. It takes the ability to identify 

with the dreams of people in Brazil, the hopes of individuals in Russia. 

Ask these questions: What does a man living in the Chinese countryside 

think of an iPod? Where does that fi t into his lifestyle? What does this 

product mean in terms of how he sees himself, the type of music that 

is meaningful to him? Would a Chinese woman answer these questions 

diff erently? What about someone who lives in Sichuan compared to 

someone in Hunan province? Th e questions are numerous, and the 

answers can only be found if you possess a sense of who people really 

are and what drives them. You can ’ t develop this intuition sitting in a 

corporate offi  ce thousands of miles away and reading consumer data. 
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 We run leadership programs for many Western executives in 

developing countries. Frequently we immerse leaders in the market. 

We take them to an orphanage in India to help bathe, feed, and play 

with children; to Chinese homes in the countryside to sit down at the 

kitchen table and discuss hopes, concerns, and needs. No matter how 

great the cultural divide, these executives are always surprised by 

how universal human aspirations can be, and how cultural diff erences 

can impact almost everything. Being in the market, living there, 

relating to people opens up the heart and also develops real market 

and customer intuition.   

   5.   Use your guts to cut loose unprofi table customers and markets.    
 Winning companies and leaders identify who their most profi t-

able customers and markets are and will be. Th is begins as a head 

competency, with facts that defi ne market, product, and profi t growth 

potential. Th is may seem obvious, but many companies lack the incli-

nation or capacity to diff erentiate and fully understand how they ’ re 

making money or how much a customer costs. Even when they obtain 

this data, they have diffi  culty acting on it. It takes real guts to jettison 

customers and markets that either cost too much or don ’ t provide the 

revenue they once did, in order to free up cash for other investments. 

 Contrary to what you might think, extensive analysis often 

doesn ’ t provide the motivation to act. Th is inaction is especially 

prevalent in professional service fi rms, whose senior partners develop 

close relationships with clients over a long period of time. When the 

fi rm ’ s managing partner decides that these clients have to go, senior 

partners are often infuriated — and threatened with the loss of client 

income — even though the connection may no longer be profi table 

for the fi rm. And the same is true of sales reps, marketing directors, 

or country managers whose personal loyalty to a product or customer 

makes it diffi  cult to cut the cord.   

   6.   Use your guts to force integration and diff erentiation of your 
global brand.    

 Leaders need to make some tough choices — and they need to explain 

these choices to clients and customers with heart — openly and honestly. 

If they don ’ t, they ’ ll miss opportunities in all types of markets. Th e decision 

to end a customer relationship is more diffi  cult if it ’ s profi table today, 

but declining. It takes guts to do something diff erent in the face of cur-

rent success. We work with many global companies that have developed 

a portfolio of brands and come to love the brands almost like children. 
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When it becomes clear that some of the brands have limited future 

potential without signifi cant investment, leaders struggle to act 

because of their real aff ection for the brand. 

 But this is often the only way to marshal the resources to accel-

erate the growth of other brands, or enter a new market. Many 

companies want to focus on developing markets but need to cut back 

on serving customers in Western markets so as to shift resources. 

It ’ s diffi  cult — and it requires astute prioritization and reorganization, 

and sometimes the obvious but diffi  cult action needs to be taken. As 

problematic as this is to do, if leaders do it properly, the decision will 

likely pay off  in the long run. 

 Leaders tend to follow what they see as tried - and - true global 

strategies — strategies that may be tried, but are no longer true. Th ey 

are tempted to follow a successful formula because their head tells 

them it makes sense, failing to heed what their intuition tells them 

may be the need for another direction or unwilling to make a bold 

decision about a market that feels foreign in more than one sense.  

  WHOLE LEADERSHIP QUESTIONS TO ASK 
YOURSELF ABOUT DIFFERENTIATING AND 

INTEGRATING MARKET DIVERSITY 

 Questioning assumptions helps you assess whether you ’ re lapsing into partial leadership. 
By continuously assessing whether you ’ re approaching diverse markets at full capacity, 
you stand a better chance of winning. Therefore, consider these head, heart, and guts 
market questions:

  Use Your Head 
  Who are your customers?  
  Where should you be serving them?  
  What does value look like in your customers ’  minds? What are they willing to pay for?  
  How is the value going to shift? How long will your current business design work?  
  How do you create value?  
  How profi table are your customers? How much is one customer relationship worth com-
pared to another?  
  What might you have to do in terms of reorganizing manufacturing, distribution, and so 
on as value migration occurs in different markets?    

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
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   Use Your Heart 
  Do you understand and respond to your customers ’  hopes and dreams?  
  Do you sense what drives your customers — their likes and dislikes, concerns and goals?  
  Are you able to relate to different customers in different markets? Can you differentiate 
your customers ’  needs?  
  Do you make an effort to get to know the communities of interest and other customer 
groups with which you ’ re unfamiliar?  
  Do you spend signifi cant time on Web sites and in other countries developing relation-
ships with your customers?  
  Are you willing and able to make decisions based on hunches and instinct as well as 
on data and fact?  
  Have you created a customer - centric culture? Do your people understand and care 
about your customers as much as you do?    

   Use Your Guts 
  Are you willing to tell a long - time customer the relationship is no longer working?  
  Are you willing to move away from a profi table customer that you believe will not be 
profi table (or as profi table) in the future?  
  Do you make decisions about the  “ customer of tomorrow ” ? Do you take risks on mega - 
factors (such as changes in the price of oil) that will impact your future mix of customers?  
  Are you able to pull out of a market where you ’ ve made a signifi cant investment to go into 
a new market that offers the possibility of a greater return?  
  Can you make the right trade - offs when it comes to striking a balance between differ-
entiation and integration?    

 We understand that no one can answer yes to all these questions all the time. A 
perfect storm makes every leader imperfect, and diversity compounded by uncertainty and 
complexity sometimes causes action to come from the head when it should come from the 
heart or the guts. Whole leaders, though, make the effort to ask these questions continu-
ously, developing their whole leader consciousness. In this way, they ’ re aware of the three 
distinct capabilities that are necessary for succeeding in diverse markets.               

•
•
•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•
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                        Learn to Lead Everyone          

 U nderstanding human motivation is at the core of

  successful  leadership. Many of us grew up with Western theories 

that proclaimed that everyone on earth was motivated by three, four, 

or fi ve basic needs. Today, our understanding of human motivation 

is much more complex. Lawrence and Nohria off er a contemporary 

view of motivation based on their research. Th ey found that people 

are driven by four needs: 

   To acquire:   Th e need to obtain everything from goods and services 

to status and rewards in order to achieve a sense of well - being.  

   To bond:  Th e need for a sense of belonging through groups, orga-

nizations, and associations.  

   To comprehend:  Th e need to make sense of the world and to learn 

and grow from experience.  

   To defend:  Th e need for security and prevention from harm.    

 While it may be true that everyone in the world has the same 

basic needs, the intensity of these needs will vary from person to per-

son. Equally important, the way these needs are expressed and met 

varies widely from one society to another and from one generation 

to another. It would be nice to be able to grasp this range of needs 

quickly and accurately, but perceptions become clouded during peri-

ods of great change, when struggling with major business dilemmas, 

or grappling with other turbulent issues. 

•

•

•

•

90
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 Learning to lead  everyone  requires a full range of leadership 

capacities: deep empathy, a broad understanding of the diversity 

of values, beliefs, and motives that drive human behavior, and the 

willingness to make tough choices in the face of these diff erences. 

Motivational theories may provide clues, but learning how people 

express and get their needs met around the world is one of the keys 

to leadership today.  

  Beyond Di v ersit y 

 Th is isn ’ t about diversity for diversity ’ s sake. It ’ s not about liberal 

guilt or sitting around just trying to understand each other. It ’ s not 

about doing the right thing and creating a better world — though 

these are admirable goals. It ’ s not even about achieving consensus.  It ’ s 
about understanding and leveraging diversity of cultures and generations 
for competitive advantage.  

 As we noted in Chapter  Two ,  diversity  is an emotionally charged, 

overused term, and it can cause organizations to create training pro-

grams that are highly moralistic  . . .  but not highly pertinent to the 

purpose of the organization. It can also make employees all too aware 

of their diff erences, increasing tension among various groups. But 

even more important, as noted earlier, traditional diversity programs 

and training don ’ t work. 

 When companies launch major diversity training initiatives, it 

suggests that they ’ re trying to prove to themselves that they believe 

everyone is equal. In fact, a recent study revealed that diversity train-

ing is inversely proportional to the level of diversity in an organiza-

tion. It’s fi ne to teach people to be tolerant of other groups, but this 

type of training generally only touches the surface layer of bias. 

 Mahzarin Banaji ’ s study of unconscious bias suggests that 

 everyone operates with unacknowledged prejudice that has a multiple 

impact within organizations. For example, these biases may predis-

pose a manager to give John a big raise and Joan a small one or, more 

subtly, to listen more closely to what John has to say than to Joan ’ s 

comments — or vice versa.  

 You can ’ t simply talk people out of their biases. If you try to 

tell them about unconscious bias (or discuss hiring a coach to work 

with them as individuals), they ’ ll look at you like you ’ re crazy. People 

truly believe themselves to be no more biased than anyone else. 
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 So what is a leader to do? People who are resolutely cognitive in 

their approach tend to favor diversity training programs as the logical 

response to a diversity problem. Whole leaders, on the other hand, 

use their heads to help others understand what unconscious biases are 

all about and which ones impact their behavior, they display the guts 

to confront these biases and prompt the type of discussions that raise 

everyone ’ s awareness of the problems these biases cause, and they dis-

play the heart to appreciate how the bias originated and try to under-

stand the logic behind it. 

 None of these approaches solves the problem. But they create an 

environment where unconscious bias is brought out in the open and 

can be managed, doing far less damage than it otherwise would. 

 Learning to lead everyone isn ’ t easy at the best of times, and it ’ s 

even more diffi  cult when a new crisis seems to strike every day and 

the complexities of dealing with the resulting problems are over-

whelming. Partial leaders may make a valiant eff ort to consider dif-

ferent people and points of view, but under the stress of a perfect 

storm, they lose focus on the need to lead everyone. Whole leaders 

take a diff erent approach, and one of the best ways to see how this 

approach plays out is by examining the often subtle but signifi cant 

cultural diff erences that impact all global companies.  

  Lever aging National Cultur al 
Identity 

  “ Who are you? ”  has diff erent answers in diff erent cultures. It may 

seem obvious that how you lead depends on who you lead, but in 

reality most leaders tend to impose their leadership philosophy on 

everyone, regardless of age, gender, or country of origin. Th ey tend 

to forget that behavior varies considerably among diff erent groups, 

and this is especially true when dealing with employees in foreign 

countries. Th is is due in some part to the fact that global organiza-

tions today sincerely want all employees to think of themselves as 

one brand — as McDonald ’ s, IBM, or Federal Express — rather than 

as, say, Spanish employees working for McDonald ’ s. 

 Behaviorally, however, people respond very diff erently to orga-

nizational programs and policies, even though they may identify 
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with the organization as a whole. At Nike, attracting and keeping 

top talent is a major issue in its Chinese company. To attract and 

keep top talent in America, Nike does what most smart organiza-

tions do: demonstrate the career benefi ts of being at Nike and pro-

vide  employees with rewards and personally challenging career paths. 

In China, though, whether an employee joins or stays with a com-

pany is many times a family issue. Th e decision to join an organiza-

tion is made by the family, not the individual. Nike ’ s talent strategy 

in China depends on recognizing the importance of family in the 

Chinese culture and how family impacts career. 

 Earley and Mosakowski have underscored the need for leaders to 

learn to cope with diff erent national and corporate cultures based on 

their Cultural Intelligence (CQ): the ability to make sense of unfa-

miliar contexts and then blend in. Th ey describe three components 

to CQ — the cognitive, the physical, and the emotional/motivational. 

In surveys of two thousand leaders in sixty countries they found that 

few are equally strong in all three of these areas. Th ey argue that CQ 

is an important factor in determining the success of leaders of global 

companies. 

 Whole leadership requires thinking about cultural diff erences from 

a broad perspective. To facilitate this type of wide - ranging thought, 

consider these two key questions: 

  Is the culture group - oriented or individualistic?  

  Is the culture hierarchical or egalitarian?    

  Is the culture group - oriented or individualistic?  In group - oriented 

cultures, people identify themselves in terms of family, tribe, caste, 

ethnicity, or religion. In Nigeria, someone you ask  “ Who are you? ”  

may respond with a tribal identifi cation fi rst:  “ I ’ m an Ebo. ”  In the 

United States, a highly individualistic culture, people respond to 

that question with their name. In many Asian societies, a person ’ s 

family name comes fi rst and individual identifi cation second. In 

such societies, the criteria for decision making are reversed. Th e 

fi rst concern is what others may think or want — or how to main-

tain harmony in the group — be it family, tribe, or clan. As a result, 

others beyond the employee are involved in making decisions about 

•

•
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how to act in all aspects of life. Witness Nike working to involve the 

family in work decisions. 

 Th is can lead to challenging problems. Many group - oriented 

societies do not diff erentiate between what is expected in a person ’ s 

behavior in the local family or tribe and what is expected at work. 

For example, in many family and clan societies it is expected that 

everyone will take care of everyone else. Th is provides an excellent 

social network for day - to - day life. But when family and clan members 

expect their family member, having gained a position of authority and 

responsibility as a local employee of a Western company, to give jobs 

to other family or clan members, there can be a diffi  cult clash between 

local social values and global business values — and the local employee 

is caught in the middle. It is very hard to explain to your relatives that 

you cannot fulfi ll what they see as a primary family obligation. 

  Is the culture hierarchical or egalitarian?  Group - oriented countries 

tend to be hierarchical. In China, for example, the hierarchical sys-

tem can be traced back to Confucianism, which prescribed behav-

ior between dynasties and subjects, parents and children, older and 

younger siblings, and in many other social relationships. In these 

hierarchical societies, people have certain responsibilities and obliga-

tions based on where they are in the societal order. More specifi cally, 

the lower down you are in the hierarchy, the less able you are to voice 

your opinion to someone above you. Peasants don ’ t tell kings that 

they don ’ t approve of the new tax on chickens. In Th ailand, you can 

ask Th ais working in a factory what ’ s wrong with the production line, 

and they may all know full well that the feeder system isn ’ t function-

ing properly. But none of them will tell you. Th ey believe it ’ s not their 

place to point out a fl aw in the system. As the leader, you may be 

perceived as the person of higher authority — you should know — and 

it would be disrespectful to presume to tell you something you should 

know. 

 In the same way, when global companies send out employee sur-

veys in these societies and are delighted to fi nd that everyone seems 

happy and satisfi ed, they don ’ t realize that people in hierarchical soci-

eties don ’ t grasp the concept of fi lling out the survey with complete 

honesty. In an egalitarian society such as the United States, of course, 

people are more than happy to share their complaints. 

 Beyond understanding that group - oriented and individualistic 

societies may make decisions diff erently and that hierarchy plays a 
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much more important role in management and supervisory relations 

in some cultures than in others, global leaders today also face seem-

ingly irreconcilable value choices when doing business in other coun-

tries. What a U.S. leader views as ethical and acceptable business 

practices often runs into a wall of unacceptable values and beliefs in 

another society. 

 In China, a deeply ingrained system of reciprocity exists: if 

someone does something for you, you ’ re obligated to do something 

for that person. In India, a variation on this theme exists. People who 

have collected the most  “ chits ”  possess the most power — their capac-

ity to call in these chits when they need assistance is compelling. In 

Russia, they have  Blat,  a term that refers to an informal system of 

clout through connections, nepotism, and bribes. Th at means that 

companies wanting to do business there may have to hire someone 

who has pull with the government rather than the candidate best 

qualifi ed for a job. Or these companies may need to hire the son of 

a powerful politician to arrange a deal that is critical for their opera-

tion. Th ese moves may fl y in the face of a company ’ s stated values. 

 Global leaders are caught between moral absolutism (clear right -

 versus - wrong business decisions) and cultural relativism (fi guring 

out what ’ s needed to operate eff ectively in a given country and then 

trying to be as ethical as possible within those limits). When you 

stringently enforce a code of corporate values (beyond issues of legal 

compliance), you may provide clarity to your employees regarding 

their expected behavior in your corporate culture, but you may be 

distancing them from their customers and giving their competitors 

an advantage. On the other hand, if you  “ go with the local culture ”  

in trying to be responsive and sensitive to local needs, you may have 

such a diversity of policies and practices around the world that your 

company has no brand and your people are confused about what you 

and the company stand for. Th is tension has no easy answers, but 

whole leaders are able to engage their heart to understand cultural 

diff erences, their head to analyze the impact of these diff erences on 

the business, and their guts to determine what values they want their 

companies to stand for. 

 At the same time, you don ’ t have to make things more diffi  cult 

than they already are. Many of us who were raised in rational, cognitive 

systems try to apply logic to doing business in foreign countries — logic 

that fails to function in what we see as illogical environments. But it ’ s 
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not just a matter of empathy. It is also absolutely essential that whole 

leaders develop their own belief system independent of traditional orga-

nizational beliefs. Th is is what allows them to deal with the maddening 

ethical dilemmas of doing business in places like China and Russia. 

When they know what they believe, they have a foundation for taking 

risks — for deciding it ’ s okay to walk a fi ne line between what ’ s right 

in the United States and what ’ s right in another country — but only if 

they have well - defi ned limits based on their own values and beliefs. 

 Finally, consider the need for whole leadership in a country like 

India. Imagine you work for IBM, which has hired fi fty - three thou-

sand people and is the country ’ s largest foreign employer. Or Google. 

Or Yahoo. Your local employees include Muslims, Hindus, Sikhs, and 

Buddhists. Th ey are members of diff erent castes. Th ey speak twenty -

 two diff erent languages. Leading in this diverse culture is impossible 

if you ’ re one - dimensional. If you can ’ t relate to people with a wide 

range of religious and social beliefs, you ’ re going to struggle. If you 

don ’ t come across as someone with a clear vision about the business, 

you ’ re going to fi nd yourself unable to take necessary risks. Th e chal-

lenges, as well as the opportunities, in countries such as India can ’ t 

be overstated. To meet the former and capitalize on the latter, whole 

leadership is crucial. And many partial leaders — overrelying on head, 

heart, or guts (usually head) — have failed abroad after many success-

ful years in their domestic operations.  

  Lev er aging Differ ences in 
the Se a rch for Me a ning 

 Th e diff erences are not just cross - cultural. Th ey exist within each soci-

ety and among diff erent subgroups. Leaders used to have it a lot easier 

in terms of satisfying the requirements of their people. For the most 

part, employees shared common expectations of what an employer 

would give them — expectations that revolved around compensation 

and included employee loyalty and employer security. But now a diverse 

domestic workforce wants diff erent things from an organization. Age, 

gender, sexual orientation, personal philosophy, and many other fac-

tors infl uence what people want, and it ’ s not only about money. In 

fact, in recent years we ’ ve observed the appearance of something we 

call  “ the money - meaning gap, ”  and it ’ s a gap that ’ s growing.  
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  The Money -  Me a ning Ga p 

 Th e  money - meaning gap  is the divide between an organization ’ s 

emphasis on profi t and all the factors that make work a purposeful, 

values - based endeavor for employees. Th ough compensation remains 

a signifi cant aspect of what most individuals get out of a work experi-

ence, it is no longer the only thing or even the major thing. In many 

Asian countries there are those who simply expect to be given chal-

lenging assignments where they are learning and growing constantly. 

And in any large organization, you ’ ll fi nd a percentage of employees 

who want to work for a company that is environmentally conscious 

or contributes to making the world a better place in some other way. 

Or you ’ ll fi nd a signifi cant number of people who want to work for 

companies where their particular minority is treated fairly. And still 

others might want to be part of an organization that off ers them free-

dom in terms of where and when they work. Sometimes these diff er-

ences are expressed in generational terms, such as  “ Boomers ”  versus 

 “ Millennials. ”  Th ese represent generalizations, usually valid in some 

way, about what people want and expect from their work. 

 Each generation shares a common set of characteristics that dif-

ferentiate its members, to some degree, from other generations: 

  Traditionalists — used to homogeneous families and neighbors; 

shaped by post - WWII world and growth in white - collar jobs  

  Boomers — children of causes and revolution; shaped by the 

Vietnam War and the Civil Rights movement  

  Gen Xers — accustomed to a diverse group of friends; shaped by 

the end of the Cold War, women in workforce, and growth of 

the Internet  

  Millennials or Gen Yers — raised to be upbeat and determined; 

shaped by routine terrorism, bull market, ubiquitous technology 

and collaboration refl ected in online communities.    

 Being responsive to these diff erent motivations while continuing 

to meet ever more challenging fi nancial requirements vexes many 

leaders. How much time and eff ort can you put into training and 

development programs or  “ good works ”  when demands for perfor-

mance from Wall Street drive short - term decisions? At the same time, 

•

•

•

•
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leaders ignore these nonfi nancial values at their peril. Imagine being 

the CEO of a company that a national magazine designates as  “ one 

of the worst places for women to work ”  or is attacked in the media 

for its massive carbon footprint or other neglect of the environment. 

 Th e best leaders can identify with the values and desires of vari-

ous employee segments and their widely varying defi nitions of mean-

ingful work (and workplaces). Th ey recognize the need to invest time 

and money in programs that close the money - meaning gap. And they 

understand that if they do not pay attention to these diff ering con-

cerns, they will pay a price in terms of employee retention or corpo-

rate reputation. 

 Each has a diff erent set of expectations of you as a leader. Table  7.1  

summarizes some of the major diff erences.   

 Consider just a few of the ways the so - called Millennial 

Generation defi ne what ’ s meaningful to them: 

 Millennials (people born between 1977 and 2000), like all gen-

erations, possess certain attitudes and beliefs that stem from their 

upbringing. Unlike older workers, they were raised in high - tech set-

tings, and the dangers of pollution, global warming, and other eco-

logical disasters surrounded them. Th ey were exposed to violent 

incidents in cities, including the attacks on 9/11, and in schools — such 

TABLE 7.1.  Generations at Work.
Generation Traditionalist Boomer GenXer Millennial /GenYer

Leadership Hierarchy Consensus Competence Pul l ing together

Feedback No news is 
good news

Once a year 
with 
documentat ion

ATM—
Interrupts and 
asks how they 
are doing

“Gamer 
Generat ion”—
touch of a button; 
500 X

Work Ethic Work hard; 
save money; 
what is play?

Work hard; 
play hard; 
worry about 
money

Work hard, i f 
it doesn’t 
inter fere with 
play; save 
money

Work hard as one 
of mult iple 
priorit ies—family 
and the planet; 
save money

Ba lance Don’t quite 
get it

Sandwich 
generat ion

Want ba lance 
now

Need f lex ibi l it y to 
create it

Source:  Human Resources Inst itute, St. Petersburg, Florida, 2007.
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as Columbine and Virginia Tech. Th eir parents impressed upon them 

the need for safety (from bike helmets to Halloween candy dos and 

don ’ ts) and encouraged them to have a sense of self and self - esteem. 

 Leaders need to be sensitive to new concerns Millennials bring 

with them. We see these concerns expressed in employee meetings, 

on surveys, and on chat boards.  “ What is our company doing to 

be Green? ”  they ask.  “ Why don ’ t people have options to work at 

home, at night, and on weekends? Why don ’ t we have a  ‘ Corporate 

Facebook ’  so I can fi nd colleagues working on similar projects? 

Why don ’ t we have a more open, casual environment where people 

can network and collaborate? Do we have [X] state - of - the - art com-

puter technology? ”  

 Millennials are the most networked and collaborative generation 

ever. Having grown up with Facebook and Instant Messaging, they 

expect to be able to work in teams and with others on tasks they 

consider meaningful and important. Th ey expect continuous, ongo-

ing feedback about their performance, as though they were playing 

a computer game; an annual performance appraisal seems far too 

remote. Managing these expectations will take all the head, heart, 

and guts leaders can muster. 

  Employees need belonging and connection.  
 Not only the Millennials but people in general are experienc-

ing a greater need for belonging, especially at a time when some may 

no longer belong to organized religion or social or volunteer clubs, 

or may move frequently from one location to another, as the rate of 

divorce approaches 50 percent. Th ese individuals expect their orga-

nizations to provide a sense of inclusion. Th is can mean everything 

from fl ourishing online communities to participatory decision mak-

ing. Inclusion and connection, at least to a certain extent, are matters 

of perception. 

 As the disparity between the highest - paid and lowest - paid mem-

bers of organizations grows, people perceive top executives as haves 

and themselves as have - nots. If the rank and fi le view senior manag-

ers as arrogant or isolated, cynicism develops and employees become 

less committed and loyal. Leaders can foster a sense of inclusion in a 

thousand diff erent ways — making their presence felt by walking and 

talking around the offi  ce, creating knowledge exchanges that solicit 

and use employee ideas. However, if you can ’ t relate to this need for 

inclusion, you won ’ t respond to it. 
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  Team members desire a sense of impact.  
 When organizations were more hierarchical and clear top - to - bottom 

reporting existed, employees saw how their work translated directly into 

the implementation of strategies and achievement of goals. In today ’ s 

matrix structures, by contrast, multiple teams work on the same proj-

ects, people report to more than one manager, and it ’ s often diffi  cult 

to know how much of an impact they had on the fi nished product. 

Many team members have felt as if they were working in a vacuum, 

tossing months of hard work into a project and never hearing a sound 

in response. Th ey crave feedback. Leaders need to create systems where 

team members are recognized for their individual as well as team con-

tributions. Th ey need to communicate to people how their work on a 

given team helped achieve both short - term and long - term objectives. 

 Satisfying these diverse constituencies is daunting because they are 

more informed than previous generations of employees. Th e Internet 

has raised their awareness of what other companies are doing for their 

people (or for the environment or other good causes) and where their 

own company falls short. Employee chat boards allow them to exchange 

information with colleagues, giving them an outlet to complain and 

ratchet up their indignation. As a result, organizational leaders can ’ t 

ignore dissatisfi ed employee groups and hope the upset will pass. It 

won ’ t pass; information technology feeds and sustains it.  

  Le a r ning to Le a d Ev eryone for 
 Competit i v e A dva ntage 

 It is becoming increasingly clear that organizations that can lever-

age a wide range of diverse perspectives will have a better chance 

of competing in a global world. Diverse employees, from diff erent 

social, cultural, racial, ethnic, and gender backgrounds, can ensure 

that companies have thought through the product and policy conse-

quences of their decisions to have maximum competitive advantage. 

 At the same time, a great deal of research has shown that if orga-

nizations cannot manage these diff erences successfully, having diver-

sity in an organization provides no signifi cant advantage. 

 Managing everyone for a competitive advantage means that every-

one must be heard. Th is in turn brings us back to whole  leadership. 
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Partial leaders many times fail to include diverse opinions and fail to 

reconcile diff erences when they appear. Head leaders may dominate 

conversations as the  “ smartest person in the room. ”  Heart leaders 

may be open to a wide range of opinions without being able to resolve 

the diff erences when they are expressed. And in some instances sen-

sitivity to cultural diff erences and a desire not to have anyone be 

embarrassed may lead some people to avoid bringing out diff erent 

opinions in order to avoid confl ict and embarrassment. 

 Whole leadership allows diversity to be heard, to be confronted, 

and to be reconciled. At the very least, it makes it possible for deci-

sions to be made and action taken.  

  Whole Le a dership a nd 
Le a r ning to Le a d Ev eryone 

 Developing leaders to both understand diversity and use it to maxi-

mum advantage requires the steps shown in Figure  7.1 .     

Use your Use your Head
for analysisfor analysis

Demonstrate Demonstrate Heart
to build a foundationto build a foundation

Act with Act with Guts
to get the job doneto get the job done

1. Develop cultural
    self-awareness

5. Integrate 
    experiences through 
    cross-cultural and 
    cross-generational
    training and reading

6. Design and 
    implement 
    management and 
    reward systems that 
    are motivational to 
    varied groups of 
    people

2. Generate assignments
    that promote exposure 
    to diverse cultures and
    generations

3. Seek an assignment as
    a leader of a global 
   team; mentor or be 
    mentored by someone 
    from a different
    generation

4. Assemble a leadership
    team that reflects your
    global culture

8. Fashion a
   multigenerational
    organizational culture

7. Make tough trade-off
    decisions

9. Hold people 
    accountable

FIGURE 7.1. Learn to Lead Everyone.
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  1.   Use your head to develop cultural self - awareness.    
 People need a way to discover their own biases and fi nd out how 

perceptive they are about diff erences between groups. Administering 

a new instrument such as the TMA ’ s Country Navigator (sketched in 

Table  7.2 ) or the TMC ’ s Cultural Orientation Indicator provides expe-

riences or feedback that develops cultural self - awareness: understand-

ing of what it means to be from your particular culture and how you 

may be diff erent from people who have been raised in other cultures.     

   2.   Use your heart to generate assignments that promote exposure to 
diverse cultures and generations.    

 For leaders, taking on assignments or projects abroad is usually 

an eye - opening and consciousness - raising experience. It is astonishing 

that in this global age, many executives have never spent a signifi cant 

amount of time — at least four weeks — working in another country. 

When they do, a colleague from that country ’ s offi  ce will invariably say 

something like,  “ You Americans always act this way when  . . .    ”  For the 

fi rst time, they can look at themselves from the outside in. Americans, 

for example, may begin to understand what it means to be brought up 

in an individualistic society if they spend time in countries like Korea 

and Japan, which are obviously more group oriented and also more 

hierarchical. At the very least, it will start them thinking about their 

cultural values and how they diff er from those of others.   

   3.   Use your heart to seek an assignment as a leader of a global team; 
mentor or be mentored by someone from a diff erent generation.    

 Leaders need to be assigned to global teams. Th is gives them the 

opportunity of learning about diversity on the job. To succeed on a 

global team, they need to fi gure out their own way of  working with 

TABLE 7.2. Th e TMA Worldprism™: Cultural Orientation.
R EL ATING (How we interact) Focus: Task—Relat ionship

Communicat ion: Explicit—Implicit

Identity : Individua l—Group

R EGUL ATING (How we manage) Behavior: R isk Tak ing—Risk Avoiding

Use of Time: Tight—Loose

Power: Shared—Concentrated

R EASONING (How we think) Processing: Linear—Circular

Emphasis: Facts—Thinking

Explanat ion: Simple—Complex
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other people who have very diff erent backgrounds, business philoso-

phies, and behaviors. Many companies today conduct launch work-

shops when global teams are convened, sessions in which the team 

not only defi nes its purpose, roles, responsibilities, and action plan 

but also explores cultural diff erences and how they might aff ect the 

team ’ s work together. 

 From a generational perspective, it is important to fi nd ways to under-

stand the values and perspectives of both older and younger employees. 

In one of Jack Welch ’ s famous moves as CEO of General Electric, he 

required every one of his top 250 senior executives to be mentored in 

technology by someone under thirty at least a few hours each month. 

His hidden agenda was that in addition to learning something about 

technology, his senior executives would also learn something about the 

perspectives and needs of the younger generation in GE.   

   4.   Use your heart to assemble a leadership team that refl ects your 
global culture.    

 Make sure that your leadership team looks like the mix of cultures 

you ’ re leading. Too often executive teams are homogeneous. At Siemens, 

for example, all but one member of the top team is German. Contrast 

that with Vodafone where ten nationalities are represented among the 

top twenty - two executives. As CEO Arun Sarin says,  “ We have a group 

of executives here that is far more diverse at the absolute senior level than 

any company I know. Frankly, I wouldn ’ t know how to run this com-

pany  . . .  if I didn ’ t have diversity of thought. We are a very international 

company and therefore we need an international group of executives. ”  

 Th is is a big challenge for global companies and often involves 

leapfrogging or accelerating the careers of people from other coun-

tries to create real diversity at senior levels. We have watched many 

executive committees make incomplete or even poor decisions about 

diverse markets and people because they simply lacked suffi  cient 

diversity in their conversations and perceptions. Th is further fl aws 

the decision making at the top of large, hierarchical global compa-

nies that already have diffi  culty obtaining open and honest feedback; 

their leaders fi nd it easy to convince themselves the world is pretty 

much as they decide it is.   

   5.   Use your head to integrate experiences through cross - cultural and 
cross - generational training and reading.    

 Many leaders can benefi t from intense training experience on 

managing cultural diff erences, combining cultural self - awareness from 
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self - assessments with refl ection on global team experiences and for-

eign assignments. Th e combination helps them learn to lead and 

work in a global environment. We conduct intense action learn-

ing experiences for senior leaders at McDonald ’ s and many other 

companies. A component of these programs is immersion in diff er-

ent cultures, or at least understanding cultural diff erences. Leaders 

realize how culture can defi ne what is appropriate leadership and 

how their cultural background shapes how they view appropriate 

performance. 

 Several fascinating studies have been done on intergenerational 

diff erences, but few companies off er intergenerational training pro-

grams. In many leadership programs we conduct, we ask senior lead-

ers to listen to a panel of high - talent Millennials who are having a 

conversation about the company in another room, and cannot be 

seen. Quite often, executives gasp and laugh at the candor and truth 

of what they are hearing. We then invite the Millennials into the 

room to debrief together with the executives. Th is simple experience 

of learning together how each sees the world creates real insight —

 and often leads to changed behavior.   

   6.   Use your head to design and implement management and reward 
systems that are motivating to varied groups of people.    

 Most companies rely on measurement, motivation, and reward 

systems that focus on equity or  “ one size fi ts all. ”  Baby Boomers fac-

ing retirement, young parents balancing work and family, and people 

who want to work part - time frequently fi nd traditional organizations 

can ’ t accommodate diverse lifestyles and life stages. A challenge for 

leaders seeking to lead everyone is to become more creative in human 

resource policies such as fl extime, semiretirement, reverse mentor-

ing, sabbaticals, and other more responsive and fl exible approaches 

to managing performance and people.   

   7.   Use your guts to make tough trade - off  decisions.    
 Managers ultimately need to test what they have learned in a real 

leadership situation. Th ey will need to be posted to another country 

or given responsibility for a global team where tough trade - off  deci-

sions must be made based on confl icting values, beliefs, and cultural 

traditions. Th ey may also need to deal with the demands or recom-

mendations of a young high - potential task force that has a very dif-

ferent view of how the organization should be run or the kind of 

organizational culture best suited to enable the company to compete 

or to retain its best talent. 
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 While it is important to be sensitive to diff erent beliefs and tra-

ditions, the real test of cross - cultural and intergenerational leader-

ship is in those situations that require a choice between the  “ right ”  

of one perspective and the equally legitimate needs of someone from 

a diff erent belief system. Th ese are the crucibles from which future 

global leaders emerge. In our experience, those leaders who have 

encountered these diff erences and worked them through to resolu-

tion develop confl ict management skills that serve them well across a 

variety of situations.   

   8.   Use your heart to fashion a multigenerational organizational 
culture.    

 In the next few years, as the Millennial generation moves into orga-

nizations and the Baby Boomers cannot aff ord to move out, three gen-

erations will be living together — Boomers, Gen Xers, and Millennials. 

Organizations will need to build cultures that value and integrate these 

diff erent perspectives. 

 Boomers bring great perspective and experience to an organiza-

tion, but obviously the ones you need to keep are those who have 

made adjustments to the vast changes in technology and speed that 

have occurred during their working life. Gen Xers contribute the 

new social consciousness discussed in Chapter  Eight , and Millennials 

demand collaboration and trust at a level that has not been evident 

in the past. Th e corporate cultures that succeed in the future will 

be those that leverage multigenerational perspectives and skills and 

incorporate the expertise of the past, the agility of technology, a wide 

range of stakeholder interests, and the ability to integrate people to 

work together through collaboration and trust. 

 Th is will require whole leaders who are sensitive to all the diff er-

ences that these generations represent (heart) while forging them into 

a winning formula for the marketplace (head) and making tough 

trade - off s necessary to ensure that the best of each generation is lever-

aged and the weaknesses are minimized (guts). 

 Th ese steps should enable managers to develop a new comfort 

level with diversity, while simultaneously understanding how diff er-

ent needs can be brought together for competitive advantage. Th e 

Japanese used to say that when it comes to competitive advantage, 

you can buy talent and you can buy technology, but you cannot 

buy a successful corporate culture — it has to be built — and this may 

be the opportunity to create one that will constitute a competitive 

advantage.   
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   9.   Use your guts to hold people accountable.    
 No matter their generation, their background, or their values, 

people require accountability to drive performance in organizations. 

Many leaders confuse generational value diff erences with expecta-

tions around this issue. Even Millennials consistently say,  “ accom-

modate our values, but hold us accountable for performance. ”  Some 

leaders compromise around performance in order to accommodate 

diff ering values — a mistake that makes everyone resentful.  

  WHOLE LEADERSHIP QUESTIONS TO ASK YOURSELF 
ABOUT LEARNING TO LEAD EVERYONE 

   Use Your Head 
  Do you know what it ’ s like to be from your own culture and how you ’ re different from 
other cultures?  
  How open are you to learning about important differences among the people you lead?  
  Are you where you need to be in terms of understanding how differences in culture, 
generation, nationality, and other factors affect the success of your organization?  
  How much time do you spend fi guring out how to successfully implement diversity in 
your organization?  
  Do you spend time learning about other cultures?    

   Use Your Heart 
  Have you had experiences that exposed you to other cultures, nationalities, and genera-
tions? What did you learn?  
  Do you appreciate other cultures, nationalities, and generations?  
  How would your colleagues describe you in terms of sensitivity to cultural, national, and 
generational differences?  
  Are you currently mentoring or being mentored by someone from another culture, na-
tionality, or generation?  
  Do you demonstrate your understanding and appreciation of differences to others? How?  
  Do you know how to motivate employees from different generations?    

   Use Your Guts 
  Does your organization truly refl ect the cultures in which you operate?  
  How diverse is your leadership team? Does the composition of your team refl ect the 
cultures of your customers?  

•

•
•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•
•

•
•
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  Are you able to make the tough trade - offs between cultural sensitivity and maintaining 
ethical standards?  
  Do you know the differences between showing cultural sensitivity and capitulating to 
cultural norms?  
  Do you know where you would draw the line when it comes to accommodating 
differences?                  

•

•

•
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      Become Stakeholder Savvy          

 I n a recent interview , S ir  Martin Sorrell of WPP described 

the challenges of leading large organizations in today ’ s world. He 

told Matthew Gwyther,  “ Th ese days, complexity goes with the ter-

ritory. Anybody who believes that life is going to become simpler in 

this day and age needs to have their head examined  . . . . Th e twenty -

 fi rst century is not for tidy minds. ”  

 When organizational leaders look beyond their walls, what they 

see is by turns frightening, exciting, and incomprehensible. Th e per-

fect storm we have described is a swirl of responsibilities, a series 

of signifi cant social issues and external stakeholder requirements 

that are dizzying in their scope and complexity. Leaders must con-

cern themselves not just with a single stakeholder but with a varied 

and changing set of interest groups and regulatory bodies. External 

stakeholders have multiplied, not just in number and diversity but in 

importance to any global organization. To understand how confus-

ing the ever - widening circle of stakeholder responsibility is, consider 

the common items on the agendas of many executive teams: 

  Access to information has given customers power they have 

never had before, and a senior leadership team must now respond 

to informed expectations from customers about price, quality, 

service, product features, potential liability, and warranties, to 

name a few. Th e customer now has a seat at the executive confer-

ence table, in one way or another.  

•
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  Regulators, and the politicians who pick them, are a constant factor 

in decision making because they are more conservative, require 

much more data, have the power to shut down operations, delay 

product launches, or request privileged information. Regulators 

require executive teams to make sure that everyone is in compli-

ance with relevant statutes and policies; at the same time, these 

leaders must maintain their appetite for risk and innovation.  

  Global supply chains require constant investment attention, vigi-

lance, and redesign. Despite wild fl uctuations in the price of oil, 

companies are becoming more dependent on global  distribution —

 often outsourcing functions around the globe and becoming 

heavily dependent on suppliers not just in manufacturing and pro-

curement but also in customer service, market research, and HR 

support centers. Th ese outsourced groups can be located anywhere 

in the world — as long as they are cheap and effi  cient.  

  Expectations for quarterly results from investors force trade - off  

decisions that emphasize short -  over long - term investments. Th e 

relentless pressure for growth and profi tability in companies 

where selling, general, and administrative expenses have been 

cut to the bone requires renewed discipline around prioritization 

and execution.  

  Emerging markets represent a huge opportunity and a real threat. 

Most executive teams today are spending a lot of time considering 

how to grow in other markets while parrying the nontraditional 

competitors who are emerging in every industry. Even in very 

sophisticated industries — medical devices, technology, comput-

ers, pharmaceuticals — emerging market competitors are now 

entering developed markets with quality products at lower cost. 

Executives scan what ’ s happening and develop the nimbleness to 

respond quickly to new threats, while preparing for increasing 

competition. Most teams have realized that Th omas Friedman 

is right — the world  is  fl at around outsourcing, but so is the com-

petitive playing fi eld, with few advantages to the home team.  

  Ethical issues dominate discussions due to advances in neuro-

technology, biotechnology, and nanotechnology, creating con-

cerns among consumer groups around the world for simultaneous 

consumer protection from these advances and consumer access 

to the same advances.    

•

•

•

•

•
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 Th ese external forces represent rapidly multiplying stakeholder 

constituencies. Th is diversity of interests must be taken into account 

in corporate policy decisions. Th ey also raise a particularly vexing 

issue: pressure on leaders to act in socially responsible ways while 

maintaining shareholder value.  

  Tur ning Gr een Without Tur ning 
R ed:  The En v ironmenta list 

a nd the Sh a r eholder 

 Imagine the thought process of a leader confronting the challenge 

of behaving in a socially responsible way while still delivering share-

holder value: 

  THOUGHT #1: We have a great opportunity to do business in 

China; we found a supplier that will help us reduce our costs 

signifi cantly.  

  THOUGHT #2: Just got slammed in the media because our suppli-

er ’ s products contain high amounts of lead. Will switch to sup-

plier in South Korea with great reputation for quality.  

  THOUGHT #3: Being boycotted by U.S. consumer groups protest-

ing sweatshop conditions at our South Korea supplier. Will move 

everything to our plants in the United States and Canada.  

  THOUGHT #4: Just received a low rating because of the high carbon 

emissions of our North American plants. We ’ ll divest ourselves of 

all our manufacturing facilities and contract the work out.  

  THOUGHT #5: Our divestiture is under investigation by a regula-

tory body that has told us it has found fi nancial irregularities in 

how we structured the divestiture.  

  THOUGHT #6: Our main competitor is killing us because of his 

low - cost, high - quality Chinese manufacturing facilities. We 

realize we have a great opportunity if we do business in China.    

 Th at sequence is only slightly tongue - in - cheek. Complexity isn ’ t 

particularly funny to leaders trying to sort through the contradic-

tions, paradoxes, and ambiguities that come with just about any 

major decision and the eff ort to be sure that actions are taken in a 

socially responsible way. 
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 Th ere is an ongoing debate about what role corporations should 

take in addressing important social issues. Last year, the  Economist  
described both sides. On one hand are people like Robert Reich, 

labor secretary under Bill Clinton, arguing that corporations ’  desire 

to be socially responsible diverts them from the more realistic and 

important task of getting governments to solve social problems. On 

the other side of the debate are people like Simon Zadek, head of a 

corporate social responsibility (CSR) lobby group, saying that the 

debate is over and it ’ s only a question of what companies do and how 

they do it, not whether they should. 

 More attention than ever is being given to this issue. Th e 2007 

State of Corporate Citizenship Survey conducted by the Boston 

College Center for Corporate Citizenship surveyed more than seven 

hundred top executives. Th ese executives acknowledged a growing 

distrust of large corporations having to do with everything from 

excessive CEO pay packages to perceived lack of accountability to 

lack of public understanding of what companies actually do to stories 

of corruption to the recent crisis in sub - prime mortgages. Part of the 

response to these negative perceptions has been for senior executives 

to increase their focus on social responsibility. However, the study 

found that while many companies have publicly embraced the need to 

step up involvement in providing solutions to social problems, there is 

a big gap between what they say they value and what they actually do. 

Less than half the companies surveyed have incorporated good corpo-

rate citizenship into their business planning process or corporate poli-

cies, even though more than three - quarters said this was a priority. 

 To complicate this picture further, most companies acknowl-

edge that they don ’ t really understand their customers ’  or employ-

ees ’  expectations when it comes to CSR. A global study by IBM 

has recently reinforced the importance of this issue. Over half of 

the companies expressed the view that CSR represents an opportu-

nity for revenue generation and competitive advantage and was not 

just a regulatory or philanthropic eff ort. George Pohle, VP of IBM ’ s 

Business Consulting Practice, said,  “ It ’ s not only critical for busi-

nesses to keep up with the emerging demands of their stakeholders, 

but to build CSR into the core of their business strategy. Th at way 

CSR is not viewed as a discretionary cost but an investment that will 

bring fi nancial returns. And since customers are changing buying 

behavior as a result of CSR, the fi nancial impact can be dramatic. ”  
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 Th e United States is not the only place where these issues are 

prominent. Since 2002, more than 250 businesses in the United 

Kingdom have been using the Business in the Community Corporate 

Responsibility Index as a management tool. Last year ’ s results showed 

a trend toward seeing responsible business as a competitive advantage 

and increasing evidence that social and environmental issues were 

infl uencing decision making. Nevertheless, signifi cant challenges 

were identifi ed when it came to thoroughly embedding practices, 

policies, behaviors, and values consistently across the breadth and 

depth of an organization. 

 Even organizations that seem to have a handle on managing stake-

holder diversity get thrown for a loop. Apple has long enjoyed a repu-

tation as a progressive, innovative, and employee - centric company. Yet 

in June 2007, an environmental group, Climate Counts, published a 

report ranking companies on their actions related to greenhouse gases. 

Apple scored 2 out of 100 (with 1 being the lowest score). Expectations 

are increasing for companies to improve energy effi  ciency and reduce 

greenhouse gas emissions — and companies that fail to meet those 

expectations face potentially serious business consequences. 

 Even for a company like Apple, it ’ s tough to keep an eye on every-

thing. And even if you can keep an eye on everything, the trade - off s 

between profi tability and social responsibility are enormously diffi  -

cult to measure. 

 We have moved a long way from the 1970s, when environmental 

groups were considered  “ pesky activists. ”  Today it is the big pension 

funds, state controllers, and institutional investors that are demand-

ing that companies have an environmental conscience that gets 

translated into budget and company priorities. In a recent global sur-

vey by BearingPoint regarding green and sustainable supply chains, 

83 percent of corporate respondents reported that they have adopted 

environmental strategies to protect brand image and to address envi-

ronmental regulations. 

  Ecological Concerns 

 Global warming, oil prices, rising insurance rates due to environmen-

tal trends, pollution problems in increasingly industrialized Russia and 

China, and many other factors have forced leaders to consider envi-

ronmental concerns more seriously. It ’ s not just that environmental 
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issues are having a greater impact on organizations — leaders are being 

forced to make diffi  cult decisions about them. What level of respon-

sibility do CEOs have? How much should they do to reduce their 

company ’ s carbon footprint, and at what cost to the bottom line? As 

the price of oil rises, what should you do about your supply chain 

that reaches around the world? Can you still aff ord to manufacture in 

one place and transport the product to another location? And more 

subtly, will any of these problems actually manifest themselves on 

your watch? 

 What adds even more to the complexity is that no one is quite 

sure how serious these issues are. Are we talking about the sustain-

ability of resources like water? Are we talking about the long - term 

survival of the planet? And if your company is a major contributor to 

a problem, does your responsibility go beyond social? Jeff rey Sachs, 

former Harvard professor and adviser to leaders in emerging govern-

ments, believes the situation demands the attention of leaders at every 

level throughout the world. He observes that life on the planet as we 

know it faces fundamental threats from a combination of water reser-

voir depletion, population growth, and lack of renewable energy — all 

of which will stifl e economic expansion and have important market, 

political, and social ramifi cations within current lifetimes. 

 In other words, as awareness of environmental problems increases, 

so too may awareness of how your company is contributing to these 

problems. You may discover that people — especially young people —

 don ’ t want to work for your organization. You may fi nd yourself the 

subject of a boycott. You may discover that you ’ re the target of a 

consumer activist group. So you have social and business reasons to 

become concerned about the environment and deal with your part 

of the environmental problems. Th e catch, of course, is that since 

these are by defi nition long - term problems, if you spend too much 

time and money dealing with them, you may face short - term pres-

sure from Wall Street or shareholders.  

  Regulatory Stakeholders 

 Anyone who has dealt with a regulatory agency recently knows how 

much additional work it now takes to remain in compliance. Part of 

the problem, especially in the United States, is that the regulations 

have become incredibly complex. Sarbanes - Oxley is just one piece 
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of legislation that has cost organizations billions and often requires 

rethinking and restructuring of policies and practices. Alan Greenspan, 

the former Federal Reserve chairman, was quoted in a  Financial Times  
article as saying,  “ What worries me is that the regulatory system is by 

its very nature creating less fl exibility  . . .  we need to create fl exibility 

so we can absorb shocks in a manner that does not destabilize the sys-

tem. ”  Th e U.S. sub - prime mortgage bubble that precipitated a global 

credit crisis also precipitated demands for more regulation, controls, 

and oversight — which may not be inappropriate, but will increase 

regulatory control. 

 Earlier, we used the word  compliance,  which is a common response 

to regulatory bodies. Yet we ’ re moving from a compliance mind - set to 

a responsibility perspective, and the latter is a much more complex 

notion. With compliance, you know specifi cally what you have to 

do to  “ pass. ”  With responsibility, you ’ re dealing with a much vaguer 

concept that involves a much greater range of action. If you ’ re respon-

sible, do you close your mildly polluting plant in Mexico because 

of excess capacity, even though you may be on the brink of a major 

strike? And if you close it and put hundreds of Mexicans out of work, 

is that being responsible on a local level? 

 To be seen as responsible today requires establishing your own 

standards that sometimes exceed local regulations. GE, for example, 

has chosen to build new plants to world standards, not local stan-

dards, whether in Mexico or China. Th e rationale: world - standard 

plants are more effi  cient and therefore provide cost advantages; they 

ensure better health and safety standards for employees, making 

the plant more competitive in the constant search for global talent, 

and they avoid future retooling costs to meet high environmental 

regulatory standards that will be inevitable. Johnson  &  Johnson, 

because of its corporate credo, also upholds global standards for 

safety, cleanliness, compliance, and quality, no matter the country 

in which its people are doing business. Its leaders see this as both 

managing for the long term and upholding their role as global citi-

zens who operate with the highest standards. Th ey ’ ve discovered it ’ s 

good business, refl ecting positively on their brand, attracting the 

best employees, and ensuring the confi dence of customers around 

the world. 

 Despite the pressures of economic downturns, leaders are starting 

to view compliance as an internal responsibility rather than external 
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requirement. Well - managed companies are moving from regulations to 

ethics, and the discussion at the executive level is increasingly not about 

regulatory risk from a compliance perspective but about regulatory risk 

from an ethical perspective. Many executives are asking,  “ How effi  cient 

are the cars in our fl eet? ”  and  “ How well are we doing at controlling 

our own emissions? ”  Th ey ’ re asking these questions from a sense of per-

sonal responsibility. Regulatory risk has moved from the government 

to the executive teams and now to the vision and values of leaders.  

  Consumer Activism and Networking 

 Consumers also have much to say about corporate responsibility. 

Unlike the past, when consumer activities were confi ned to NGOs 

and nonprofi t organizations, today ’ s consumers have taken things into 

their own hands and are operating independently to express their 

concerns about the environment. From Prius and other hybrid auto-

mobile choices to examining labels on consumer products to reading 

and digesting blogs about carbon emissions, product content, and 

supervisory practices around the globe, consumers today are scruti-

nizing companies as never before. 

 And they don ’ t want to pay more for their principles. A BMW 

spokesperson recently said the company felt trapped in a twenty - fi rst -

 century Catch - 22 — how to make its high - performance cars more 

effi  cient and boost profi ts at the same time. BMW was caught off  

guard by the popularity of Toyota and Lexus hybrid models and is 

trying to catch up, but it is fi nding that the required R & D spending 

can ’ t be passed on to consumers. 

 Generational diff erences are also having an impact. As noted, 

Millennials are connected — perhaps the most team - oriented, colle-

gial group in decades. Th is means they care what other people think 

and they care about the impact they have on others. Th eir social con-

sciousness combined with their refl exive connecting abilities mean 

they are constantly comparing ideas and viewpoints about every-

thing from Green companies to corporate gender policies.  

  Everything Is Related to Everything Else — and Moving Fast 

 We were with the CEO of a major media organization recently, and 

he told us he used to be able to apply his analytical abilities to make 

key decisions, but he can ’ t do that anymore because too many factors 
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impact organizational performance and external markets. He admit-

ted that it was impossible to stay on top of any issue since everything 

from technology to consumer tastes is changing so quickly. 

 Th e complexity of creating a sound strategy is staggering. Few 

strategies remain viable for long because during the time of a perfect 

storm, nothing stays the same for long. New technologies, customer 

preferences, and economic trends blow through businesses regularly. 

Health care research provides a paradigm for how you can ’ t bank on 

anything for long. Typically, a university group announces a new 

discovery about cancer, heart disease, or some other malady. Much 

excitement surrounds this  “ breakthrough ”  and a slew of approaches 

go into the development pipeline to respond. Six months later a new 

study is released that contradicts the earlier study. 

 It used to be that a company could bring out a new product and 

be reasonably sure of the size of the market, the need the product met 

among a targeted group, and what competitors off ered. It could also 

be reasonably sure that everything it knew would hold true for at least 

a few years. Today, competitors come out of nowhere overnight; cus-

tomers sour almost as quickly on a product that they once embraced. 

As a result, relying on traditional research to introduce a product has 

become a game where the odds are stacked against you. Acting with 

insuffi  cient data has become a leadership skill. 

 It seems as though interdependence is making it impossible to decide 

anything without considering multiple, far - reaching ramifi cations. Th e 

days of individual problem solving are over. In the old days, one of your 

suppliers ’  factory managers in a province of China could solve a quality 

problem in any way he saw fi t without worrying about external stake-

holders. It might result in more lead in toys, or bacteria in food products, 

but no one was watching. Today, if that solution results in a problem 

that doesn ’ t meet U.S. regulatory standards, your company may be the 

subject of a congressional investigation. It is diffi  cult to make decisions 

in isolation, no matter where you are. If these choices are signifi cant 

enough, they ’ re bound to be felt and responded to by everyone from 

foreign governments to consumer activist groups to regulatory bodies.  

  Some Get It Right; Others Don ’ t 

 Some companies are responding adroitly to environmental issues at 

surprising levels of commitment. Coca - Cola and the World Wildlife 
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Fund are tackling water quality issues; McDonald ’ s and Greenpeace 

are working to mitigate deforestation; Clorox and the Sierra Club 

are working together on developing a new green product line. 

 Ten years ago corporate responsibility (CR) was a concept 

on the sidelines at Nike. When activists were critical of Nike for 

labor practices in contract factories around the world, Nike was ill-

equipped to see the signals, not well prepared to engage in mean-

ingful dialogue with key stakeholders, and unable to take key steps 

to remedy, as much as possible, the issues.

Now, things are very diff erent. Nike has embraced CR as a 

genuine catalyst for innovation. Nike’s aim is to embed positive 

environmental, social, and labor conditions in the heart of its 

business. Th e goal is ultimately to showcase a successful company 

built on the foundation of social innovation. Th is transforma-

tion has been a long and, at times, diffi  cult journey. But Nike has 

changed its CR approach from a risk management mindset to one 

of innovation and business integration. For example, two years ago 

Nike revealed where the 700 contract factories employing around 

800,000 people in fi fty-two countries were located. Th e move was 

an eff ort to help raise standards and encourage further industry 

transparency and collaboration, while also seeking to continue to 

improve conditions for contract factory workers. 

 Other companies have not met challenges as successfully. Wal -

 Mart has struggled as its business has become more complex. It has 

a lot riding on its ability to succeed in Japan, where it has partnered 

with Seiyu, acquiring 51 percent of the company. Early on, Wal -

 Mart convinced Seiyu management to dismiss 25 percent of its head-

quarters staff . No doubt Wal - Mart was simply following its standard 

operating procedure, and the cut made perfect fi scal sense from a 

numbers perspective. What Wal - Mart may not have considered, how-

ever, is how this move would be interpreted in Japan and observed 

throughout the rest of the world. It ’ s unusual for large numbers of 

people to be downsized out of jobs in that country. More signifi -

cant, perhaps, it opened Wal - Mart to accusations that it was trying 

to  “ Americanize ”  a Japanese company. Wal - Mart also didn ’ t seem to 

anticipate that its strategy of  “ always low prices ”  wasn ’ t well suited 

to the Japanese market, where many people are willing to pay top 

dollar for high - quality goods and services. In short, Wal - Mart was 

tripped up by the complexity of doing business in Japan.   
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  Whole Le a dership a nd Becoming 
a Sta k eholder -  Sav v y Le a der 

 Leaders at the forefront in dealing with diverse stakeholder concerns 

understand that they must ask uncomfortable questions — questions 

that will challenge them and their organizations even though they 

may create further complexity and uncertainty. But the answer is not 

to evade or ignore the unpleasant. Turning green without turning 

red requires a tough reality check and can only be done with a full 

understanding and open debate of both sides of an issue — ethical 

and fi nancial. To balance all these demands, whole leaders know they 

have to use their head to analyze the trade - off s, their heart to identify 

with the needs of diff erent constituencies, and their guts to make the 

diffi  cult decisions that will determine the kind of company they lead, 

what their company stands for, and what they will be known for as 

a leader. 

 Many people today are beginning to talk about  “ socially respon-

sible leadership. ”  Socially responsible leaders go beyond fulfi lling the 

minimal obligations of compliance to show concern about issues 

beyond their own organization and ask hard, long - term questions 

when making business decisions. Whole leaders work to become 

socially responsible leaders by becoming stakeholder savvy by taking 

the steps shown in Figure  8.1 .     

  1.   Use your head to determine which social issues are important to 
achieving your company vision — as both threats and opportunities.    

 As noted, many special interest groups exist and their numbers 

are increasing all the time. Determine which of these groups is most 

relevant — as a threat or an opportunity — to the future vision your 

company has of itself. In many instances, this will require using 

your head to look beyond the current situation and see new possibili-

ties for cooperation and collaboration superseding traditional hos-

tilities and confrontational relationships. It means moving beyond 

a siege mentality to look creatively at how what appear to be con-

fl icting interests can be transcended, as the examples of Coca - Cola, 

McDonald ’ s, and Clorox demonstrate.   

   2.   Use your heart to reach out to relevant global networks of stake-
holders, both friendly and hostile.    

 Reaching out to relevant stakeholders requires fi nding the chan-

nels through which dialogues can be most productively undertaken 
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and the forums through which ongoing cooperation and discussion 

can be carried out. Th is may not be readily apparent and may take 

some careful consideration. Some formal forums may already have 

been established, including association or industry initiatives. In 

other cases you may need to fi nd brokers who can help fi nd com-

mon ground with stakeholders who are important to you, but who 

may initially be hostile to the idea of collaborative action. Bank 

of America regularly meets with consumer activist groups such as 

Hispanic customers or inner - city coalitions. Use of these forums can 

deepen your understanding of the concerns, viewpoints, and issues 

that are relevant to your stakeholders. You may not agree with every-

thing you hear, but you can be sure that your stakeholders want to 

be heard.   

   3.   Use your head to calculate short -  and long - term costs of social 
responsiveness.    

 Once you have met with various groups and understand their per-

spectives and their demands, conduct a total review of the short -  and 

Use your Use your Head
for analysisfor analysis

Demonstrate Demonstrate Heart
to build a foundationto build a foundation

Act with Act with Guts
to get the job doneto get the job done

1. Determine which
    social issues are
    important to achieving
    your company vision—
    as both threats and
    opportunities

3. Calculate short- and
    long-term costs of 
    social responsiveness

2. Reach out to relevant
    global networks of
    stakeholders, both
    friendly and hostile

4. Find win-win solutions 
    to consumer and 
    activist demands

5. Engage people 
    around higher-order 
    commitments6. Prepare a business

    case to tell some
    stakeholders you cannot
    meet their short- or 
    long-term needs

7. “Walk the talk” in your
    behavior; set example of 
   being socially responsible

 FIGURE 8.1. Become Stakeholder Savvy .
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long - term costs of adopting strategies that are responsive to diff erent 

cohorts. It is obvious that you will not be able to satisfy everyone, so 

gathering together the best analysis will be critical to the next step. 

Th is is the only way you ’ ll be able to make trade - off s. Remember that 

the question is not whether to be socially responsible (that debate is 

over), it ’ s how and where. You also need to have both a short - term and 

a long - term view. Many of the opportunities for generating revenues 

and increasing competitiveness will not materialize overnight. You 

may be able to achieve some quick wins, but you must have the long 

view as well.   

   4.   Use your heart to fi nd win - win solutions to consumer and activist 
demands.    

 Now that you know the parameters within which you can work, 

return to the negotiating table with those groups where a win - win 

solution is possible. Th ese conversations need to be conducted within 

the context of all your values and concerns for all stakeholders glob-

ally and should refl ect a total organization perspective worldwide, 

rather than a piecemeal approach by country, region, product, or 

business.   

   5.     Use your heart to engage people around higher - order 
commitments.    

 Engaging employees with the values of community, inspiring 

them to take personal action on the environment, and discovering 

what people care about for the future are ways to build socially respon-

sible organizations. Leaders today must listen to what employees care 

about and create an environment that employees fi nd purposeful and 

inspiring. Th is is true for both altruistic and competitive reasons. 

When it comes to fi nding, keeping, and retaining talent, studies of 

Millennial and Gen Y employees cite  “ working for an organization 

I can be proud of  ”  as high on the list of key motivators.   

   6.   Use your guts to prepare a business case to tell some stakeholders 
you cannot meet their short -  or long - term needs.    

 Th e reality is that you will not be able to off er a win - win solution 

for many of the groups you interact with. For each of these, develop 

a business case for why you are unable to meet their demands and 

prepare a strategy for dealing with them in the short and long term. 

Th is should be done within an overall strategic stakeholder plan 

that should be updated annually so that all your senior  managers 
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 understand your position regarding the many demands that are made 

on the organization around the world.   

   7.   Use your guts to  “ walk the talk ”  in your behavior and set an 
example of being socially responsible.    

 People watch leaders to discern their true values. Many leaders 

express concern about the environment but don ’ t curtail their own 

carbon emissions. Th ey declare their company is  “ green ”  but don ’ t 

back it up with tougher standards for emissions and energy use, and 

they don ’ t off er fl extime to reduce commuting or make investments 

in green technologies. Today, many people recognize that being seen 

as  “ green ”  can be an advantage, but employees and consumers are 

quick to recognize whether these statements are authentic or not. Th e 

test is behavior, not rhetoric.  

  WHOLE LEADERSHIP QUESTIONS TO 
ASK YOURSELF TO BECOME  STAKEHOLDER SAVVY 

Use Your Head   
  What environmental impact will your major decisions have — not only in the near term 
but in the long term?  
  What are the major opportunities for becoming more socially responsible?  
  How can you generate more revenue and beat your competition by being more socially 
responsible?  
  If your company is to be seen as an environmentally responsible corporate citizen, what 
standards need to be applied to your behavior worldwide?    

   Use Your Heart 
  Who are your key stakeholders when it comes to social responsibility, and what do they 
care about?  
  Are you actively involved in conversations with your stakeholders about issues of social 
responsibility? What are you learning?  
  How actively engaged are your people in conversations about social responsibility? 
Should you be doing more?  
  What will you say to stockholders to explain your decision to be a responsible leader in 
the world community? What values and vision will you describe that will strike a chord 
with them and still refl ect your true beliefs?    

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•
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   Use Your Guts 
  How do you make sure that your team is aligned on issues of social responsibility? Are 
they willing to make the same commitment you are?  
  Are you having the tough conversations with stakeholders about what you can and can ’ t 
do when it comes to social responsibility?  
  Can you afford to have one set of standards in one part of the world and another set 
somewhere else? How much variation can you allow before you are seen as being 
 opportunistic or hypocritical?  
  What investment will be required to ensure that you meet environmental concerns 
 beyond what is required simply for compliance?                    

•

•

•

•
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 Section Three: Navigating the 
Wave of Uncertainty 

 henry kissinger is reported to have said that the world 

would look back on the Cold War as the most stable time of the 

twentieth century. Two superpowers competing for everything with 

the power of mutual destruction constituted an ironically restful bal-

ance. But with the dissolution of the Soviet Union, the fall of the 

Berlin Wall, the emergence of China, India, and Middle Eastern sov-

ereign wealth funds, the subsequent reemergence of Russia and the 

wild card threat of bio and nuclear terrorism, the twenty - fi rst century 

has become fi lled with a plethora of new economic, political, and mili-

tary powerhouses that have created a much more unstable world. 

 Welcome to the third wave of the perfect storm — uncertainty. 

And uncertainty is not only created by these global changes. It has 

also been exacerbated by the fi rst two waves: complexity and diver-

sity, multiplied by technology, have meant that leaders today must 

deal with enormous uncertainty. Th e odds of being right have dimin-

ished, risk has increased, complex paradoxes have emerged, and lead-

ers are now thrust into making decisions with consequences never 

before imagined. 

 In this world, captains who limit their tools will fi nd navigating 

the perfect storm an almost impossible challenge. Leaders need to 

use every capacity in their head, heart, and guts to successfully navi-

gate the wave of uncertainty. But an overriding theme of successfully 

navigating uncertainty is a leader ’ s courage to stand for clear vision 

and values. Th e perfect storm is ultimately a challenge of character. 
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Leaders must draw on their self - knowledge and values to steer a course 

when others around them are confused and afraid. Th e perfect storm 

is not a time for the timid or inexperienced. 

 In Chapter  Nine  we look at how whole leaders approach risk 

and uncertainty. In Chapter  Ten  we provide a way to balance the 

paradoxes of a complex and confl ict - ridden world of right versus 

right. And in Chapter  Eleven  we delve into the process by which 

whole leaders clarify their values and what they will have the courage 

to stand for. Th e perfect storm does not demand perfect captains, 

but it does demand captains who are aware of their strengths and 

weaknesses and able to use their crew ’ s skills and abilities to navigate 

through uncertain waters. 
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                Redefine Risk and Uncertainty          

 W inston  C hurchill once observed ,  “ T rue genius resides 

in the  capacity for evaluation of uncertain, hazardous, and 

confl icting information. ”  Unfortunately, most of us are not geniuses. 

And very few of us  “ embrace uncertainty ”  as many experts on the 

subject have counseled. Nonetheless, that may be the fi rst necessary 

step in successfully dealing with risk and uncertainty. 

 As diffi  cult as it is to do, as a leader you must accept and even 

embrace a certain level of risk and uncertainty in your business — risk 

that a valued direct report could leave the company unexpectedly, 

risk that your brand can suff er from product liability, or an impor-

tant project can be late or go off  track, or your market share can 

plummet suddenly. Between 1993 and 2004, almost 50 percent of 

the Fortune 500 experienced a drop in market value greater than 

30 percent lasting more than twelve months, and 30 percent experi-

enced a lasting drop greater than 60 percent. Th ere are real dangers 

for companies and leaders, and a real likelihood of uneasiness, insta-

bility, and uncertainty. Th e trick is for leaders to fi nd a comfort level 

operating in the space between chaos and control, and to redefi ne 

risk as opportunity. 

 Most CEOs agree that certainty and uncertainty have an opti-

mum level — and every business and every level of every business 

has to determine the best space to play in. Generally the lower you 

work in an organization the more certainty you need for excellence 
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of  execution, but the higher you are the more uncertainty you must 

tolerate to ensure you are scanning a wide enough horizon of pos-

sibilities and looking for opportunities in risks. 

 We live and work in a time of growing uncertainty caused by 

everything from increased information fl ow to an interconnected 

global marketplace, technological change, and global warming. Th e 

insurance industry is in a state of upheaval as it has thrown out its old 

computer models of risk, generated in a time when radical weather 

patterns happened  “ once every hundred years. ”  Th e hundred - year 

storms and droughts now seem to be appearing every few years, 

creating enormous fi nancial strains and confusion. But in the middle 

of this unprecedented risk, as always, some companies and leaders 

have found new opportunities. New products and services are being 

introduced:  “ green building property insurance, ”  for instance, which 

pays the cost of replacing recyclable materials, recertifi cation of 

environmental conformity, and coverage of physical damage or 

equipment breakdown of renewable energy projects. 

 Business decisions are riskier in this uncertain climate — low - risk 

decisions from fi ve or ten years ago are now medium - risk, and 

medium - risk ones are now high - risk. It used to be that good analysis 

done within a stable environment would virtually ensure low - risk 

decision making. Today, though that analysis is still necessary, it 

ensures nothing. You can do the most rigorous analysis in the world 

and be blindsided by a hundred diff erent unexpected events — a new 

competitor from a developing market, a spike in commodity prices or 

shortage of supply, the sudden collapse of a key partner, or — as many 

CEOs tell us —  “ someone, somewhere, doing something dumb. ”  In 

fact, many leaders believe the greatest threat to any company is the 

risk management group, because it gives everyone a false sense of 

being able to prevent the unpreventable!  

  Oper ationa l ,  Str ategic, 
a nd Persona l R isk 

 Risk for most organizations means fi nancial and operational risk. 

Our colleague Adrian Slywotzky has written an excellent book, 

 The Upside,  in which he expands the concept of risk from finan-

cial and operational risk to areas of  “ strategic risk. ”  He defi nes seven 
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diff erent areas: risks to an entire industry, technology risks, brand 

risks, competitor risks, consumer risks, the risks of project failure, 

and the risk of stagnation due to price or volume declines or a weak-

ening product pipeline. Slywotzky argues that these strategic (rather 

than fi nancial or operational) risks should be examined not only as 

threats but as opportunities for innovation and redefi ning the nature 

of the competitive game being played. He cites steps leaders can take 

to mitigate diff erent types of strategic risk, such as  “ double betting ”  or 

funding two or more approaches to technology development. Brand 

risk can be reduced by the range of methods you use to build and 

communicate your brand, and the risks of customer shifts to other 

sources can be reduced by collecting more proprietary information 

about your customers and using it to deepen their relationship with 

your company. 

 Mindy Grossman, CEO of HSN (formerly Home Shopping 

Network), observes that in an uncertain environment fi lled with risks 

and opportunities, good leaders have to hedge in many ways, includ-

ing backing up projects with additional research, or putting more 

and diff erent products in front of customers to lower the dependence 

on a few blockbusters. Pharmaceutical company executives routinely 

hedge their drug pipeline with complex fi nancial forecasts in an eff ort 

to reduce the eff ects of regulatory rejection of compounds. 

 But we can broaden the defi nition of leadership risk. It ’ s not just 

organizational risk that must be considered, but individual risk as 

well. While your organization may have a certain risk profi le in rela-

tionship to the seven categories just mentioned, psychological testing 

has revealed that all leaders have their own individual risk profi les 

called derailers. We have detailed these risk factors in an earlier book, 

 Why CEOs Fail.  As a leader, you may have a great capacity to work 

eff ectively in stable conditions and take signifi cant risks there, but 

you may respond to uncertainty by overplaying your strengths, which 

then become your risk factors or derailers. Your personal strengths 

and weaknesses and your tolerance for risk and ambiguity may be 

very diff erent from those of other managers in your organization — or 

in the industry. Th ere is more than one story to be told about how 

a CEO was willing to  “ gamble the company ”  on a bet that paid off  

while people who were  “ overly cautious ”  sat fearfully by. 

 Some leaders are acutely aware of project risks, for instance, 

but oblivious to their personal risk profi le. Th ey haven ’ t engaged in 
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the refl ection required to understand their biases and unquestioned 

assumptions. Th ey may not realize that hubris prevents them from 

thinking long and hard before taking a risk. Th ey may not understand 

that they ’ re  pleasers,  and that taking risks often thwarts their desire to 

please, and so they refrain from taking even smart gambles. 

 Th e research on leadership bias in mergers and acquisitions shows 

that many leaders undertaking acquisitions have an infl ated sense of 

self and pursue targeted companies with great hubris. Despite some 

clear data on the general failure of most acquisitions to achieve 

growth targets, their bias is that they can succeed where others can ’ t. 

Th is makes them vulnerable to premature or rushed decision mak-

ing. Paul Shoemaker has summed up the problem as leaders who 

have  “ myopic eyes ”  (limited sensors of risk) or are  “ timid souls ”  (lacking 

the self - confi dence to intuit what needs to be done). 

 Other managers respond to uncertainty by trying to control 

risks — and also get in trouble. To a certain extent, this desire to 

control risk is inevitable, a result of management ’ s traditional need 

to create order out of chaos. Until relatively recently organizations 

have been able to achieve a modicum of order. Now, though, a certain 

amount of chaos is inevitable. However, in an ironic twist, Salanick 

and Meindl have found that many leaders attribute good quarters 

of company performance to internal factors that they control, while 

in bad quarters they tend to blame external factors. While this is 

probably not untrue, our guess is that the perception of what is  “ in 

control ”  and  “ out of control ”  may be one clue as to some managers ’  

success in dealing with risk and uncertainty.  

  Degr ees of Uncerta int y 

 How leaders perceive risk and uncertainty is important. Studies have 

shown that leaders vary greatly in their tolerance for uncertainty. Bill 

Weldon, CEO of Johnson  &  Johnson, has observed that in order 

to manage risk, leaders have to be able to endure some degree of 

chaos until the right course of action appears. Harvard professor Ron 

Heifetz has written in  Leadership Without Easy Answers  that leaders 

have to endure chaos and uncertainty in order to create a  “ pressure 

cooker ”  in which people fi nd their own answers and solve problems —

 rather than delegating upward to the leader to solve everything. 
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 In  Embracing Uncertainty,  Phillip Clampitt and Robert DeKoch 

defi ne a spectrum of uncertainty that begins with  “ laws ”  at the cer-

tainty end and continues to  “ the unknown ”  at the uncertainty end. 

In between are what they call  “ principles, rules of thumb, hunches 

and intuitions, ”  all of which have degrees of certainty attached to 

them. In today ’ s fact - based world, most companies are working to get 

away from the unknowns, intuition, and hunches and develop as 

many rules of thumb, principles, and laws, or at least fact - based expe-

riences, as possible. Whenever possible,  “ gut instincts ”  are replaced 

with authorities, experiences, reasoning, and testing. But real uncer-

tainty takes leaders into the realm of hunches, intuition, and  “ gut 

instincts ”  — and a mind - set that encourages a Zen - like questioning 

like  “ what wants to happen here? ”   

  How to Ta k e R isks When 
Uncerta int y Is  Ev ery w her e 

 What we ’ re suggesting is that you refl ect on and communicate how 

you feel about risk. Creating your own personal and organizational 

approach to risk will help you become aware of the biases and assump-

tions that lurk beneath the surface. George Day and Paul Shoemaker 

describe this as  “ vigilance. ”  Th ey maintain that a vigilant leader has 

a heightened state of awareness of threats and opportunities even 

with limited information. In a study of 119 global companies, they 

identifi ed vigilance of the leadership as the most important driver of 

 “ organizational peripheral vision ”  or the ability to see around cor-

ners and into the future to anticipate what could happen. Th e scope 

of your vision and scanning ultimately determines the vigilance of 

your organization — the speed with which it perceives new risks and 

opportunities. Until you articulate the role that uncertainty and risk 

play in your business and your own leadership, you may be operating 

as a partial leader when it comes to risk. 

 Uncertainty triggers a conditioned response to risk. Th e more 

unpredictable or chaotic the situation, the more likely that you ’ ll 

respond to risk refl exively, doing what you always have done. When 

you bring your assumptions about certainty and risk to conscious 

attention, you give yourself a chance to examine and amend them. 

Are the assumptions that informed your approach last year still valid? 
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What have you learned that has stretched your willingness to take 

risks and to see opportunities in uncertainty in a new way? How will 

you challenge yourself to ensure you are not reacting with the fateful 

phrase  “ we tried that before and  . .  . ”  — when  “ before ”  was a diff erent 

time in a diff erent world — so you realize you may need to try something 

under diff erent circumstances?  

  Whole Le a dership A pproach to 
R edefining R isk a nd Uncerta int y 

 Some leaders believe they can outthink risk, that they can compart-

mentalize uncertainty, identifying and controlling it. For this reason, 

many companies respond to the highly volatile, uncertain conditions 

of the perfect storm by rearranging the deck chairs — they restructure 

based on their analysis. 

 Th is head approach isn ’ t necessarily the wrong thing to do — but 

it ’ s an incomplete response. It may feel good because it represents 

action, and doing something always feels more leaderlike than doing 

nothing. But it ’ s not enough. What is enough is being aware of and 

able to use head, heart, and guts capacities in response to uncertainty 

and risk, as outlined in Figure  9.1 .     

  1.   Use your head to expand your defi nition of risk.    
 Many companies have won handsomely by examining strategic 

risks and then developing approaches to use them to their advantage. 

GE has reinvented itself many times through divestiture in industry 

and asset allocation to a newer, more growth - oriented area. GM used 

its customer data base to leverage its OnStar subscription service. 

Many airlines have met the collapse of their industry with partner 

alliances, code sharing, and collaborations short of merger that have 

enhanced their reach. 

 But strategic risk analysis and action, while focusing on a unique 

set of opportunities that can be dealt with in a broader way, does 

not replace preparation for fi nancial and operational risks, which 

should not be overlooked. Th ese require a diff erent kind of prepara-

tion, including focus on traditional fi nancial controls and eff ective 

processes to reduce variance.   

   2.   Use your head to create  “ resilience drills ”  to practice how you will 
react to unexpected events.    
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 What we call  “ resilience drills ”  are critical to the management 

of risk in today ’ s uncertain environment. Operational risk manage-

ment poses two basic challenges: the detection and identifi cation of 

risk, and the development of readiness for response. Resilience drills 

prepare organizations not only for the containment of a risk but also 

to restore balance and operational effi  ciency and eff ectiveness as soon 

as possible after an unexpected event. 

 Some organizations have as their sole purpose the containment of 

the unexpected and rapid bounce - back from its eff ects. SWAT teams, 

fi re departments, trauma centers, and other emergency teams prac-

tice drills to ensure rapid response to an unexpected event that allows 

immediate containment while also allowing after - action reviews and 

the return to normalcy as quickly as possible. Th ese  “ high resilient 

organizations, ”  as they have been called, track small failures, stay 

extremely alert and sensitive to any change that might heighten risk, 

and reset quickly after a response so they are ready to answer the next 

call for their services. 

 In today ’ s work, risk management is not a one - time event; it is 

increasingly an ongoing part of every company ’ s headquarters eff ort. 

Use your Use your Head
for analysisfor analysis

Demonstrate Demonstrate Heart
to build a foundationto build a foundation

Act with Act with Guts
to get the job doneto get the job done

1. Expand your definition
    of risk

2. Create “resilience drills”
    to practice how you will
    react to unexpected
    events

6. Analyze uncertainties 
    and redefine them as 
    opportunities through 
    scenario planning

4. Create a culture in 
    which people embrace 
    and communicate 
    potential risks 

5. Understand and 
    accept that anxiety 
    underlies risk and
    uncertainty

3. Aggressively track failures 
    and “near misses” for 
    vulnerabilities

7. Examine your own risk
    profile and tolerance for
    risk and uncertainty

 FIGURE 9.1. Redefi ne Risk and Uncertainty. 
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All companies today must therefore have ways of identifying 

operational and strategic risks, but that is not enough. For each area 

of risk, you should prepare a  “ resilience drill ”  that will ensure that 

the organization not only contains the risk but manages its way back 

to normal as quickly as possible. Each organization unit responsi-

ble for ensuring the protection of your brand, supply chain, talent, 

and whatever other range of risks you identify should have a  “ resil-

ience drill ”  that can be activated whenever a threat — or potential 

threat — appears. For example, one HR team we are working with 

asks and answers, as part of its talent strategy and planning, “What 

are the risks of large - scale departures through retirements, market 

downturns, and other calamities?” For almost any business or func-

tion where there is a strategy there is also an opportunity to build 

resilience.   

   3.   Use your guts to aggressively track failures and  “ near misses ”  for 
vulnerabilities.    

 During World War II, Dwight Eisenhower said,  “ Plans are useless, 

but planning is essential. ”  In other words, make the cognitive eff ort 

to analyze the uncertain situations that may arise and create plans to 

deal with them, but don ’ t put too much stock in the plans you cre-

ate. Th e planning eff ort itself is what ’ s valuable, since that ’ s where 

you should be soliciting a diverse range of perspectives from a diverse 

group of people. 

 Th e development of plans is no excuse for relaxing your detection 

systems, or for failing to constantly reevaluate what constitutes a 

risk. Th e greatest risk in risk management is having a completed plan 

that makes you believe that you have analyzed all possible risks and 

developed contingency plans to cover yourself. Today, many lead-

ers in fi nancial services and banks are asking,  “ Where were our risk 

managers when we were investing in sub - prime credit instruments? ”  

Th ose same risk managers answer,  “ We can ’ t be responsible for all 

institutional risk — that ’ s the job of line managers. ”  

 Th ese major failures, such as the recent meltdown of the credit 

markets, are painful — but off er prime opportunities for learning and 

new insight. Evaluating near misses and real failures can help you 

make sure that they do not contain the seeds of unexpected risk in 

the future. Th e response to failure is often to lock down against all 

future risks, as evidenced by the long lines for airport security after 

the 9/11 terrorist attack, or the tightening of all credit as a response to 
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major bank losses. Th e trick is to learn from near misses and failures 

without overcorrecting. 

 Many organizations have thought something was a one - time 

occurrence, merely a blip on a screen, only to learn later that it was 

actually the beginning of a trajectory that was unforeseen because 

people did not ask aggressive questions about the source of the 

apparently minor matter. Most people focus instead on being happy 

that they  “ got past that one ” ; in some unfortunate but not atypical 

cases, they just want to make sure that no one ever knows how close 

they came to a real failure for the company. Th is kind of behavior will 

eventually prove deadly in an uncertain and high - risk environment.   

   4.   Use your heart to create a culture in which people embrace and 
communicate potential risks.    

 Th ough using your head means obtaining and analyzing infor-

mation from a variety of sources, you require heart to bring that 

information within your grasp. How do you reach out to a suffi  cient 

number of people and empower them so they can help you manage 

an uncertain process? Th is is the challenge for leaders who have relied 

on head abilities. Cognitively focused leaders try to do everything 

themselves, assisted perhaps by a small circle of like - minded individ-

uals. Th is may work when everything is known and predictable and 

risks are relatively small, but it doesn ’ t work in today ’ s environment. 

Today ’ s leaders need to form the relationships that open up fresh 

avenues of information and ideas. In this way, they not only perceive 

alternative ways of handling risky, uncertain situations, they enlist a 

more diverse group in helping them implement solutions. 

 Of course, no one is going to sign up with a leader who maintains 

a closed - off , hard - headed demeanor. It ’ s only when you demonstrate 

humility and even some vulnerability in the midst of uncertainty 

that you can mobilize a range of people. Th is is the human response 

to situations that are dire, confusing, and threatening. It ’ s the type 

of response that communicates you get it — you feel what others 

are feeling. It ’ s genuine, and your people will respond when you ’ re 

authentic. 

 Bill Weldon communicates his genuine humility during uncer-

tain times by admitting  “ I don ’ t know ”  on certain occasions when 

people ask what should be done. Mark Parker, CEO of Nike, has 

said publicly,  “ I ’ m still learning. ”  Andrea Jung, CEO of Avon, pub-

licly accepted responsibility for Avon ’ s setbacks in 2005. When Dick 
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Clark took over at Merck, he was coming from the manufacturing side 

and the media questioned his experience and expertise. He responded 

that he didn ’ t have all the answers (rather than fi ght back and  pretend 

to have them) but also communicated exactly how he intended to 

approach the challenges and uncertain issues facing the company. 

 People back leaders with heart when they propose risky approaches 

to diffi  cult problems. Th ey believe in them and support them, and this 

real support actually lowers the risk. As a leader, when you demonstrate 

that you do not have all the answers, or even know all the questions, 

you encourage others to speak up not only to help but also to feel lis-

tened to and not fear punishment. In our book  Unnatural Leadership,  
we advised leaders to recognize that in many situations acknowledg-

ing vulnerability, while seemingly unnatural, is a powerful tool for 

building commitment and alignment. As we discussed in Chapter 

 Five , driving out fear is a major step in encouraging innovation. It is 

also necessary for risk management, because without trust people will 

never report the small failures and near misses that would allow you 

to learn and prepare for the future. When people are encouraged to 

speak up, especially on sensitive issues, leaders do a much better job 

of dealing with baffl  ing conditions and taking good risks. In most 

hierarchies, especially at the top, leaders must work very hard to create 

the conditions for free exchange of ideas and real disagreement. Most 

leaders have an impact on the career success and fi nancial rewards of 

those who work for them. In uncertain times people may speak up 

less, and the leader must work more to encourage it to happen. 

 Confronted and confounded by surprises, Winston Churchill 

said he used to ask himself the following four questions: 

  Why didn ’ t I know?  

  Why didn ’ t my people know?  

  Why wasn ’ t I told?  

  What didn ’ t I ask?    

 We suggest you ask yourself the same questions in order to encour-

age people to speak up. Does the culture you create as a leader encourage 

people to speak freely on any subject? Or are there likely to be repercus-

sions for messengers who deliver bad news? Or for people who fl oat 

provocative or contrary viewpoints? 

•

•

•

•
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 Whole leaders have the courage to let people speak their minds, 

even if they disagree with their positions or philosophies. Th ey also 

are suffi  ciently humble and open that others trust that they won ’ t get 

cut off  at the knees when they venture a contrary opinion. As a result, 

they have a fi rmer foundation to take risks despite the uncertainty —

 they have gathered a range of ideas and facts and can move forward 

with a broad base of knowledge before making a decision.   

   5.   Use your heart to understand and accept that anxiety underlies 
risk and uncertainty.    

 Most people can live with uncertainty, but they will also feel anxiety 

about it. Th ere is little a leader can do to remove or even reduce anxiety —

 it ’ s a natural and healthy response to not knowing what the future will 

bring. Many leaders try to exhort followers out of their feelings — “  let ’ s 

control what we can control ”  or  “ there is no certainty in today ’ s world! ”  

are examples of things we ’ ve heard leaders say in an eff ort to be motiva-

tional. Th e reality is that anxiety can be acknowledged without becoming 

debilitating. Many people wonder whether a leader who does not feel — or 

at any rate does not show — any anxiety really understands the condi-

tions facing the company. Good leaders walk a fi ne line, acknowledg-

ing people ’ s experience while also moving them forward to take action.   

   6.   Use your head to analyze uncertainties and redefi ne them as 
opportunities through scenario planning.    

 One recent study revealed that managers typically focus on only 

55 percent of the actions that account for return on assets. A review 

of more than a hundred U.S. manufacturing fi rms with at least two 

strategic business units, in 160 industries, revealed that the other 45 

percent of asset development came from external eff ects of general 

economic and political conditions and random events (35 percent), 

along with industry trends and developments (10 percent). Th ese were 

areas where managers had not looked for opportunities because they 

believed that events were  “ beyond their control. ”  However, redefi n-

ing strategic opportunities that can fl ow from uncertainty is the last 

and most important step in redefi ning risk and opportunity. 

 Scenario planning has been used for years by companies wishing 

to explore the possibilities in a series of uncertain futures. It is diff er-

ent from contingency planning in that it does not limit thinking to 

one or two problems and try to prepare for them. Instead, scenario 

planning develops complex and comprehensive pictures of uncertain 

futures and then looks at possible opportunities as well as risks contained 
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in each scenario. In the process it examines extreme pictures to gain 

insight into opportunities that might lie between the extremes. Th e 

overarching how - to theme is to recognize that opportunity exists in 

abundance when uncertainty fl ourishes. Th e demise of a company 

can be an opportunity for a leader to reinvent it. When brand risk 

looms, the changeability of the market might present leaders with 

a chance to reposition product lines in ways that will capitalize on 

emerging trends. Uncertainty is going to be with us for the foresee-

able future, so there ’ s not much point moaning about it or trying to 

fi nd a risk - free harbor.   

   7.   Use your guts to examine your own risk profi le and tolerance for 
risk and uncertainty.    

 Don ’ t make the mistake of thinking that visionary leaders such 

as Bill Weldon or Andrea Jung are so supremely confi dent that they 

never question or doubt themselves. In fact, it takes courage to ques-

tion your assumptions. Th e easiest thing for leaders to do is operate out 

of their pet assumptions and use people around them to confi rm the 

validity of what is assumed. Leaders with guts challenge themselves to 

determine if their implicit beliefs are viable, and they do that by talking 

continuously with people whose assumptions diff er from theirs. 

 Andrea Jung led Avon ’ s turnaround and displayed a great deal of 

guts in the process. Earlier we noted Jung had heart. But she exhib-

ited courage, too, when she recognized that some of her assumptions 

were no longer relevant and she had to make changes. One of those 

changes was reducing the head count by 10 percent — a reduction of 

three thousand employees. Rather than delegate this task, she visited 

the places and people who were to be downsized and delivered the 

message herself. She took accountability and earned respect for her 

willingness to deliver bad news in person to the people most aff ected 

by her decision. 

 All of us have strengths and weaknesses when we approach risk 

and uncertainty. Many of these are related to our basic personality. In 

our book  Why CEOs Fail,  we examined eleven  derailers,  factors that 

cause leaders to lose the confi dence of those around them when they 

deal with the stress of uncertainty and complexity. Each of these can 

create conditions in which appropriate risks may not be recognized, 

uncertainty may be miscalculated, or the wrong organizational cul-

ture may be developed for dealing with risk and uncertainty at an 

appropriate level.  
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  WHOLE LEADERSHIP QUESTIONS TO 
ASK YOURSELF ABOUT REDEFINING RISK AND UNCERTAINTY 

 If you embrace risk wholly, you stand a much better chance of seizing its inherent opportuni-
ties. Wrap your mind around the risk, feel its impact on yourself and on others, and use 
your bedrock beliefs to act on it. 

   Use Your Head 
  What is the collective wisdom about the risk you ’ re struggling with? Does this wisdom 
seem to be evolving in a certain direction?  
  What are the key uncertainties in your business? How can you profi t from them given 
your strengths?  
  Have you engaged in scenario planning to stretch your mind regarding possible uncer-
tainties for the future of your company?  
  What might happen to make you more certain of what you should do? What are you 
looking for that would catalyze your willingness to take a chance and act?    

   Use Your Heart 
  Do you understand why your employees may be reluctant to speak up about potential 
risks?  
  Have you created a climate in which your people are willing to deliver bad news to 
you?  
  Do you have any executives in place who do not set a climate where people will tell them 
bad news?  
  Have you publicly recognized people who prevented future risks based on acknowledg-
ment of past failures?    

   Use Your Guts 
  Do you believe that leaders who are too conservative in regard to risk cannot grow their 
companies fast enough?  
  Do you believe that being overly aggressive in terms of risk is only acceptable under 
stable, slow - moving conditions?  
  Do you feel the best risks are the ones when you ’ ve done every possible analysis and 
you ’ re reasonably assured of the outcome?  
  Do you take risks by playing hunches, believing your instincts won ’ t let you down?                  

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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 I n today ’ s world, complex problems are described by some  

urban planners as  “ wicked. ”  A wicked problem has innumerable 

causes and cannot be defi nitely resolved. John Camillus notes fi ve 

criteria for determining whether a problem is wicked. Briefl y, it is 

wicked if it involves many stakeholders with confl icting priorities, its 

roots are tangled, it changes with every attempt to address it, you ’ ve 

never faced it before, and there ’ s no way to evaluate whether a remedy 

will work. Sound familiar? 

 It seems like the more urgently leaders seek crystal balls, the 

cloudier the prospect becomes. At least that ’ s how it seems to many 

CEOs and other senior executives who peer through mists of uncer-

tainty and paradox to see what might happen. Th e harder they 

stare, the more the mists shift. Will oil prices go up or down? Will 

credit remain tight or loose? Will discretionary consumer spending 

increase, stay fl at, or decrease? Is selling branded products or gener-

ics the answer for developing markets? Trying to fi gure out which 

emerging trend is signifi cant and which will fade is frustrating. 

Leaders who bet wrong pay a signifi cant price. Th ink used car lots 

fi lled with SUVs. Piles of CDs sold at garage sales. Brand new hous-

ing developments in the exurbs. Unpredictable uncertainty about a 

fast - changing, ever - expanding landscape always creates a haze, and it 

is not going to lift at any point soon. 

 Trying to predict the future with any precision is a fool ’ s game; 

ignoring it is suicidal. Somewhere between prediction and neglect 
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the right approach exists. Recent research has revealed a positive cor-

relation between a leader ’ s tolerance for ambiguity and the successful 

management of paradoxes. Debra Hunter says that a high tolerance 

for ambiguity entails a tendency to perceive ambiguous situations 

as desirable, whereas people with a low tolerance for ambiguity see 

ambiguous situations as threatening. Clearly, tolerance for ambiguity 

could help a leader cope with an increasingly uncertain world, but 

how do you develop it? 

 Th is is unfamiliar territory for head - only leaders who have relied 

for years on analytical tools to predict where markets and technolo-

gies are going and who see their responsibility as creating order out 

of chaos. Quick resolution of uncertain, ambiguous situations has 

always been the objective. It is called problem  solving,  and sometimes 

 “ decisive leadership. ”  Unfortunately for head - only leaders, the world 

of senior leadership today more frequently calls for balancing para-

doxes than for solving problems. 

 Uncertainty and ambiguity are also challenging for heart - only lead-

ers who chart their course by listening and being open to a wide range of 

opinions. Th ey become confused and many times are paralyzed by their 

desire to be responsive to everyone. Guts - only leaders are probably the 

most tolerant of ambiguity and uncertainty, but their danger is that they 

place too much faith in their instincts — which, if based on past experi-

ence, may be exactly wrong in a rapidly shifting environment. 

 We work with many scientists, chemists, engineers, and accoun-

tants. By training, they are usually able to absorb, digest, and ana-

lyze large amounts of information. Th eir challenge is in making the 

leap from information to implication. Frequently, head - only lead-

ers will struggle with the implications because wild swings in social, 

economic, and technological trends undermine logical, fact - based 

forecasts. Guts - only leaders will miss the boat because their instincts 

don ’ t function as well in an era where all the rules have changed and 

experience (which sharpens instinct) has become less relevant as a 

predictive tool. And heart - only leaders will have diffi  culty identify-

ing future trends because they ’ re drowning in a sea of opinions and 

feelings — the more they listen, the more open they are to fresh per-

spectives, and the more confused they become. 

 We ’ re not dismissing the strengths of each type of partial 

leader. Far from it. What we are suggesting is that in an uncertain, 

 interdependent world, leaders need to avail themselves of all three 
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capabilities if they ’ re going to avoid the obvious pitfall of overdoing 

their strengths.  

  The Way You See the Futur e 
Depends on Your Va ntage Point 

 Peter Koestenbaum, in his excellent book  Leadership,  notes, 

 “ Remember, it is not that we have so much to do that we cannot fi nd 

time to think and act as leaders; on the contrary, it is because we do 

not think and act as leaders that we have so much to do. ”  Balancing 

priorities of confl icting demands requires leaders to be clear about 

the issues and clear about how they balance their attention and their 

time. It requires them to  “ think and act as leaders. ”  

 Th e future impacts diff erent leaders in diff erent ways at diff erent 

levels. If you ’ re a line manager, for instance, you don ’ t have to think 

too far into the future; your responsibilities are generally rooted in 

delivering results now. Th e more senior you become, however, the fur-

ther out your time frame stretches. For senior leaders, looking ahead 

has become a much more diffi  cult task than it used to be because the 

future is increasingly unpredictable, and because redirecting large 

bureaucracies is increasingly diffi  cult in a less  command - and - control 

world. 

 If you ’ re a CEO, it ’ s akin to playing roulette, but with only enough 

resources to place one bet on one spin of the wheel. Years ago, you 

could place a lot more bets on more spins. Plus, the game was often 

rigged — you had enough information to know what numbers were 

likely to come up. Now not only is everything riding on one spin, but 

the consequences of making the wrong bet can be catastrophic. Betting 

on the receipt of FDA approval, or the capacity of next - generation 

technology, or consumer response to a product are big choices with 

huge consequences. Observe the pharmaceutical, fi nancial services, 

automobile, and newspaper industries. You might have to fi re 25 per-

cent of your organization or, worse, mortgage your company ’ s long -

 term viability. Th ese type of decisions are not limited to CEOs. Middle 

and senior managers are increasingly facing signifi cant choices that can 

impact lots of people in large interdependent systems. 

 What really causes problems is after you make your bet: You 

choose a strategy or direction, and you ’ re faced with the paradox of 
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commitment. Like many senior leaders, your training and instinct 

is to look outward, determine what is likely to happen, and create 

a strategy designed to take advantage of or protect you from your 

 “ prediction. ”  Th e problem? On one hand, you have been taught that 

leaders stay the course — they make a decision and stick with it. On 

the other hand, high degrees of uncertainty require course shifts —

 adaptability is the name of the game. Th is is the paradox of commit-

ment, and it is the paradox of balancing confl icting priorities. 

 So what choice do you make? Do you change course and open 

yourself up to criticism that you ’ re a waffl  er? As you well know, vari-

ous communities tend to respond negatively when leaders say one 

thing and then admit they were wrong and move in another direc-

tion. More than one U.S. political leader has admitted making a 

mistake by supporting the Iraq war, saying that now, with fresh 

information, they are against it. While it would seem that this is an 

admirable quality — the ability to admit you ’ re wrong and adapt as 

circumstances dictate — it is often perceived as the sign of a disingen-

uous or weak leader. People do not like leaders to appear wishy - washy 

or insincere in their beliefs. 

 Yet staying the course comes with its own negative repercussions. 

How long should you stay with a strategy as evidence piles up that 

it ’ s not working? When do you accept that, despite your conviction 

that you were doing the right thing, changes in the environment have 

made your initial decision less than exact? Do you hang in there at all 

costs, hoping against hope that further events will eventually justify 

your decisions? 

 What all this boils down to is the following: 

  How to strike a balance between trying to predict an uncertain 
future and knowing you can ’ t.  

 Although we all know that fi nancial shocks are inevitable, who 

would have predicted a few years ago that after the stock market 

bubble of the nineties was pierced, it would be replaced by a housing 

bubble that would ultimately devastate the global fi nancial system? 

Who would have predicted the global rise in commodity prices like 

wheat, corn, and rice, and the resultant impact on food prices world-

wide? A few years ago, who would have thought that oil would top even 

$75, let alone $100 a barrel? Nonetheless, most of us could have seen 

the limited supply of fossil fuel and at least have been thinking about 

what it could mean for every organization, big or small. Most leaders 
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hope someone else is thinking about this for them, but almost every-

one should have been concerned about this issue and planning for 

 contingencies. What happens if oil goes to $200? How will this 

impact the supply chain of most organizations today? How will 

it impact your customers? Your employees? Admittedly, you can ’ t 

predict these types of things with much accuracy. At the same time, 

planning and developing a point of view, no matter where you sit 

in the organization, is essential. It opens your eyes to new ideas, 

helps you interact with a wider range of people, and can help you 

take action in even the most unstable of times. And it allows you to 

gain a better idea of how you should prioritize the allocation of your 

resources and the attention of your organization. 

 HSN is a company whose leaders spend a large part of their time 

planning for contingencies, because their customers are buying dis-

cretionary products with money not spent on gas, food, and other 

essentials. Th e leadership team begins its meetings every week by ask-

ing,  “ What is happening that is aff ecting our business? ”  and  “ What 

is happening that aff ects our employees, our customers, and our 

future? ”  CEO Mindy Grossman believes that the discipline of regu-

larly asking these questions and focusing on the uncertainty in the 

environment results in the leaders ’  developing a point of view about 

what they should address as a group. 

 Th e future has always been unpredictable. But there always 

seemed to be short - term priorities and long - term priorities. You 

knew you needed to pay attention to the short - term priorities and 

that the long - term ones could  “ wait until later ” : until you had more 

resources or until you had dealt with the current crisis. But now the 

speed and scope of change means that the future may be here faster 

than you think. As little as ten years ago — with less connectedness 

through the Internet, less speed in how events unfolded, and less 

competition — you might have missed an unpredictable future event 

with fewer repercussions. Now change happens so fast and has such 

a huge impact that taking your eye off  the future for even a moment 

can have serious consequences. 

 It used to be that concerns about signifi cant potential events 

in the future were confi ned to a relatively small list — you worried 

about how the economy might aff ect your company, how stable your 

 suppliers were, how the marketplace might play itself out. But these 

were fi nite events, and as unpredictable as they were, their impact 
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usually could be controlled. As discussed in Chapter  Nine , you could 

have some time to use your resilience to return to normal operations. 

Now CEOs and senior leaders tell us that the degree of uncertainty 

has increased signifi cantly because the rate of change has accelerated. 

You might have major litigation one week, followed by even more 

major litigation the next. Emerging market competitors might begin 

showing up in developed markets with cheaper products at accept-

able quality at the same time regulatory pressure driven by politicians 

slows your own product pipeline. Events now come at CEOs and 

senior executives at a fast and furious clip, and the sheer speed of new 

and bewildering change can make even experienced leaders unsure 

about how to allocate their time and resources. 

 On top of that, the scale of these changes can shake entire 

industries. High oil prices create a boom market in corn (an ethanol 

ingredient), driving up commodity prices for almost all food manu-

facturers. High oil prices inspire increased online shopping, which 

disrupts traditional retailers. Excessive risks in lending to sub - prime 

borrowers and repackaging those loans can ultimately devastate big 

and small banks worldwide. When entire industries are rattled to 

their core, individual companies within those industries are thrown 

about like twigs in a hurricane. 

 So the uncertain future is no longer something you can deal with 

through annual strategic plans or with a problem - solution perspective. 

As noted in Chapter  Nine , strategic risk management today requires 

a diff erent mind - set. You have to pay attention and keep track of 

multiple variables. Global events that seem largely irrelevant need 

to be considered in a new light. Financial, consumer, political, and 

regulatory trends need to be discussed and debated for their potential 

impact. And rather than fi nding the right solution and moving on 

to the next opportunity, you have to balance your focus on many 

diff erent issues simultaneously. Th at ’ s asking a lot of any leader, and 

leaders respond to this challenge in both right and wrong ways.  

  Ba l a ncing Pr ior it ies of At tention 

 As noted in Chapter  Nine , what you pay attention to determines 

what you do. If you do not track small failures or look closely at 

information on the competition or constantly scan the geopolitical 
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environment, you may be caught dealing with a priority that seems 

urgent but is less important than the one you should be dealing with. 

Determining what you will pay attention to is your fi rst choice in 

priority management and dealing with uncertainty. Here are three 

 “ don ’ ts ”  every leader should keep in mind when determining what 

to pay attention to. 

  Don ’ t get caught facing the future with a purely internal focus.  
 Many managers can ’ t escape the complex mechanisms of their 

own business. Th ey don ’ t take a good long look at the world out-

side their organizations because they ’ re so enmeshed in the  “ fi erce 

urgency of now ”  — their production problems, employment levels, 

business plan performance, or even their annual giving program. 

Most senior teams become consumed by these immediate issues, 

often believing the maxim,  “ If we don ’ t address today, there will be 

no tomorrow. ”  Yet now, the uncertainty and potential impact of the 

future demand reallocation of attention because disruptions in 

the environment can disrupt business models with lightning speed. 

Uncertain markets, competitors, new technologies, and the like 

can only be anticipated and managed by routinely tracking them, 

even if they don ’ t have any immediate impact on your business. 

Senior leaders must now spend some of their time reading, listen-

ing, and thinking about the external environment. Senior teams 

must now allocate precious meeting time to looking out rather than 

in. Jim Collins has described  “ Level 5 leaders, ”  the highest perform-

ers, as always looking out the window to identify where success 

comes from and looking in the mirror to fi nd the source of failure. 

Th is trait of top leaders is especially valuable when dealing with an 

uncertain future. 

  Don ’ t fail to challenge your assumptions.  
 Forgive us for repeating ourselves, but leaders often don ’ t chal-

lenge their beliefs when it comes to dealing with uncertainty. Th ey 

assume that people will always buy music in stores. Th ey assume that 

their organization will always work best with a decentralized struc-

ture because local management demands it. Th ey assume that Europe 

will continue to be the most important foreign market because that 

is where the resources and infrastructure are invested today. Th ese 

could be right or wrong assumptions, but for every business and 

every individual industry, whatever is assumed based on the past is 

likely to be wrong for the future. As comfortable as it is to determine 
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your priorities based on your past experience — and as much as it 

saves time and money — it is today a deadly practice. 

  Don ’ t allow arrogance to creep into your view of the future.  
 By defi nition, arrogance makes you vulnerable to surprises. 

When you convince yourself that you have the answer — that you 

have a winning formula that will triumph in all circumstances — then 

something in the future is bound to get you. As Murphy ’ s Law pos-

tulates,  “ If something can go wrong, it will go wrong. ”  Andy Grove, 

former chairman of Intel and author of  Only the Paranoid Survive,  
suggests that  “ sooner or later, something fundamental in your busi-

ness world will change. ”  Th e future humbles us all. Senior teams 

may be especially vulnerable to the temptation to believe that, like 

Yertle the Turtle, because they sit on top of the organization, they 

command all that they see, including the future. Th e challenge for 

everyone is to look into an uncertain future with a learner ’ s mind - set 

and maintain fl exibility. 

 You ’ re especially likely to make these mistakes if you ’ re a partial 

leader. When confronting some element of the future that is volatile 

and unpredictable, you refl exively fall back on your singular strength. 

If you ’ re a head type, you try and assemble data to justify your deci-

sion, no matter how concerned you might be that it ’ s wrong. If you ’ re 

a heart type, you gather people around you and talk yourself out of 

what you fear about the future, taking comfort in the fact that at 

least some people agree with your direction. If you ’ re a guts type, 

you take action to brush aside the hesitation, creating a false sense of 

certainty about the outcome of your actions. 

 Fear of the future also tempts whole leaders to rely on whatever 

their dominant capability is. But their more balanced approach gives 

them access to other capabilities. Th ey possess the option and the 

opportunity to try something diff erent.  

  Ba l a ncing Pr ior it ies  of Choice 

 Once you believe that you have an adequate balance between external 

and internal focus, that you are challenging your assumptions about 

your past success, and that you are humble enough not to be caught 

up in the hubris of market leadership, you must face the uncertainty 

of what choices to make about an uncertain future. Balancing the 
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priorities of choice begins with an understanding of problems as 

opposed to paradoxes. 

 Very simply, a  problem can be solved  so you can move on. Raise 

revenues, cut costs, ensure enough leadership talent for the future of 

your organization — all problems to be solved. Paradoxes, by contrast, 

cannot be solved: they have to be balanced. If I raise revenues, I may 

add costs — but I need to cut costs — and I need to raise revenues. 

I need to pay attention to both, and balance both simultaneously, 

and the balancing act will never end. 

 Paradoxes mean balancing equally important but contradictory 

priorities. Th is is very diff erent from lining up a string of problem 

priorities and solving them once and for all. As discussed in Chapter 

 Eight , on stakeholders, the higher you go in an organization, the more 

you are balancing the priorities of divergent strategies and the con-

fl icting demands of stakeholders, and the less you are solving the 

operational problems of the business. 

 Here ’ s how whole leaders address the task of balancing confl ict-

ing choices.  

  Whole Le a dership A pproach 
to  Ba l a ncing Conflicting 

Pr ior it ies 

 Amy Woods Brinkley, a senior executive with the Bank of America 

who has spent thirty years in a wide range of roles, including chief 

risk offi  cer, believes that what is needed is  “ unambiguous leadership 

in ambiguous times. ”  Brinkley has told us that she believes the best 

leaders combine principles that they deeply believe in with an appre-

ciation and tolerance for the management of paradoxes.  

 Grappling with decisions when things are in a state of fl ux and 

the unexpected keeps happening has driven more than one leader 

into retirement — or into consulting. It ’ s enormously diffi  cult to take 

action when it seems as if events will conspire to prove any action 

wrong. And it ’ s just as diffi  cult to do nothing since an uncertain 

future gives rise to great opportunities that demand action. 

 Whole leadership provides an alternative to being stuck in this 

conundrum. Or rather, it allows you to think about your options in 
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broader terms than  “ either/or. ”  Consider taking the actions listed in 

Figure  10.1  when facing a black - or - white decision about the future.   

 A classic paradox that all managers have to deal with is that 

between performance and people. Russ Eisenstat and his colleagues 

have come to the conclusion that leaders who are successful in bal-

ancing contradictory demands—focusing on the needs of the share-

holder and the need to motivate and inspire employees—combine 

openness with the  “ unvarnished truth ”  while at the same time deliv-

ering short - term fi nancial performance by focusing employees on the 

core mission and values of the organization.   

  1.   Use your head to clarify your long - term vision and values for the 
organization.    

 Here ’ s the typical scenario. You make a critical decision, and as 

the weeks and months pass, you second - guess yourself. Th e more 

people you talk to, the more you start worrying that you ’ ve taken the 

wrong course of action. When you go back and analyze the logic of 

your decision, however, it still seems valid; you can rationalize the 

Use your Use your Head
for analysisfor analysis

Demonstrate Demonstrate Heart
to build a foundationto build a foundation

Act with Act with Guts
to get the job doneto get the job done

1. Clarify your long-term
    vision and values for 
    the organization

2. Determine your
    overarching priorities 
    and make them clear 
    to the organization

3. Demand other 
    perspectives to test 
    your vision and 
    question your 
    assumptions

4. Open people up to 
    the larger community 
    and enterprise view

5. Create a social process
    for balancing conflicting
    perspectives and interests

6. Optimize rather than
    maximize your own
    interest over time

 FIGURE 10.1. Balancing Confl icting Priorities. 
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setbacks that make others doubt what you ’ re doing. Your head tells 

you to stay the course. However, your heart says listen to what others 

are telling you, and you want to make a shift. 

 When your head and heart cancel each other out and there ’ s 

no way to know for certain what to do, rely on your vision for the 

future. What is your point of view about the future? As a leader you 

will need to have a clear position from which you lead. Th is can be 

an organizational mission, a vision, or a set of values, but you cannot 

lead successfully in times of uncertainty and turmoil without some 

fundamental guiding principles around which you organize your 

choices. For large companies such as Johnson  &  Johnson this can be 

a corporate credo that guides individual managers in making daily 

decisions. For small companies this can be the overriding purpose: 

why they were created and why they exist. For individual leaders, this 

can be a clear vision combined with a clear sense of purpose, or why 

they get up every morning to serve in this organization. We have seen 

leaders who do not have this clear vision and purpose, and it not only 

makes them ineff ective leaders in times of uncertainty, it also creates 

personal agony as they wrestle with what choices to do next.   

   2.   Use your head to determine your overarching priorities and make 
them clear to the organization.    

 Most leaders stumble when they translate a clear vision and values 

into even clearer priorities. Good leaders communicate over and over 

the key success factors around which the vision will be measured. For 

companies this means  “ overarching priorities ”  such as winning in a 

particular market, or focusing on emerging markets, or something 

that sets out the plan of action. Poor leaders take the priorities a step 

further, telling people what they should be doing rather than encour-

aging them to fi gure it out based on the established priorities.   

   3.   Use your head to demand other perspectives to test your vision and 
question your assumptions.    

 You may recall children ’ s magazines that off er visual puzzles that 

ask you to fi nd pictures of common objects hidden amid detailed 

illustrations. At fi rst glance, these objects are invisible. Sometimes, 

it takes turning the page and looking at the illustration from a fresh 

angle or covering up part of the puzzle to focus your attention until 

the hidden objects materialize. 

 Staring into the future, it ’ s easy to overlook the hidden objects in 

your own picture. Visualizing them requires a shift in perspective or 
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change in focus. Chaos theory is a way of looking at organizations as 

whole systems, encouraging you to detect patterns in seemingly ran-

dom events. Meg Wheatley has said,  “ In chaos theory, it is true that 

you can never tell where the system is headed until you ’ ve observed 

it over time. Order emerges, but it doesn ’ t emerge instantly. ”  Bill 

Weldon of Johnson  &  Johnson has said that a leader must be able to 

endure chaos and demands for clarity until the right course of action 

emerges, around which an organization coalesces. Our colleague Ron 

Heifetz has written about achieving a  “ balcony perspective, ”  as a way 

of  “ stepping back in the midst of action and asking,  ‘ What ’ s really 

going on here? ’   ”  Heifetz believes that the work of leaders is to regulate 

the pressure of chaos and uncertainty so people will work together to 

solve problems and not delegate them upward to their leader. 

 What we are suggesting is that no matter how uncertain the 

future may appear, you may be able to discern useful patterns if you 

change the way you look at things. For us, whole leadership provides 

a new lens for observing an uncertain future. Instead of looking at 

things from your traditional head or heart or guts perspective, you 

can broaden your vision. In this way, you may  “ feel ”  a development 

that your analytical side doesn ’ t reveal or you may see something on 

the horizon that doesn ’ t fi t with your traditional view of the world. 

 If you recall, Apple and Steve Jobs launched iTunes at a time 

when the music industry was in chaos — fi le sharing was eating into 

profi ts, record companies were being criticized for pricing CDs too 

high, and intellectual property rights were being challenged with 

lawsuits and countersuits. It was widely assumed that fi le - sharing 

customers would be loath to pay money to download music. Apple 

and Jobs, however, took a step back, observed the future, and saw 

something no one else saw — that users really wanted convenience 

and choice, and in return would obey the law. 

 New, diff erent, and important perspectives may be represented 

by people in your organization who are seen as contrarian or eccen-

tric. Th e perspectives may be discovered in a competitor ’ s view of the 

marketplace that does not match your own, or the view of an aca-

demic who has researched a strategic concern of your organization 

and has discovered your assumptions about the future are faulty or 

your information is inadequate in scale and scope. Of greatest value, 

however, may be the perspective of your own employees who are on 

the front line with customers, look at things through a generational 
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perspective, or are just too new to the company to have embodied the 

traditional way of seeing things. 

 Whole leaders demand these perspectives. Th ey are not content 

with making the world simple and easy. Th ey know it is complex 

and uncertain, and when things are obvious, they know they may be 

wrong. Th is is not second - guessing; it is strong leadership.   

   4.   Use your heart to open people up to the larger enterprise view.    
 Much as your vision requires your head, your heart connects 

you to your people and helps people connect with each other. Th e 

enterprise view that good leaders creatively convey in many diff erent 

ways comes down to  “ we ’ re all in this together. ”  Th is sense of com-

munity and engagement pulls people together and helps them focus 

on serving, growing, and winning as a whole organization rather 

than  beating the people in the next set of cubicles or the function 

down the hall.   

   5.   Use your guts to create a social process for balancing confl icting 
perspectives and interests.    

 Diffi  cult problems cannot be solved through traditional head 

analysis. Instead, social processes must be designed to engage stake-

holders, explore related issues, reevaluate a problem ’ s defi nition, and 

reconsider traditional assumptions. 

 Th e key here is social process. Th e world is fi lled with paradoxes 

and confl icting demands. Th e CEO ’ s world requires constant trade -

 off s and balancing of one good against another. It is not a matter of 

choosing between right and wrong, but between two rights — that is 

what is maddening and what makes every decision in a complex world 

more uncertain with regard to its positive impact and the price to be 

paid with other interest groups and constituencies whose concerns 

will have to be ignored to make any decision with limited resources. 

Someone wins and someone loses almost all the time. Even though 

both/and thinking can allow everyone to be satisfi ed over the long 

run, individual decisions will favor one constituency over another. 

 As we noted earlier, when two confl icting interests are equally 

true and valid, you have encountered a paradox, and paradoxes cannot 

be solved, only managed. Th ey also require that both sides acknowl-

edge the legitimacy of the other perspective, while at the same time 

neither agreeing with what the other side wants nor denying it every 

time. Lack of willingness to acknowledge the legitimacy of another ’ s 

perspective is the reason why certain confl icts continue  unmanaged 
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and unresolved, such as the ones between the Palestinians and 

the Israelis, the Indians and the Pakistanis, or to a lesser extent, the 

Democrats and the Republicans. 

 In companies similar confl icts are represented by competing 

functions or regions that are unable to adopt an enterprise perspec-

tive. Confl icting priorities in an organization are usually endemic 

and involve paradoxes that must be managed over time. Global fran-

chise requirements versus local market needs is typical of a paradox 

that must be managed rather than solved. Innovation requires that a 

process must be established for confl icting interests to present their 

viewpoint for a negotiated settlement to be made on diff ering por-

tions of the problem. 

 Th e Swedish manufacturer Ericsson has established quarterly 

forums to bring together country managers and business leaders to 

examine the confl icting needs of local customers and global business 

priorities to ensure that the tough choices of resource allocation bal-

ance global and local priorities. Th is provides a formal opportunity 

for the company to deal with a confl ict of priorities that it knows will 

never end. Rather than allowing these confl icts to be fought out in 

internecine warfare, its leaders surfaced the clash and institutional-

ized a way to manage it. Th is strategy is key to managing the con-

fl icting priorities of a global organization. 

 We frequently use the Competing Values framework developed 

by Jeff  DeGraff  to help senior leaders understand that the diff erent 

perspectives shaped by people ’ s underlying values can be harnessed 

to drive innovation rather than stymie progress. DeGraff  assigns 

a color to each perspective, with  “ yellows ”  valuing collaboration, 

 “ reds ”  valuing control,  “ blues ”  emphasizing competing, and  “ greens ”  

 emphasizing creativity. Each of these approaches plays out diff erently 

in the process of innovation and problem solving, and by understand-

ing and appreciating the strengths of the values of each one, you can 

learn to use rather than resist the contributions of others.   

   6.   Use your guts to optimize rather than maximize your own inter-
ests over time.    

 Th is brings us to the most diffi  cult aspect of balancing priori-

ties. In the long run, to balance two confl icting positions of equal 

importance, one must commit to not winning every confrontation. 

Since the other position is equally valid and in need of attention, 

you must determine which battles you have to win and which ones 
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you are prepared to lose. In other words, you must seek to optimize 

rather than maximize your self - interests over time, acknowledging 

that the legitimacy of the other side ’ s needs requires you to meet their 

demands in some consistent way for the sake of the enterprise as a 

whole. 

 Th is clearly is a guts issue. Leaders are often caught between 

the need to maintain an ongoing relationship with other people or 

interests in the organization while at the same time representing 

the interests of their own function, region, or team. Th is is the dilemma 

of every negotiator or representative, and often impedes senior teams. 

Th e interpersonal and diplomatic skills needed for problem solving 

must be backed up with the courage to balance confl icting demands 

and make short - term sacrifi ces for larger, longer - term objectives. 

Only whole leaders can successfully balance and communicate these 

decisions in complex and uncertain situations.  

  WHOLE LEADERSHIP QUESTIONS TO ASK 
YOURSELF ABOUT BALANCING PRIORITIES 

   Use Your Head 
  Are you making a continuous effort to balance your attention and lift your focus from 
your business ’ s internal issues to see trends and events that may have nothing to do 
with your immediate problems, but may have a lot to do with what you ’ re going to be 
facing in a year or two?  
  Do you attempt to fi nd patterns in what appear to be chaos and random events by 
taking a step back?  
  Do you understand which paradoxes are most important to manage on a continuing 
basis, and have you put in place mechanisms for balancing the confl icting demands of 
right versus right?    

   Use Your Heart 
  Are you using external resources — academics, consultants, and others — to provide 
analyses that test your assumptions and your strategies?  
  Do you have a way of testing your vision and values with various constituencies in your 
organization?  
  Do you deliberately reach out to those in your organization who disagree with you to 
better understand their concerns and perspectives as a way of testing your own views?    

•

•

•

•

•

•
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   Use Your Guts 
  Do you rely on your vision and values to steer you through uncertainty? If your analysis 
tells you one thing about the future and the reactions of other people tell you something 
else, how do you resolve this confl ict?  
  Do you put the company fi rst when you realize that the interest of your organizational 
unit may need to be sacrifi ced this time to achieve overall company objectives?  
  Have you found ways to manage the diffi cult paradox of maintaining your credibility as a 
leader with your people and a trusted colleague in leading the enterprise as a whole?                    

•

•

•
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      Be Clear What You Have the 
Courage to Stand For          

154

 The Jungian analyst James Hollis once observed,  “ We can 

spend decades climbing the ladder — only to realize too late that 

we have placed it against the wrong wall. ”  Getting clear about what 

you believe in and what drives you has many benefi ts — from putting 

the purpose of your life in perspective to helping you endure one 

more boring and seemingly never - ending meeting. Useful as it is to 

defi ne your leadership vision, values, and purpose, getting clear about 

values is sometimes a counterintuitive challenge for bright, successful 

leaders. For years, they ’ ve relied on their knowledge or experience to 

get them through tough situations. By being the smartest person in 

the room, they ’ ve given their people the insights necessary to solve 

problems. By using their extensive knowledge of a given fi eld, they ’ ve 

strategized their way into opportunities. 

 But relying on what they believe in? We often begin global executive 

development programs by asking leaders to react to the following quote: 

  “ Th e more complex, diverse, and uncertain the world becomes, the 

more leaders are faced with choosing between the right and right of con-

fl icting constituencies. Th e more this occurs, the deeper leaders must 

go inside themselves to determine who they are, what they are trying to 

accomplish, and what they will have the courage to be known for. ”  

 We ask leaders to confront these questions: What, exactly, do 

you believe? How do you describe your core purpose to yourself 
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and others? When the chips are down and the pressure is up, who 

shows up? 

 Ralph Shrader, chairman and CEO of Booz Allen Hamilton, main-

tains that the fundamentals of leadership in a  “ liquid world ”  are based 

on solid personal principles. He advocates accepting change and uncer-

tainty, being willing to consider all points of view, but — most of all —

 developing a  “ calm center ”  that allows you to maintain clarity. Of course, 

this is exactly what is needed when you ’ re leading in a perfect storm. 

 Even in a perfect storm, you ’ ll encounter simple situations and 

decisions that don ’ t require a clarifi ed vision or belief system; you can 

just make a choice the way you always have. As situations become more 

complex and chaotic, however, your personal clarity of vision and cour-

age become much more central to your response. For complex situa-

tions in which no right answers exist, many competing ideas vie for your 

attention, and unpredictability is the norm, you must engage people in 

dialogue and provide guidance on parameters based on your vision and 

values. Chaotic situations full of turbulence and tension confront you 

with too many decisions and leave you no time to think. To lead eff ec-

tively in this environment, you must operate from your deepest sense of 

values and your gut instinct. In a very real sense, you ’ re providing clear 

direction from your deepest sense of who you are, what you are trying 

to achieve, and what you have the courage to be known for. 

 Th is is serious stuff . It requires a combination of strength and 

fl exibility. Th e payoff  is the ability to lead with greater purpose 

and passion. Leaders who act authentically can aff ord to be transpar-

ent, and transparency inspires and motivates people. More than that, 

it provides guidance in a chaotic environment. Th is is an opportunity 

to fi nd what Bill George refers to as your  “ True North. ”  George, the 

former chairman and CEO of Medtronic, believes that a leader ’ s 

Truth North, like a compass needle, points toward a magnetic pole 

that is the purpose of their leadership. He maintains that when lead-

ers discover their real passion and purpose, they will be authentic in 

a way that naturally draws people to them .

 In turbulent times, leaders often lose their way. Ironically, these 

chaotic environments are when it ’ s most important to know what 

you stand for. A guiding vision is essential in the midst of uncer-

tainty and complexity, since analysis alone doesn ’ t yield answers. We 

work with many senior leaders on fi nding their purpose and refl ect-

ing on what motivates them. Sometimes this requires refl ection and 
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 understanding the life events that have shaped a leader ’ s philosophy 

and sense of purpose. In an earlier book, we described how life events 

as well as career events constitute  “ leadership passages, ”  creating a 

crucible of learning and self - insight. Events such as death of a loved 

one, divorce, moving into general management, or living in another 

country are among the range of experiences that shape leaders. Th ese 

passages facilitate an understanding of your own vision and values 

and can ground you in times of uncertainty.  

  Pa rti a l Le a ders a nd Beliefs 

 As crucial as vision and values are, they ’ re not the whole story. You ’ ve 

probably encountered leaders who were zealous in their beliefs about 

how their companies should operate but, being partial leaders, they 

were still doomed to fail. Th eir infl exibility, inability to connect with 

a diverse group of people, lack of analytical insight, or simple - minded 

approaches to complex issues led the company off  a cliff . Enron comes 

to mind. Despite their fervent beliefs, Enron executives alienated key 

people and implemented fl awed strategies. Even though they made a 

convincing case for why they were doing what they were doing, they 

were operating with only part of their full leadership capabilities. 

 Authenticity is attributed to you by others rather than created 

by you. Leaders and followers both associate authenticity with sin-

cerity, honesty, and integrity. Being genuine is something you can 

control, but being authentic is the perception others have of you. Th is 

is not just semantics. If you try to convince others you ’ re an authentic 

leader, you ’ ll fail. You need to have this quality validated by others. 

 To accord the judgment of full authenticity, people need to see 

alignment between your beliefs and your head, heart, and guts. Th ey 

want to see someone who has a strong reality orientation, is sensitive 

to the needs of others, and has the self - discipline and courage that 

turns vision and values into true authenticity.  

  A Whole Le a dership A pproach to 
Being Cle a r A bout Wh at You H av e 

the Cour age to Be K now n For 

 Fortunately, many leaders are more naturally values - driven today 

than in the past. Th is is due in part to how our model of eff ective 

leadership has evolved. Until relatively recently, a leader ’ s watchwords 
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were loyalty and obedience: expect the former and demand the latter. 

In turn, a leader was loyal and obedient to the next boss up the line. 

Th e leader ’ s own beliefs were subsumed by the larger organizational 

needs. A company ’ s policies and processes, structure and strategy 

dictated those beliefs. 

 Today, however, the complexity and uncertainty of most orga-

nizations and markets leave leaders no place to hide. Th e simple 

loyalty - and - obedience formula of the past is blown away when they 

encounter multiple bosses in a matrix organization or the churn of 

downsizing and off shoring of jobs. Leaders today must look inside 

themselves and understand who they are, what they are trying to 

accomplish, and what they will have the courage to be known for. 

Figure  11.1  outlines how you can meet this challenge.     

  1.   Use your heart to develop an awareness of what you truly value.    
 After 9/11 many people discovered that they had not really 

focused on what they truly valued in life — until they saw other busi-

nesspeople die in a fl ash and realized they were just as vulnerable. In 

executive programs, we ask leaders to refl ect on questions developed 

Use your Use your Head
for analysisfor analysis

Demonstrate Demonstrate Heart
to build a foundationto build a foundation

Act with Act with Guts
to get the job doneto get the job done

2. Identify issues, 
    situations, and choice 
    points that are key to 
    your values

1. Develop an awareness
    of what you truly value

4. Communicate and
    embed your vision
    and values

3. Develop a discipline that
    keeps your values in the
    forefront of your life

5. Prepare yourself to make
    tough decisions based
    on clear values

 FIGURE 11.1. Be Clear What You Have the Courage to Stand For. 
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by our friend Kevin Cashman, like  “ what is the meaning of life and 

how does it inform your role as a leader? ”  Or  “ what is truth and how 

does it relate to your leadership? ”  

 Th e reaction is very interesting — of fi fty managers in a room, 

some can immediately launch into a discussion of their feelings about 

these issues with little eff ort, because this is a level on which they live. 

But a number always fi nd the exercise frightening; they have never 

thought about questions like these, and they are struck with how 

little they have refl ected on what they truly value and what it might 

mean to their leadership style and philosophy. 

 Some leaders truly love to get up in the morning and turn a profi t. 

Th ey are driven by the numbers, the competition, and the chance to 

improve margins and return on investment for shareholders. It is their 

life ’ s passion. While this is supposed to be the passion of every busi-

ness leader, most business leaders we have worked with do not get up 

in the morning driven by this vision. Most get up to fulfi ll some other 

dream — serving customers better, growing their employees, making 

life better for people throughout the world.   When these accomplish-

ments can be matched with profi table activities, they are completely 

fulfi lled. If not, some may seek fulfi llment somewhere else. 

 Be clear about what you truly value — and when possible match 

that with your leadership role. Reframe the work you do to restate 

it at a higher level. Find your purpose in returning value to share-

holders, winning in the marketplace, and sustaining growth. Drivers 

vary, but you should try to build a case that aligns your passion with 

your responsibilities — it will serve you well as you work your way 

through an uncertain world.   

   2.   Use your head to identify issues, situations, and choice points that 
are key to your values.    

 An uncertain future demands leaders who are aware of their val-

ues and can use them to guide their actions when choice points arrive 

and data are confl icting, overwhelming, or confusing, or there are 

little or no data on which to draw conclusions. In other words, they 

make values - based judgments. Being able to do so begins with a clear 

understanding of your values and aspirations and clarity about what 

you are trying to accomplish. 

 After Bill Ford became CEO of Ford Motor Company at a rela-

tively young age, he focused on making the company Green. His 

environmental emphasis came before the movement had really picked 
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up steam, and he encouraged Ford to bring to market a  number of 

hybrid vehicles. But a variety of other issues caused Ford to lose 

market share, endure labor issues, and otherwise not perform, and 

it became clear to Bill Ford that he was not the best person to lead 

the company into the future. While he represented a strong commit-

ment to the environment and distinguished himself as the  “ greenest ”  

chief executive in the auto industry, other issues confronting the Ford 

Motor Company overwhelmed him. He stepped aside so the com-

pany could bring in Alan Mulally of Boeing, who could better serve 

the company ’ s need to survive and succeed during tough times. 

 Bill Ford is a good example of someone who discovered a confl ict 

between his personal purpose and his responsibilities. He considered 

his true dedication to the company, the brand, his extended family, 

and the causes in which he believed, and he realized that he was not 

the best person to lead in Ford ’ s current situation. Sometimes, like 

Bill Ford, you are forced to make a choice. If you choose not to follow 

your vision and values you may keep your job, but you may lose your 

authenticity. In that case, you may also lose your leadership and not 

be as successful. As Stephen R. Covey has noted, lining up your  “ com-

pass ”  (your values and passions) with your  “ clock ”  (your roles, respon-

sibilities, and activities) is critical to leading yourself and others. 

 Many people focus on the match between their values and their 

career as they experience the choice points of what fi eld to enter, what 

company to work for, and what mentor or boss to follow. Th ese are 

important times to refl ect not only on the excitement of the opportu-

nity being off ered but also on your deepest aspirations. It is not easy to 

turn down a wonderful job with great benefi ts in an organization that ’ s 

engaged in an activity that confl icts with your values or principles. But 

it is harder to fi nd yourself in an organization or a job that you do not 

respect because of the underlying values and objectives on which the 

organization operates. Most people join organizations and leave super-

visors. Make sure to have as much alignment as possible between you, 

your supervisor, and your organization ’ s vision and values, and if you 

can ’ t, decide to endure the dissonance or take action to resolve it.   

   3.   Use your guts to develop a discipline that keeps your values in the 
forefront of your life.    

 Keeping your values front and center requires discipline. If you 

don ’ t take time out to refl ect periodically, you ’ ll get caught up in the 

grind. Th e daily complexity, diversity, and uncertainty will distract 
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you from your beliefs. When you ’ re racing against deadlines and deal-

ing with unpredictable people and events, there ’ s little time to fi gure 

out what you believe in and how to act on this belief. Ron Heifetz 

recommends having a  “ sanctuary, ”  a place for refl ection or remov-

ing yourself from the action, where you can achieve new insight. 

Without a sanctuary, you are vulnerable to insistent bosses, organi-

zational policies, and rationalization. If you aren ’ t regularly thinking 

about what your beliefs are, then you ’ ll be subject to other people ’ s 

beliefs. Finding this sanctuary requires consistent, conscious eff ort. 

Many leaders tell themselves they need to step back and think about 

things, but they make only token eff orts to do so. 

 Designate a place and a regular time to visit that place. It doesn ’ t 

matter whether it ’ s an empty offi  ce or a clearing in the woods near 

your offi  ce, or if it ’ s regular morning meditation, weekly refl ection, 

or journaling. Find a way to keep your purpose and values front and 

center in your life or they will fade away to a distant second that you 

will have trouble calling up when you need them. As long as you have 

this retreat that you can regularly return to, then you ’ ll have the 

opportunity to make your values part of your instinctive reaction to 

life ’ s events. 

 Th is kind of clarity gives you resilience in the face of disappoint-

ment and enables you to bring your organization back to focus on its 

primary purpose and vision. We spoke earlier about the importance 

of resilience in organizations that are recovering from unexpected 

crises. As you would probably guess, the degree to which organi-

zations recover quickly from a crisis in large part depends on the 

degree to which their leaders can recover. Leaders who keep their 

core vision and values front and center in their lives have them when 

they need them to recover from unexpected personal and organiza-

tional shocks.   

   4.   Use your heart to communicate and embed your vision and values 
in your organization.    

 Th e best leaders are explicit about their vision and values. People 

in the company know what they stand for and they put their stamp 

on the organization. 

 Nobody was unclear what Walt Disney saw as his vision for the 

Disney organization — it was to bring generations of families together 

in an activity that would reinforce family relationships and family 

values. To achieve this, he invented the theme park that would be fun 
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for parents as well as children. And then he anticipated their every 

need — from food to strollers for babies to guides and umbrellas — to 

make their experience as eff ortless as possible so they could concen-

trate on one another and the fun they were having together. 

 Have a clear vision and values, communicate them, and when 

possible embed them into the fabric of the organization. Use your 

values to guide the annual planning process, and to provide choice 

points for investments and employees and customer relations. Make 

sure your people can demonstrate how these values aff ect their deci-

sions and their actions. Th at only happens with leaders who are 

conscious of their values and make them explicit to others. 

 Ultimately a leader ’ s vision and values should also be refl ected in 

the company ’ s brand in the marketplace. If a brand is already estab-

lished from a past leader, then any leader in an organization must be 

sure to be able to live that brand, reinforce it, and develop it. Great 

brands stand for great values. Th ey not only represent an aspirational 

vision that people can identify with, they deliver a promise to con-

sumers and other stakeholders that is seen as valuable and important. 

A true leader not only has a clear vision and values but has communi-

cated it, embedded it, and translated it into the marketplace in a way 

that provides clear choices in an uncertain world.   

   5.   Use your guts to prepare yourself to make tough decisions based 
on clear values.    

 Bill Ford faced a choice point between his concern for the com-

pany and his personal status and he chose the company. In the process 

he made a statement of his values — the company was more important 

than he was, even though his name was on the door and even though 

his concern for the environment will in the long run prove as impor-

tant to the auto industry as the success of the company, or more so. 

 Today, enlightened leaders expect to be challenged. Th ey want 

their people to speak up. Notions such as empowerment, participatory 

decision making, and matrixes have evolved the model. When you 

can ’ t expect blind loyalty and demand obedience, you need an alter-

native leadership philosophy. Relying on your own beliefs has become 

central to this philosophy. When you don ’ t know if a merger might 

happen tomorrow, if your key people might leave and join a competi-

tor, if your CEO might downsize a quarter of the workforce, if you 

will manage to make sense of a rapidly changing global marketplace, 

if you will be able to motivate people who come from backgrounds 
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very diff erent from your own  . . .  then all you have left is being clear 

about your own truths. 

 Leaders many times become clear about their values when they ’ ve 

been through a crucible experience. Th is type of experience can run 

the gamut: opening an offi  ce in a country where you feel like a for-

eigner literally and fi guratively, being fi red from a job you love, or 

fi nding your place in a downsized, restructured organization. 

 A crucible presents you with tough obstacles. It shakes your sense 

of yourself and your worldview. It causes you to take a step back, 

refl ect, and rethink your assumptions. It requires you to assess your 

options. It may involve failure from which you have to rebound. 

 Most of all, it tests your character. 

 While you can ’ t necessarily schedule crucible experiences —

 nor would most people want to — you can open yourself to them. 

Gravitate toward stretch jobs and risk - taking opportunities. Be will-

ing to try something new, even if it entails a certain amount of risk. 

As a result, you ’ ll be more likely to fi nd yourself in a crucible than 

your colleagues who choose safe, secure paths. 

 Crucibles are defi ning moments, and they help you come to terms 

with what you really believe. Th ere ’ s the old saying: What doesn ’ t 

kill you makes you stronger. We can usually spot leaders who have 

been through some sort of crucible in their lives, since they project 

strength of character that others lack. Th e moment you meet them, 

you understand that they operate from a place of deep values and 

centered calm in the perfect storm.  

  WHOLE LEADERSHIP QUESTIONS TO ASK YOURSELF ABOUT WHAT 
YOU HAVE THE COURAGE TO BE KNOWN FOR 

 Stephen R. Covey has noted that  “ Until you have done the inside - out work on yourself, you 
will not solve the fundamental problems of your organization, nor will you be able to truly 
empower others. ”  To become the type of leader who operates from a position of beliefs 
and values, ask yourself the following questions:

  Use Your Head 
  Are you aware of what you believe in that makes a difference in how you lead your or-
ganization? Are there values that defi ne what you believe are the right and wrong things 
to do in a position of leadership?  

•
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  Do you have a physical space to which you can retreat and give yourself peace and 
quiet in which to refl ect on these beliefs?  
  Are you able to maintain awareness of your beliefs amid a chaotic business environ-
ment, and can you use your awareness to determine when it ’ s appropriate to make a 
stand based on these beliefs and when it ’ s not?    

   Use Your Heart 
  When do you feel really alive and excited about what you are doing? How often does 
this happen at work?  
  Do the people around you know what ’ s important to you as a leader? Can they see 
what ’ s important through observing your actions and behaviors?  
  Do you see leadership as a team sport? To what degree do you fi nd yourself making 
decisions in isolation rather than working with others to ensure that you do not wander 
off in the wrong direction?    

   Use Your Guts 
  Have you ever been through a crucible - like situation, either in your career or in your 
personal life? What impact did it have on you?  
  What type of adversity have you faced and what obstacles did you need to overcome? 
What did you learn about yourself? How did it help you defi ne who you are and what 
you value?  
  Are you vigilant against lapsing into a dogmatic position? Are you suffi ciently fl exible to 
adapt and adjust as situations change? Do you rely on your beliefs but also examine 
them regularly?                    

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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 Most large global companies have identified  “ talent ”  

as their key business strategy. Boards and CEOs are now 

directly involved in reviewing their company ’ s leadership pipeline. 

HR executives are defi ning future leadership requirements given 

corporate growth projections and the supply and readiness of their 

leaders. Th e result? Many are worried about both talent and lead-

ership, because they see the looming retirement of Baby Boomers 

and a compression in their leadership pipeline to groups of leaders at 

approximately the same age or stage of their development. Even more 

signifi cantly, however, they ’ re worried that a large number of their 

leaders are simply unprepared to handle the future ’ s promise of even 

greater complexity, diversity, and uncertainty. 

 Many companies try to prop up their pipeline by defi ning the 

 “ competencies ”  that will constitute good leadership. A corporate 

leadership model can be very useful, especially when it is tied to 

the leadership needs of future strategic growth. We have encountered 

many of these models and fi nd that they often describe a broad range 

of attitudes, behaviors, and skills. While useful as defi nitions of needed 

leadership talent, such models usually have too many competencies 

(we have seen over seventy - fi ve) and most leaders cannot even remem-

ber them, let alone act on them. More disturbingly, these models are 

12c h a p t e r
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then used for performance reviews, making reviewing a herculean task 

and judging people on factors they couldn ’ t possibly practice. 

 To be fair, most companies have found that the only way to deal 

with competency - based models is to focus on those few behaviors 

most needed for the next business cycle. Growth, globalization, 

innovation, cost containment, or other strategic initiatives will allow 

a prioritization that enables specifi c managers to focus on those skills 

they most need to develop. 

 But some companies are astute enough to grasp that a simpler 

leadership model can also be useful in a complex environment. 

Colgate, Burberry, and Johnson  &  Johnson have all adopted one 

form or another of our  “ whole leadership ”  or head, heart, and guts 

model. Rather than trying to map all the leadership skills complexity 

might demand, these companies are using head, heart, and guts as 

a metaframework within which to place the needed competences of 

their managers.  

  Enter pr ise Le a dership: 
A L a rger Focus 

 In global companies, there is renewed emphasis on  “ enterprise lead-

ership. ”  Th ese large, complex, and interdependent corporations have 

mostly functional career paths, but require general managers who 

can manage all functions well. While this has always been the chal-

lenge for managers moving from functional to general management, 

the new complexity and uncertainty has made the transition even 

more diffi  cult. Consider for a moment the management requirements 

when technologies such as fi le sharing are converging with telephony. 

How can you get scientists, engineers, marketers, and designers to 

all work together on the next generation of cell phones? Or another 

challenge — if a company wants to grow in emerging markets, how 

do you get diff erent business units to collaborate in those markets 

to capitalize on joint investments, brand, and talent — rather than 

encouraging each business unit to focus only on its own objectives? 

 To develop enterprise leaders, many companies transfer people 

across business units, or functions, or send them abroad to experi-

ence living and working in a diff erent culture. We have found that 

companies are much more intentional and disciplined about mov-

ing relatively new leaders than they used to be. Th ey have also used 
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high - potential action learning programs to provide young profession-

als with unique experiences on cross - functional teams that examine 

enterprise - wide issues. Th e ultimate goal is the development of gen-

eral managers with an enterprise view. Th ese actions are eff ective, but 

they take time, often ten or more years to produce general managers 

with suffi  cient depth and range of experience. 

 We have found that experienced general managers today are still 

primarily focused on their own business unit, rather than the whole 

company. In response, companies often tinker with the reward system, 

including shifting the percentage allocated to corporate as opposed 

to business unit performance. While this is useful and many times 

necessary, we have found that most leaders don ’ t get up every day and 

decide what to do based on the percentage of their pay devoted to a 

particular unit ’ s performance. At senior levels, pay is rarely a motiva-

tor. It can be a demotivator if seen as inadequate, but most senior lead-

ers are more challenged by winning, growing a business, or advancing 

and gaining recognition in their careers. Th e same is true for most 

people — as discussed in Chapter Seven, meaning, however defi ned, 

can be more important than money in light of a total career. 

 To make enterprise leadership a focal point for leaders, companies 

must develop their people and their culture from both explicit and 

implicit perspectives. Explicitly, they must create a simple, clear pic-

ture of successful enterprise leaders who feel accountable for the entire 

company as well as their own businesses. And they must create implicit 

cultural practices that support the explicit expectations — rather than 

undermining them, as often happens in organizations today. 

 We recently asked fi fty top leaders of a major bank to write down 

on a card — without giving their names — one  “ rule of the road ”  they 

could not violate if they wanted to continue working in the bank. We 

then read all the cards to the group, sometimes to spontaneous laugh-

ter and applause.  “ Never disagree with your boss in a public meeting ”  

was the most common rule.  “ Make sure your revenue forecasts are at 

least 20 percent below what you know you can actually deliver so you 

will emerge as a hero at bonus time ”  or  “ walk the square by talking 

to every other business unit leader before presenting in a meeting, ”  

and  “ make sure your own results are in the bag before agreeing to 

help another business. ”  Th e anonymity of the exercise allowed them 

to uncover some important truths. 

 Th ese unwritten truths constitute the implicit leadership model 

of the company, and every company has them. An important  question 
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is whether the implicit model is functional or dysfunctional — that is, 

does it enable achieving business results and executing the company 

strategy, or impede it? And more important, what does successful 

leadership look like? We usually start with the executive team and 

the CEO, sometimes initiating a real debate about motivation, lead-

ership, and accountability. 

 Th ese are the types of discussions integral to whole leadership 

development. Without them, you ’ re only developing part of the indi-

vidual for part of the organization. During a perfect storm, such 

development is insuffi  cient. For talent to be maximized, companies 

must have the guts to tackle these tough, implicit truths, the heart to 

deal with the people issues involved, and the head to grasp the impli-

cations for both leaders and the larger organization.  

  Building a Ta lent Str ategy 

 Most organizations have a talent philosophy that has evolved beyond 

the  “ cream rises to the top ”  and  “ cash is king ”  notions of the past. 

While they recognize that compensation is important, they grasp 

that it ’ s not the only thing. Although they try to engineer their com-

pensation systems to produce the leadership behavior they think is 

needed, they usually complement their compensation - based incen-

tives with a process designed to attract, train, develop, and identify 

high potentials. To orchestrate this process, they assign an individual 

(usually from HR) to create a talent strategy. 

 Th ese talent strategies often do a good job of  effi  ciently  moving 

people into current leadership roles, helping to identify, train, and 

develop individuals who are best matched for diff erent business or 

functional needs. Effi  ciency, however, is not enough during an era of 

swirling change and head - spinning surprise. It merely ensures that 

managers possess the right subject expertise and experience plus the 

identifi ed leadership skills for the job. Th e specifi ed skills, unfortu-

nately, tend to be the ones needed in the past, not those needed for 

the dynamic, changing roles of the future. 

 But identifying talent with the skills needed for the future 

demands of a job is just the ante to get into the game. Talent develop-

ment strategies in a complex, diverse, and uncertain world also need 

to drive toward creativity, commitment, and passion — in other words, 

heart in addition to head. As noted earlier, the best and the brightest 
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leaders of the future will need to derive meaning from their work and 

be energized and excited about what they ’ re doing. Th ey will want to 

feel that their true talents are being used by the company and that 

they ’ re free to push the envelope with their ideas. And they will want 

to work in  “ whole companies ”  as well as for  “ whole leaders ”  who lead 

with a combination of head, heart, and guts. 

 Such a whole leadership approach is rarely part of the talent strat-

egy of the large organizations we have seen. Consider the following 

situations: 

  At a leading media company, a senior leader noted that his 

direct reports were challenging his decisions in a way that had never 

happened before. He said they weren ’ t content to be told what his 

decisions were — they wanted to be consulted prior to the decisions. 

He explained that they weren ’ t hostile about this issue, but they sim-

ply wanted to know if other alternatives had been explored. He said 

that the conversation his people expected is one that he used to have 

with his peers, not his direct reports, and he felt like he was losing 

control of his organization.  

  Partners in a global fi nancial services fi rm recently received 

e - mail from their CEO chastising them for failing to cross - sell the 

company ’ s services and suggesting they hadn ’ t done so because they 

lacked a good cross - selling process. Th e e - mail included an attach-

ment with such a process, a 10,000 - word missive that essentially 

dictated how to cross - sell. Th e partners found these instructions con-

fusing. As much as this fi rm talked to its people about empowerment 

and participatory decision making, this e - mail and others it sent out 

all seemed to be about obedience. It ’ s a little bit like fl ying on one of 

today ’ s airlines and being  “ welcomed ”  by the crew!  

  Country managers in a large global telephone company are 

primarily focused on growing their own business unit, rather than 

the whole company. Th eir corporation, however, wants to encourage 

these general managers to develop an  “ enterprise perspective ”  and act 

in the best interests of the whole company, not just their own busi-

ness. Th e company knows its future depends on country managers 

partnering with their scientists, engineers,  marketers, and designers 

to create the next generation of cell phones for emerging markets.  

  ABC Corporation is known globally as a place where values 

count. A great deal of time and eff ort is invested in communicating 
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these values, and as a result, the company attracts many bright people 

whose personal values mirror those of the organization. Th e organiza-

tion, however, fi nds that many of its younger people complain that 

their ideas aren ’ t heard, that they are worked like dogs, that doing 

what is expedient often supersedes doing what one believes is right. 

Within a few years, these values - driven recruits become disillusioned 

and either leave the company or, perhaps even worse, become cynical 

about it.    

 Th e lesson from these examples is that many companies still don ’ t 

get it. More specifi cally, they focus on compensation, benefi ts, and 

career pathing as discrete elements of a talent strategy. Th ey develop 

leaders robotically and treat human capital like fi nancial capital. A 

diverse, engaged workforce, however, needs to be treated with indi-

vidual diff erences and talents in mind. Th ough you can ’ t have ten 

thousand diff erent assessment, development, and rewards processes 

for ten thousand employees, you can try and pay attention to what 

diff erent types of individuals fi nd meaningful about work.   

  Some people relish working across functions and business units.  

  Others enjoy helping others learn and grow.  

  Still others fi nd great satisfaction in being creative.  

  Still others can spend all day (and sometimes all night) enmeshed 

in technological pursuits.    

 It ’ s time to look at leadership and talent diff erently. Admittedly, 

it is more challenging to view it from a head, heart, and guts perspec-

tive than simply as an analytical process. But it ’ s also what will give 

you the edge in recruiting and retaining leaders who are ideally suited 

for your organization not only for today but also for tomorrow.  

  Obstacles to Dev eloping 
Whole Le a ders 

 We fi nd senior leaders are often confused about what kind of 

leadership is needed to grow the business and engage people. 

Most  management systems in big companies have seen little true 
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innovation in over a hundred years — since Henry Ford fi rst intro-

duced the assembly line and Frederick Taylor broke down manage-

ment of people into measurable parts. Th e result is that most talent 

developers still view the process from a mechanistic perspective. 

Unfortunately, that leaves us with companies that are more like 

machines than organisms, and with talent systems and processes that 

are inherently more machine - like than organic. In trying to control 

and measure and fi x every aspect of the development process, CEOs 

and their teams quickly grow frustrated. It can ’ t be done. An organ-

ism, however, is an evolving entity. You can ’ t control it — but you 

can evolve along with it. Th erefore, if you approach talent develop-

ment organically, the process isn ’ t so intimidating. You accept that a 

program you ’ ve designed may become outmoded or that the skill set 

you identify as crucial for leadership is in continuous fl ux. You also 

recognize that you ’ re going to experiment with new ways of learning. 

Th is means being willing to test various concepts — such as open -

 ended dialogue with the CEO, or giving people the option of taking 

a month off  to do pro bono work, or assessment of the key leaders on 

their use of whole leadership — and see which ones are most viable. 

  Th e Costs of Fostering Engagement 

 Engagement is a big challenge for leaders who are under tremendous 

pressure to deliver strong quarterly results. Today, most companies 

have little slack for encouraging development focused on the long 

term. Every dollar they lose allowing people to take time off  to do pro 

bono work is a dollar they feel they can ’ t aff ord. At the same time, 

how many companies today can sustain themselves with uncommit-

ted, uncreative, and uninspired people? What is the cost for an orga-

nization where the most innovative people won ’ t accept job off ers or 

won ’ t stay for long? What is the cost of having leaders all cut from 

the same cloth so people who are diff erent don ’ t aspire to leadership? 

What is the cost of having employees unable or unwilling to speak up 

in meetings for fear of retribution from the boss? 

 A heart strategy can overcome this obstacle, fostering engage-

ment in scores of ways. Determine what really excites and  energizes 

key people, assessing what talents they possess, regardless of whether 

those talents fi t the company ’ s leadership skills profi le. Senior 

 executives in heart - sensitive companies get it. Th ey know that when 
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they forge a link between a given employee ’ s talents and assign-

ments, that person becomes engaged in the work like no one else. 

Whatever the cost of forging this link, it is far outweighed by the 

resulting productivity.  

  Pressure from the Financial Community 
to Deliver Results 

 Th e more stress you ’ re under to meet fi nancial goals, the less inclined 

you are to fi nd ways to provide people with meaningful work. We ’ re 

not asking anyone to ignore this obstacle; we recognize there are 

times when you need to push hard and fast and even obsessively to 

achieve ambitious fi nancial targets. But we are asking you to strike a 

balance — a balance that can tip one way or another based on what 

you ’ re dealing with during a given period. By maintaining awareness 

of the importance of meaningful work, and by making sure your 

talent management system incorporates this factor into the mix, you 

stand a decent chance of maintaining a balanced approach between 

meaning and money. 

 If you fail to do so, you will create a sterile, by - the - numbers cul-

ture. Even leaders at the most results - oriented companies want their 

people to fi nd fulfi llment and be passionate about what they do. Th ey 

aren ’ t modern - day Simon Legrees cracking the whip and caring not 

a whit that their people have been turned into drones. Yet because 

they are so focused and fl ummoxed by fi nancial pressures to per-

form, they have the same eff ect. 

 More than in any other obstacle, this is where having guts is 

essential. Going against conventional wisdom — against the belief 

that making money obviates pursuit of all other goals in uncertain 

times — requires real courage. An unstated but widespread belief 

exists that if you want to meet your numbers, you must control your 

people. Organizations that exercise that sort of control, however, may 

meet their numbers now, but they are unlikely to meet them in the 

future. In fact, consider this adage from Ichak Adizes of Corporate 

Lifecycles:  “ Growing organizations are focused on fl exibility and 

dying organizations are focused on control. ”  Overly controlling 

organizations drive the commitment out of their workforce and the 

meaning out of work. You certainly need to keep some control. But 

if you don ’ t fi nd a reasonable balance between control and fl exibility, 
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you will simply fi nd yourself in fi rm control of a sinking ship in the 

perfect storm.   

  Dev eloping Whole Le a ders 
Across a n Enter pr ise 

 A large fi nancial services institution recently asked us to tell them 

who among their top hundred leaders had the potential to be on a 

future executive committee, and who were the real  “ whole leaders ”  

in this group. Th ey chose sixty high - potential leaders and asked us 

to assess them, develop them as a group, and provide an individual 

report on each one of these key leaders as a potential whole leader. 

We designed an approach that included an intensive action learning 

experience in which twenty leaders were each assigned to a large team 

to work on a key issue facing the fi rm. Among the topics were serv-

ing future Hispanic customers, managing risk in the face of terror-

ism, and developing a modern talent strategy for a  “ fl at world. ”  We 

provided a battery of whole leader assessment tools for this unique 

population. 

 Th e senior leaders wanted to observe these high - potentials in 

action, so we also created a business simulation and another experi-

ential activity where they could practice problem solving in a group. 

We convened some of the best experts on strategy, fi nance, risk, and 

management to teach them in the classroom, and we provided each 

of the participants with intensive coaching on all aspects of leader-

ship during the process. Finally, we wrote a long report on each one, 

assessing them on their whole leadership potential and recommend-

ing follow - up development actions. 

 Th ough leaders found this intensive development experience valu-

able, many said their key learning was recognizing which of their capa-

bilities they relied on and learning to use more than just their guts, or 

heart, or head in leading. Th ey grew signifi cantly as leaders and stepped 

up to the challenges of enterprise leadership by being more strategic 

(head), more open (heart), and more willing to take risks (guts). 

 Th e greater value, however, was for the executive committee of 

the company. We met with them and described the company ’ s lead-

ership DNA in great detail, relying on the assessment data, observa-

tions, and action learning team reports of these sixty key leaders. 
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As a result, we were able to answer essential questions that often go 

unasked — or are answered incorrectly: 

  Why did they have a preponderance of a certain leadership style?  

  Why did so many of their leaders exhibit the same personality 

traits, including the same leadership derailer?  

  Why did they, as a company, continue to reward  “ guts ”  leaders 

and not other types of leaders?  

  How would future leaders need to look diff erent from this group?  

  Which, if any, of this group of sixty leaders could ultimately sit 

on the executive committee and succeed the current CEO?    

 Th is discussion produced some clear insights for these execu-

tives. Th ey decided the next step was to develop an approach to talent 

and leadership that lined up with how complex and uncertain they 

believed the environment would become. Th is involved changing the 

succession planning process. Instead of just focusing on results and 

past experiences, leaders were also examined in terms of judgment, 

character, heart, and emotional intelligence. Th e discussion focused 

on trying to predict future performance, rather than merely review-

ing the data about the past. 

 In another company, the CEO was interested in fi nding out who 

among his group of very senior leaders could lead with head, heart, and 

guts. He felt if he could spend some signifi cant time with them, he could 

begin to assess how they thought, reacted, and made important deci-

sions. We facilitated a  “ Conversation with the CEO ”  for two days, in 

which a hand - picked group of leaders got together and talked about key 

business issues and challenges in an informal and unstructured session. 

In addition, each of these leaders was assessed, coached individually, and 

encouraged to build a comprehensive development plan to review indi-

vidually with the CEO. Th e conversations focused on enterprise issues 

facing this company that could not be solved with just head, or heart, or 

guts: how to engage people more deeply in the work and commit to the 

future; how to avoid  “ creeping conservatism ”  in the culture around risk 

taking and decision making; how to collectively address cross - business -

 unit problems such as growing in emerging markets. 

 Th e fairy - tale ending to this story would be that this company 

acquired enterprise leadership at the company level and whole  leadership 
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at the individual level from this session. We suspect you know by now, 

however, that this form of talent development is not a quick fi x. It takes 

systematic development processes and a robust talent process, and this 

particular company is now putting both in place. 

 Based on all these examples, we can now identify the three key 

components to developing whole leaders: 

  Assess the  “ person ”  underneath the leader.  

  Develop leaders three - dimensionally.  

  Work with the whole system.    

  Assess the  “ Person ”  Underneath the Leader 

 Use a variety of assessment tools and methods to understand what 

makes individual leaders tick — and how to develop them based on 

that assessment. Th ese tools include intensive assessment by peers, 

direct reports, and bosses focusing on behaviors and actions, as well 

as standardized leadership assessments, including a whole leader-

ship assessment, and others focusing on learning agility, derailers, 

motives, values, style, and preferences. Focus on past experiences but 

also on judgment, character, decision - making skill, heart, life and 

career passages, and crucible moments that required guts. We often 

compile a complete  “ Whole Leader Report ”  that depicts and predicts 

how leaders use their head, heart, and guts.  

  Develop Leaders Th ree - Dimensionally 

 To develop head leadership, focus on new ideas, information, and con-

cepts that are discussed in robust classroom conversations, usually with 

senior executives who candidly discuss the current and future states. 

 To develop heart leadership, rely on coaching, 360 - degree feed-

back, and emotional experiences: visiting emerging markets, or sur-

facing and understanding intense confl icts such as boss - subordinate 

diff erences or peer - to - peer fi ghts that engage the emotions but short -

 circuit the brain. Experiential exercises are also helpful in this regard, 

particularly those that require teamwork and collaboration. 

 To develop guts, help people acquire greater understanding of life 

and career passages, and to leverage what they learn. Th is includes 

capitalizing on learning from failure, taking action with uncertain 
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data, participating in simulations that require instant decisions, and 

most important, carrying out stretch assignments.  

  Work with the Whole System 

 Many leaders recognize the importance of whole leadership but com-

plain that the company they work in doesn ’ t support it. Th ey ’ re right. 

Th at ’ s why you must involve the CEO and top team in the eff ort. 

Th e way we do this is to focus on the enterprise business challenges 

a company is facing, and then gain agreement on what kind of lead-

ers are needed. By developing whole leaders around specifi c business 

challenges such as growth, capital effi  ciency, business model changes, 

innovation, or working globally and asking, How will whole leaders 

succeed? the process fosters executive involvement. 

 Th is involvement follows naturally when the link is made 

between key business needs and leadership behavior required to meet 

these needs. For instance, for companies that need greater innova-

tion, what aspects of head, heart, and guts drive greater creativity and 

disciplined execution of new ideas? Or for companies that have talent 

and people issues — how can whole leaders engage people diff erently? 

In other words, whole leadership is best developed in the context of 

specifi c marketplace or internal business challenges, rather than as a 

stand - alone corporate competency model. 

 Combine insights about the company with strong data about the 

leadership pipeline and performance to get executives ’  attention, buy - in, 

and sponsorship. From a practical standpoint, taking a whole leadership 

approach to leadership development is a greater challenge than approach-

ing it in a partial way. No doubt that ’ s why many companies decide 

to stick to what seems merely diffi  cult but doable. We don ’ t deny that 

obstacles exist, but we ’ ve found that these obstacles can be overcome.   

  WHOLE LEADERSHIP QUESTIONS TO ASK YOURSELF
 ABOUT TALENT STRATEGY 

   Use Your Head 
  Has your talent development process remained largely unchanged for the last ten 
years? Is there anything within that process that assesses what constitutes meaningful 
work for a given leader or attempts to help that leader fi nd meaning on the job?  

•
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  Do you rely on money as your primary or exclusive method to attract and keep talent? 
Have you ever instituted programs designed to attract and keep talent based on less 
tangible factors, such as making sure people are allowed to do work on projects that 
excite them and capitalize on their innate skills?  
  Assuming you possess a diverse group of employees, have you assessed what consti-
tutes meaningful work for each group; do you understand what galvanizes your younger 
employees and what their work preferences are? Do you grasp the factors that are criti-
cal for fulfi lling work for employees in other countries?    

   Use Your Heart 
  Do you have good intentions when it comes to meaning and talent but poor execution? 
Do you want to help people fi nd their  “ sweet spot, ”  but the press of deadlines and deci-
sions causes you to neglect this goal; do you end up focusing exclusively on getting the 
work done rather than paying attention to how it gets done?  
  Do you resent it when people challenge your decisions? Do you fi nd it diffi cult to un-
derstand the values and work styles of people coming into your organization? Have you 
made an effort to come to terms with these differences and recognize that not everyone 
has to mirror your generation ’ s values and beliefs?    

   Use Your Guts 
  Do you fi nd it overwhelming to try and develop your people in a meaningful manner? 
Are you intimidated by the cost and the diffi culty? Do you fi nd that you lack the process, 
the time, or the inclination to do so?                
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 M uch of the work of leadership today is done in teams . 

Leaders are either members of teams, leading teams, or sup-

porting their boss ’ s team. Th ese teams are absolutely necessary for 

organizational eff ectiveness in perfect storms, since (contrary to nau-

tical tradition) one pilot at the helm isn ’ t enough — you need a diver-

sity of voices to arrive at the best course. 

 Working eff ectively in teams has become critical for manag-

ing complexity, diversity, and uncertainty. Harnessing the power of 

the enterprise, establishing a clear vision and direction, allocating 

resources, balancing short -  and long - term priorities, planning succes-

sion, ensuring execution across units — these all require eff ective and 

aligned teams who can work well together. 

 At the same time, teams present signifi cant challenges for many 

leaders. Because of their purpose and makeup, teams introduce addi-

tional complexity and uncertainty into leadership — the complexity 

created by the interaction of many personalities and the uncertainty 

that human behavior always creates in any context. For all the focus 

on team eff ectiveness today, few leaders have developed the necessary 

skills to work well in teams. Many leaders loathe meetings, deride 

team - building eff orts, or just prefer working with one or two others. 

For leaders who prefer effi  ciency, control, predictability, and clear 

outcomes, working in a team is frustrating. 

c h a p t e r
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 In large, complex organizations, the drive, competitiveness, and 

control that propel careers and achievements are many times the 

opposite of what people need to be eff ective team players. Many lead-

ers excel at driving for results and winning against the competition, 

but when they bring the same skills to working on a team they some-

times disrupt the team or keep it from being eff ective. In extreme 

cases they can derail a team and sometimes the whole company. 

 We work with many executive committees, but we see few high - 

performing teams at the top. Instead, they are usually full of eff orts 

to control the dialogue, manage information, or position personal 

 interests — and this is typical even when members like each other. When 

members are highly competitive and in frequent confl ict — not an 

unusual scenario — lack of trust and poor performance are the norm. We 

have found that executive teams, like executive leaders, tend to emphasize 

either head, heart, or guts in their decision - making and personal styles. 

 Many teams enjoy data analysis; sometimes because this is the 

leader ’ s preferred style, but mostly because it helps the group reduce 

complexity. Th ese teams can usually be seen staring at PowerPoint slides 

and digesting fi nancial or other types of information in 8 - point type. 

Members believe they create value by  “ trying to fi gure things out. ”  

Other teams tend to be more heart - oriented and focus on how their 

actions and decisions will aff ect others, what the organization needs, 

how people are being treated, or how individual members are respond-

ing to each other. When channeled positively, emotional openness 

results in trust, mutual support, and high performance. When it takes 

a more negative form, it fosters volatility, confl ict, and divisiveness that 

result in competition and poor team performance. Some teams are 

clearly guts oriented, and they eschew analysis and pride themselves on 

 “ quickly netting things out, ”  acting decisively, and not looking back. 

But they run the risk of misreading information and even convincing 

each other they are correct, falling into the meshes of groupthink. 

 Initial studies of how groups can act refl exively were done in the 

late 1960s by Irwin Janis, who studied the decisions made during 

the Cuban missile crisis. President Kennedy forced his team to avoid 

groupthink by withholding his own opinion and asking for more 

analysis, encouraging trust in each other ’ s point of view, and forc-

ing each individual to defend his position and insisting that others 

respond to it. He also frequently left the room, putting his brother 

Bobby in charge so that everyone would communicate their points 
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of view honestly. In this case, eff ective team functioning averted 

World War III. 

 Leaders can work eff ectively in teams, but it requires eff ort and 

is sometimes counterintuitive (that is, it calls for more than head 

insights). Th e complexities of getting aligned action across business 

units to address superordinate goals are on the agenda of every lead-

ership group today, but most fi nd it a diffi  cult struggle. Why? Th e 

trouble begins with the very low expectations many executive team 

members have about their team ’ s potential performance. Th ey often 

just expect their agendas to be taken up with trivial matters, and 

that the real issues will not be dealt with. Th ey may not have a leader 

who is willing or able to invest the time it takes to create a real team, 

one whose members are committed to one another ’ s success and who 

therefore can become a successful team. Or they may simply defer 

to the wishes of a boss, who usually has strong personal views about 

what the team is discussing. 

 But we have found that leading the whole enterprise — company, 

department, business unit, or function — especially at the top, requires 

whole leaders who can fully participate with their head, heart, and 

guts. How do you achieve this today when leaders are stretched so 

thin — managing multiple complex demands, located in diff erent 

parts of the globe, and constantly traveling — making it diffi  cult to 

schedule everyone on the team in one face - to - face meeting?  

  Get t ing the R ight People on 
the Te a m 

 For the whole leader, the most important question is, Who should 

be on the team? Simple as it sounds, getting the right people in the 

right room talking about the right issues in the right way is the most 

important responsibility of a leader — and few do it well. At Avon, 

Andrea Jung knew that not only would she have to change herself as a 

leader, the turnaround she was leading would require a diff erent set of 

skills among members of her leadership team. She brought in leaders 

who had diff erent capabilities to augment the existing team. Th e new 

members brought the focus and discipline required to develop and 

execute the turnaround plan. Jung says,  “ We needed a lot of  people 

from the outside. We needed a blend of people who had strong 
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functional expertise but who also knew or could learn quickly our 

business model. ”  

 When Ken Lewis took over as CEO of Bank of America, he exe-

cuted a similar turnover at the top — changing or removing almost 

70 percent of his top executive group within the fi rst two years. He 

realized that the bank needed to move from a deal - making culture 

to an execution - focused culture, and this would require a new team 

with new skills and new ways of working together. CEOs know that 

their teams should refl ect their markets and customers, but few have 

teams that are anything like that diverse. Tradition, lack of aggres-

sively fi lling the pipeline with leaders who refl ect the changing 

market, or avoiding the tough decisions needed to change out a 

team all create this disconnect between intent and action. For 

example, it is still unusual for U.S. or European global companies 

to have executive teams that refl ect the diversity of their overseas 

customers.  

  Cr e ating Va lue Together 

 Once a leadership team is in place, the second issue is how its mem-

bers create value together. A team of whole leaders must have a 

simple, clear idea of how they create value as a team. Mindy Grossman, 

CEO of HSN, says she is  “ maniacally focused on simplicity, whether 

it ’ s simplifi cation of strategy, communication, or process. We did an 

employee survey, and what our employees told us was, as an executive 

team, what we do has to be incredibly clear, simple, and actionable. 

So we simplify and communicate very clearly with each person in 

the company. ”  

 Andrea Jung makes the same point in stating that the way to 

deal with complexity is through  “ ruthless simplicity. ”     “ We focus on 

fewer, bigger, and better ideas. In the past we stretched the company 

too thin because of all the initiatives we had. You have to understand 

your company ’ s capacity to execute. My fi rst four years at Avon our 

eyes were bigger than our stomachs. We were a culture of a thou-

sand fl owers blooming. Now we have three or four big oak trees that 

everyone can see. ”  

 Th e  “ oak trees ”  for an executive team are how they add value as a 

group. We frequently begin with that key question: How do you as 
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a team add value to the organization? Th e best predictor of team suc-

cess is clarity around the purpose of the team. For enterprise teams, 

we urge the team to think of adding values in three dimensions, as 

shown in Figure  13.1 .   

  Adding Value from Strategy 

 An eff ective executive team should defi ne and drive an overall strategy 

that goes beyond the simple concatenation of business unit strategies. 

Th is includes defi ning a vision for the company, setting goals and 

objectives, challenging each other ’ s plans, and allocating resources. 

All these activities ensure that leaders are operating as a team, rather 

than just a group. 

 Th e classic diff erence between a group and a team is that a group 

comes together to report to one another on their individual activities, 

Strategic added value
• Definition of vision

• Definition of goals and objectives

• Challenge of business unit strategic and operational plans

• Allocation of financial resources to business units

• Transverse strategic thinking (service, e-business, and so on)

Integration added
value

• Adapted controlling
   system

• Common system for
   recruiting, training,
   selecting, and growing
   the best people

• Creation of a genuine
   company culture

• Company-wide stock
   option plans

Transformation added value
• Identification of best practices

• Launching of change initiatives based
   on best practices throughout the group

 FIGURE 13.1. Value - Adding Role of Executive Teams: Th ree Key Components. 
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whereas a team comes together to defi ne and achieve a common 

vision through interdependent work together. Enterprise teams add 

value when they defi ne their vision and responsibility as something 

more than the sum of their representative parts.  

  Adding Value from Transformation 

 An eff ective executive team should initiate and drive major changes 

needed to achieve its strategy, including launching changes, trans-

ferring best practices, and focusing on excellence and performance. 

Change management is one of the most neglected areas of organiza-

tional leadership. Most leaders are unaware of the extensive body of 

knowledge and expertise that can be applied to enabling organiza-

tions to change their culture and operating patterns to achieve new 

organizational goals and initiatives. One fundamental value - added 

activity of an executive team is to make sure that changes needed in 

the organization are managed systematically so that the total enter-

prise tackles challenges in an integrated and eff ective manner.  

  Added Value from Integration 

 An eff ective executive team should defi ne and steer common poli-

cies and key operational processes, such as common recruiting, 

fi nancial, and training systems. To achieve this, it must also focus on 

creating a genuine company culture aligned with its strategic needs. 

Th is focus on integration is made even more urgent by the diversity 

of globalization. Establishing a global corporate culture that unites 

diverse parts of the organization while allowing for local diff erentiation 

in execution is one of the most challenging responsibilities in global 

operations. If the top team does not take up the challenge, however, 

no other enterprise leadership team can perform this critical activity.  

  Th e GRPI Model of Team Performance 

 Teams must be clear around mission, charter, and objectives. In 

learning to work together, executive teams must have a clear pic-

ture of what comprises high performance and the eff ective coordina-

tion of work between organizational units to achieve clear outcomes. 

We often use focus on the key aspects of how teams work together to 
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determine where the team can improve. Th e GRPI model (sketched 

in Figure  13.2 ) is useful to help teams identify four key elements of 

team functioning: 

   Goals:  What is the team trying to accomplish?  

   Roles:  What role does each member play on the team?  

   Processes:  How does the team work together?  

   Interpersonal:  How do team members relate to each other?    

 It is especially important for executive teams to sort through the 

complexity of their information, the diversity of their membership, 

and the uncertainty of their work. We undertake a diagnosis of where 

a team is working well and where it needs improvement by address-

ing each element of the GRPI model. We often use a GRPI check 

•

•

•

•

Goals

Roles

Processes

Procedures

Interpersonal

Agreed-upon approach for working together:Agreed-upon approach for working together:

• Shared vision of team purpose
• Common set of clear and compelling performance goals
• Significant performance challenges provide energy
• High performance standards set by team
• Sense of urgency and commitment

• Clear and free of conflict
• Boundaries of roles are clear

• Clear rules of behavior
• How meetings are managed
• How decisions will be made
• Information flow
• How conflict is surfaced and resolved
• Ongoing team feedback

• Application of individual differences
• Open dialogue among members
• Mutual respect, trust, and support
• Positive feedback and recognition

 FIGURE 13.2. GRPI Model of Team Performance. 
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with teams and ask them to rate each of the elements in the fi gure 

to defi ne how well they are working together at any given moment. 

Th is check allows executive teams, boards, or any other group to 

quickly and simply assess how clearly they understand the basic 

building blocks of eff ective teams — clarity of goals, roles, processes, 

and relationships.     

  Dev eloping Trust a nd Openness 

 A third issue for executive teams is whether they are willing to com-

mit and support one another ’ s success. Upper - level executives in par-

ticular are known for competitiveness and jockeying as they compete 

for succession to the CEO. Some executive committee members have 

told us they don ’ t want to appear too vulnerable or too agreeable to 

others lest they appear  “ weak ”  in front of their peers. Th is fear, of 

course, is irrational, and we fi nd leaders with real courage or guts are 

most open to changing their views, listening closely, and allowing 

themselves to be infl uenced by others. 

 High - performing teams are characterized by each member ’ s 

being fully committed to the success and development of every other 

member. To do so requires staying open to being infl uenced. Research 

by Katzenbach and his colleagues has shown that high - performing 

teams have to develop trust and openness to help one another for the 

success of the total enterprise. 

 We earlier noted the diff erence between a working group and 

team. Figure  13.3  sets out the diff erence between a working group, a 

team, and a high - performing team.    

 As an executive, you should have your team periodically rate 

itself on a scale of 1 – 10 on the following questions: 

  Where are you today as a team?  

  Where do you need to be in order to serve customers?  

  Where do you need to be to lead the organization?  

  Where do you need to be to create value?    

 Th e process of rating current state against a desired future pro-

vokes open discussion and debate, initiating a process of dialogue 

that inevitably touches on trust, openness, and commitment to each 

•

•

•

•
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other ’ s success. Th ere are times when operating as a working group 

is perfectly acceptable — and every executive team should agree on 

when this is an acceptable way to work. But almost all executive 

committees also need to work as teams if they are to achieve the 

value - adding goals we noted earlier. 

 Creating an atmosphere of trust and openness to make good 

decisions is therefore vital for eff ective teams. Richard Plepler, 

co - president of HBO, emphasizes that leaders have to express their 

viewpoint without fear and to create an environment where others 

can feel the same way. He says, “It’s important to make sure you cre-

ate an environment where everyone can speak their mind without 

fear or favor. Th e test, of course, is whether they say the same things 

when they leave the room as when you were there.”     

 But this is not always easy. Bill Nelson, CEO of HBO, says that 

ambiguity creates the conditions for more confl ict on a team because 

by defi nition answers are not clear or obvious. Multiple viewpoints are 

frequently all legitimate. Th e ability to foster debate, listen objectively 

to all points of view, and be able to arrive at a decision while knowing 

the uncertainty of the situation are all hallmarks of an eff ective team. 

 And Phil Kent, CEO of Turner Broadcasting System, says,  “ You 

have to have the right people on your team, including those who will 

A small group that
begins as a real team 
and outperforms all 
reasonable 
expectations given
its membership. 
What makes it
high-performing is 
that its members are 
deeply committed
to one another’s 
personal growth and 
successes.

HIGH-PERFORMANCE
TEAM

A group in which the 
members interact 
primarily to share
information, best 
practices, or
perspectives and to 
make decisions to 
help each member 
individually perform 
within a separate 
area of responsibility.

WORKING GROUP REAL TEAM

A small group of 
people with
complementary skills 
who are equally 
committed to a 
common purpose, 
goals, and working
approach for which 
they hold themselves 
mutually accountable.

 FIGURE 13.3. Working Group or Team. 

Source: Based on Katzenbach and colleagues’ research.
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not say  ‘ yes ’  just to please.  And you must have a broad mix of per-

spectives, for example, someone focused on present revenue streams, 

someone focused on future revenue streams, someone focused on 

creative output, and so forth. You have to also recognize that people 

on the team are motivated by diff erent things. Your job is to make 

sure that you have the right people in the right jobs and help them all 

work together towards a common goal.”

 Leaders work hard to create the conditions for open, honest dia-

logue. Many leaders struggle with fi nding the right time to weigh 

in with their own views — especially if they have already formed a 

strong opinion and expressing it will naturally curtail further dia-

logue. Some leaders intentionally hold back, encouraging a more 

open exchange of ideas. Others leave the room to encourage open-

ness. Bill Weldon, CEO of Johnson  &  Johnson, invites his executives 

to give him candid feedback by asking them to discuss the question, 

 “ How can I be more eff ective? ”  and then leaving the room. Th ey 

pool their opinions and provide a report on their collective view in an 

open and frank dialogue when he returns. Th is takes real guts and is 

an exercise many leaders are unwilling to undertake. But it fosters the 

environment of openness teams need to function eff ectively. 

 One way to develop a team of whole leaders is to create greater 

insight into each other ’ s style and preferences. In working with senior 

teams we use a range of diff erent tools to promote self - awareness and 

then team awareness. Understanding how diff erent members of a 

team approach decision making, prefer to resolve confl icts or respond 

to pressure can give them a  “ language ”  to discuss how diff erent styles 

can be blended into a healthy team climate.  

  WHOLE LEADERSHIP QUESTIONS TO ASK YOURSELF 
ABOUT TEAM ALIGNMENT 

 Peter Senge has said,  “ Increasingly the talk is the work. Few decisions that lead to ac-
tion are made unilaterally. Thinking and learning together in fast changing interdependent 
business settings defi ne successful organizations. ”  

 The key skills for whole leaders are using dialogue to convey their head, their heart, 
or their guts. Here are fi ve ways to facilitate effective dialogue: 

  1.   Surface your overarching purpose — at the heart of your conversations, what do you 
want people to hear? How much is content and how much is passion and emotion? 
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What are the two or three fundamental messages you want to communicate for them to 
identify with (heart) and remember (head)?  

  2.   Open conversation with brief reality checks — what are the key messages or outcomes 
that need to result? If you know your overarching message, then what are the key 
 outcomes you and others need to look for from your dialogue? What are you trying to 
achieve together that would be better than each of you could do on your own?  

  3.   Be present — use your head, heart, and guts to fully  “ show up. ”  When engaging in dia-
logue be attentive to not only what is being said (head), but how it is said (heart) and 
the passion and values with which people communicate. Listen for these things in oth-
ers, and ensure that you are aware of the way you are communicating using your own 
head, heart, and guts.  

  4.   Engage in a two - way conversation or balance advocacy with inquiry. Leadership today 
is as much about asking questions as giving answers. In a simpler world leaders could 
focus on providing answers and demonstrating that they had mastered their responsibili-
ties. But in today ’ s more complex, diverse, and uncertain world, asking the right ques-
tions, drawing out others ’  perspectives, and ensuring that all sides of an issue have been 
examined will be as important as advocating for your own perspective.  

  5.   Close with forward movement by summarizing, fi nding, and building on areas of agree-
ment and clarifying understandings and next steps. We have found it amazing how many 
meetings at the executive level do not check to confi rm what will be done as a result of 
policy discussions. There is very little summarizing of conclusions and defi ning of next 
steps. Somehow executives at this level believe those actions should be done by other 
people concerned with operations. The fact is if people around the table do not check 
for agreement on their conclusions, each of them in turn will be executing on a different 
picture of what needs to be done.    

 These are simple but effective ways to engage in team conversations that lead to 
decisions and execution. Many team members fi nd it diffi cult to balance advocacy with 
inquiry, and what passes for dialogue in many teams is one member advocating one point 
of view, followed by another member advocating another. But high - powered executive 
teams use their heads, hearts, and guts to ensure that they are working together for the 
success of the total enterprise.                           
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 W e have discussed some of the issues organizations 

and  leaders face when dealing with complexity, diversity, and 

uncertainty, breaking down those broad issues into nine challenges 

whole leaders must meet in today ’ s turbulent business world. But 

navigating the perfect storm is not just about your people or your 

organization. You are at the helm, and successful navigation will ulti-

mately depend on how well you understand the weather, work with 

your crew, and manage your emotions and energy to bring your ship 

into port. Th is chapter addresses the areas you can work on to ensure 

that you are capable of becoming a whole leader. CEOs and other 

leaders we have coached are usually eager to know what they can do 

on their own to manage complexity, diversity, and uncertainty more 

eff ectively, and here we share some of that coaching advice with you.  

  Understa nding Your 
Le a dership Agenda 

 Start by asking yourself the following question: 

  What is my leadership agenda?  
 In other words, what are you trying to accomplish in your current 

position? What is your overall vision for your company or department? 

14c h a p t e r
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What are your objectives and your key success factors, and what 

destination are you attempting to reach? Th e answers you come up 

with constitute your leadership agenda. By refl ecting on these ques-

tions, you can compose a clear statement of what you want to accom-

plish and for whom you want to accomplish it, along with how you 

want to get it done. Th is insight will be important when those around 

you are confused about the future and are looking to you for guidance 

in an uncertain world. 

 A leadership agenda has many aspects. For most executives today, 

growth is at the top of their leadership agenda — either growth in the 

market or in their share of the market. In the new fi nancial world we 

live in after September 2008, credit constraints and huge national 

debt will cause capital effi  ciency and cash fl ow to move much higher 

on leaders ’  agendas. Bill McComb, CEO of Claiborne, predicts 

that leaders in almost every company in every industry will now be 

even more constrained in the ways they can help it grow, and so will 

need to focus on effi  ciencies, return on assets, and inventory turns as 

important metrics. 

 For most people, innovation, execution, and serving consumers 

or customers who have many more choices will also be on the leader-

ship agenda. To form your own leadership agenda, you also have to 

understand your company ’ s agenda or business priorities, including 

where it is going to grow, how it is going to organize and do busi-

ness, and what values it is going to uphold. Linking your leadership 

agenda to your company ’ s is important for your direct reports and 

others to see how their activities serve the larger enterprise. 

 We often ask senior executives to practice communicating their 

leadership agenda or point of view to others and to receive feedback 

and coaching based on what they discover. To articulate a leader-

ship agenda, people need to consider how they ’ re going to use their 

head, heart, and guts when they work with others. As a leader, you 

need to translate overarching business objectives into goals that are 

motivating to your people. As we ’ ve said, many people do not get 

up in the morning to achieve a higher return on investment. Th ey 

come to work to learn, contribute, receive support, be recognized for 

their contributions, have fun, work hard, and accomplish things they 

could not accomplish by themselves. Th ey need to be reminded of 

this — and you as a leader need to make sure that meeting these needs 

is part of your leadership agenda. If it is not on your agenda, you will 
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not create the kind of climate that motivates workers to give their all 

to the next crisis or the next revenue objective. 

 Your leadership agenda needs to be constructed from heart and 

guts, as well as head.  

  Understa nding Your Life Agenda 

 We work with many pharmaceutical executives and often ask them 

the  “ why ”  question around their life purpose and who they serve. 

Because of sensational media, constant litigation, and political oppor-

tunism, many of these executives have assumed a defensive posture. 

Th ey often initially respond that they want to develop and deliver 

superior products and services to the health care marketplace, or they 

want to grow their business so employees and shareholders can be 

rewarded. Distracted by their daily responsibilities, they sometimes 

lose sight of the real reason they were fi rst attracted to health care — a 

life agenda dedicated to serving patients, improving lives, and reduc-

ing or eliminating disease. When they are in touch with their life 

agenda, they are often energized, clear - eyed, and focused on getting 

things done. When they are reacting to what comes through the 

inbox or what they read on the Internet, they often become discour-

aged or depressed. 

 Your purpose as a leader is tied to the legacy you hope to leave. 

Th at legacy may be broad —  “ I want to save people ’ s lives ”  — or more 

narrow,  “ I intend to develop the talents and skills of those I have the 

privilege to lead. ”  In either case it is the reason you are willing to 

put in long hours, read endless e - mails, sit in constant meetings, and 

suff er through political infi ghting. It is easy to lose sight of your life 

agenda, but connecting with it and reminding yourself of it creates 

energy and stamina. 

 For all leaders, connecting with their life agenda and linking 

that to their leadership agenda is the path through the complexity 

and uncertainty of the perfect storm. As we noted earlier, this is what 

Stephen Covey calls aligning your  “ clock ”  with your  “ compass. ”  

Your clock keeps track of your day - to - day activities, the meetings 

and priorities through which you run your leadership agenda. But 

your compass points the direction for your life agenda and ensures 

that you win the war as well as the battles. Aligning your day - to - day 
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leadership clock with your life compass will not only ensure that you 

can look back on a fulfi lling life but in most instances will also help 

you keep a steady hand on the helm when life ’ s storms are raging 

around you — and your people.  

  Understa nding Your 
Le a dership Effecti v eness 

 Most of us have evolved a preferred way of leading, managing, coach-

ing, and working with other people. Our leadership style and behavior 

is mostly unconscious. Until we attend a leadership program, receive 

some feedback in a performance review or as part of a development 

process, or run into a diffi  cult situation that causes us to think about 

what we are doing, we don ’ t usually have the time or inclination to 

ask  “ what kind of leader am I? ”  We ’ re just too busy leading. Th e 

velocity and violence of the perfect storm are also distracting. One 

challenge of leadership is just maintaining constant consciousness 

about your behavior. 

 Start out by refl ecting on how you are leading. We often suggest 

that leaders spend some time every day reviewing their leadership 

life — meetings they have led, phone conferences they have joined, 

decisions they have made — and assessing whether they were on their 

game and how they could have done better. 

 We once worked with a CEO who wanted to create a  “ learning 

organization. ”  He invested a lot of money inviting learning organiza-

tion specialists to teach his executives how to learn more eff ectively. 

In the midst of all this, he hired a new COO, who brought with 

him a unique management routine. At the end of every meeting or 

one - on - one session, he would stop the meeting ten minutes from his 

conclusion to ask a question:  “ How well did we do during the last 

fi fty minutes [or other time interval]? ”  Th e habit of routinely asking 

that simple question initiated among his direct reports some seri-

ous discussion and refl ection about how they could improve. Soon, 

they were asking the same question, and after a while, everyone in 

the company adopted the habit. Th e CEO realized he had created 

a true learning organization with little or no eff ort or help from 

outside gurus. Refl ection was the key component of learning and 

improvement. 
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 Ed Koch, when he was mayor of New York City, used to walk 

around the city and ask everyone the same question:  “ How am 

I doing? ”  Constituents would routinely give him an earful, both good 

and bad — both helping him improve his performance and making 

his job easier by helping voters realize that he cared about his per-

formance. Many leaders fail to ask the same question, in some cases 

because they just don ’ t care about the answer. If you want to become 

a whole leader and use your head, heart, and guts in a more balanced 

way, understand with clear - eyed realism how you are leading today. 

 You can ask about your leadership eff ectiveness in many diff erent 

ways and settings — on your own, with an external coach, or as part 

of a formal leadership development process. If you do it on your own, 

level the playing fi eld so people can respond candidly. No matter 

how open and nonjudgmental you might think you are as a supervi-

sor, you always hold some degree of infl uence over people ’ s careers, 

performance evaluation, and even pay — and therefore there is always 

some risk for your team in being candid with you. 

 A more formal way to assess your leadership is through 360 -

 degree feedback. Feedback instruments are usually based on a com-

pany ’ s model of eff ective leadership and can provide useful insights 

into how others see you as a leader. We also use a Whole Leadership 

Head, Heart, and Guts feedback instrument to help leaders under-

stand their primary way of leading other people. Some leaders we 

have known have also done their own  “ mini - 360 ”  by seeking out 

feedback from peers, direct reports, and others in a systematic way. 

Good leaders do this routinely as part of ongoing conversation. 

Sincerely asking for feedback from others can engage their support 

of your leadership. However you obtain the information, establish a 

baseline view of what ’ s working and what ’ s not working in the way 

you are leading others.  

  Understa nding Your 
Impact on Others 

 We have not yet met a leader who did not have good intentions. In 

their own mind (or heart of hearts  . . .  or in their guts), every leader 

we know is trying to do the right thing, help others, and be eff ective. 

If everyone were as eff ective as they intended, organizations would 
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have no need for leadership development, coaches, programs, or feed-

back. If we could compile the intentions of all the executives we have 

worked with, most companies would experience unlimited growth, 

delighted customers, and fully engaged employees. 

 Th e reality, however, is that a gap often yawns between what 

leaders intend and the impact they achieve, and unhappy direct 

reports, dissatisfi ed customers, and confused bosses soon fall into it. 

Becoming a whole leader means not seeing the world through your 

intentions — you must be realistic about how others are responding. 

 We worked with the CEO of a large global corporation who was 

asked by his board to obtain some feedback about his impact on oth-

ers. A board review of his performance had highlighted the fact that 

he sometimes intimidated others with his critical questioning, focus 

on details, and rigorous analysis of presentations that were made 

to him. In interviewing him, we found he was genuinely confused 

about some of the feedback he had received, because he saw himself 

as working hard to add value to every interaction. As a typical head 

leader, he wanted to root out the fl aws in arguments of others, so 

together they could make the best decision. He asked tough ques-

tions to fi nd out what was underneath other people ’ s arguments so he 

could better understand their logic and reasoning. He was comfort-

able with data and details, and he saw himself using that strength 

with others to make sure they weren ’ t overlooking an important fact, 

and that if a decision was made, it would be executed fl awlessly. 

 What he failed to keep in mind was that he was the CEO. Th e expe-

rience of being asked ten tough questions by the CEO, in that ornate 

offi  ce on top of the high - rise, is much diff erent from being asked the 

same questions by the person in the next cubicle. Th is CEO could not 

grasp the impact he had on others simply because of the role he occu-

pied. Only when he began to fully understand the experience others had 

in his presence could he begin to engage with them at a heart level. 

 His fi rst step was to acknowledge their experience, and to cre-

ate some context around his behavior.  “ I ’ m not asking these ques-

tions to put you on the spot. I just want to understand more of the 

logic behind your recommendations. ”  Th at simple statement served 

to relax others in his presence and open them up to much better 

dialogue and discussion. Th e result for this CEO was better opinions 

and insight from his key people, and ultimately, a board much more 

satisfi ed with his performance. 
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 You need to understand not only how people are reacting to you, 

but why. Fully understanding their experience and reaction to your 

leadership can help you begin to adopt other strategies for leading. 

When coaching senior executives, we remind them that their jokes 

are funnier, their insights are brighter, and their ideas are naturally 

more insightful than they were the day before they were promoted. 

Consider what reactions you are obtaining and why. Many senior lead-

ers, especially CEOs, fi nd it diffi  cult to grasp the question because of 

the constant approval and agreement that surround them each day.  

  Understa nding How You Le a r n 

 To navigate the perfect storm leaders must commit to daily learning. 

In coaching CEOs we often ask, What do you read each day? What 

channels do you routinely watch on television? What three books 

have you completed in the last year? We know that input for leaders 

shapes their output, and today many leaders forgo a disciplined eff ort 

to stay abreast of chosen trends in favor of reacting to the constant 

stream of information fl owing through their world. Many leaders 

rely on Web sites for information, don ’ t have time to read newspapers, 

and except on vacation, don ’ t read books or journals. It ’ s diffi  cult to 

stay informed about a complex, diverse, and uncertain world without 

taking some time each day to understand and refl ect on what is hap-

pening around you. 

 As coaches, we often intervene to suggest leaders create a more 

disciplined process of learning. Recent approaches to adult learning 

suggest that people prefer one of four learning styles — experience, 

refl ection, theory, or experimentation. Head - oriented people tend to 

learn through reading books and articles that present new theories or 

studying data and information that summarize lessons learned through 

refl ection. Heart - oriented leaders learn through their experience —

 connecting with people who are diff erent, talking with younger or 

older people, making an eff ort to go online with diff erent groups, 

or going into the cafeteria and lunchroom and getting interested in 

how others see the world. Visits to India, China, Vietnam, or Brazil 

create a new context for leaders, especially when they visit consum-

ers ’  homes, shop in their canteens or stores, attend their sporting or 

civic events, and connect emotionally with them as people. And guts -

 oriented leaders enjoy learning most by experimentation — taking 
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risks, trying out new ways of doing things, playing the odds. Th ese 

leaders usually excel at innovation, but can experiment in the wrong 

way or at the wrong time and fi nd themselves swept overboard. 

 It is important to know which learning style is your preference. 

Th is does not mean it is the only way you learn, but it may be the 

most comfortable. Th is is important for two reasons. First, you will 

fi nd that you may be vulnerable to important insights that can be 

gained through learning in a style with which you are not comfort-

able. For example, a strong analytical leader may miss what custom-

ers really want, relying and refl ecting on the latest market studies, 

rather than getting out in the fi eld and experiencing customers ’  

feelings and reactions fi rsthand. Likewise, a guts - oriented experi-

menter may wind up in the wrong experiment, having ignored the 

need to do some homework in advance, which would have warned 

that the planned action had regularly failed under conditions like 

the current ones. 

 Your learning style can be a strength and simultaneously a vul-

nerability, which brings us to the second reason it is important for 

you to understand your style — you need to be sure you surround 

yourself with people whose learning styles complement your own to 

ensure that you and your team have covered all the bases. It should 

be obvious that these diff erent styles will bring diff erent insights. In a 

complex, diverse, and uncertain world all perspectives will be neces-

sary. To be successful, learning organizations need leaders and teams 

who understand how to learn in diff erent ways. 

 For many senior leaders, becoming a whole leader requires mov-

ing beyond their comfortable existence and typical ways of learning 

to take in the world in diff erent ways. A coach, a program, an action 

learning experience can all help. In the end, a leader must commit to 

working hard each day to stay on the learning edge.  

  Understa nding a nd M a naging 
Your Energy 

 Jim Loehr, coauthor of  Th e Power of Full Engagement,  contends that 

all personal eff ectiveness rests on how you fi rst manage your physi-

cal energy. Others have talked about working from a  “ rested edge ”  

rather than a  “ ragged edge. ”  Th ose who have studied mind - body 
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 relationships almost invariably conclude that it is diffi  cult to perform 

at world - class standards when you are exhausted. 

 Managing your physical energy is a bedrock for superior per-

formance. Whether this means managing your health, your fi tness, 

your emotions, or your schedule, you must take seriously that your 

energy level will ultimately be a signifi cant determinant of your lead-

ership success. 

 Loehr goes further. He has worked as a sports coach with many 

of the world ’ s great athletes. Years of experience at this level have con-

vinced him that physical fi tness and dexterity are only the foundation 

of superior performance. On top of good physical conditioning, out-

standing performers also understand and manage their emotional, 

intellectual, and spiritual energy. 

 We know from experience that personal leadership derailers are 

all about how you manage your emotional and intellectual energy. 

Volatile managers derail from emotional immaturity; arrogant man-

agers derail from intellectual immaturity. It is as simple and com-

plicated as that. We also know that derailers are triggered by stress. 

Th e perfect storm could not be more stressful. It is incumbent on 

all leaders therefore to understand and manage their emotional and 

intellectual energy. 

 Finally, your spiritual energy goes back to our discussion about 

your life agenda. Can you and do you identify with some higher 

purpose or goal toward which your life is directed? And do you keep 

this in front of you through some form of meditation or spiritual 

practice? All of these levels of energy need to be managed to be a suc-

cessful leader in today ’ s complex, diverse, and uncertain world.  

  WHOLE LEADERSHIP QUESTIONS TO ASK YOURSELF 
ABOUT YOUR DEVELOPMENT 

   Use Your Head 
  Have you consciously developed a leadership agenda that defi nes what you need to 
accomplish in your current position and also what you want to be known for having 
contributed to your department or organization? What will be your legacy? What will 
they say about your tenure in this position?  
  Are you aware of how others judge your leadership effectiveness and the impact you 
have on them? Have you received direct feedback from your manager, peers, or  direct 

•
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reports about your leadership style and how it affects them? Are you aware of the 
d egree to which you rely on your head, heart, or guts in your leadership style? Do you 
consciously work to use all three in your daily leadership?    

   Use Your Heart 
  When you look back over your life, is there a theme to your life ’ s work? Is there a central 
idea or a goal you are trying to achieve through different jobs and careers? When you 
are fi nished working, will you have a unifying way to describe your cumulative impact 
on the people and organizations with whom you have worked?    

   Use Your Guts 
  Have you thought about when, where, and how you learn? Do you have a time for refl ec-
tion that allows you to fi nd shelter from the storm to gather your lessons for the next time 
out to sea? Do you learn best alone or with others? If with others, have you reached out 
to the right people to help you learn what is most important to you in your life?  
  How well are you managing your energy? Do you try to remain physically fi t? Are 
you managing your relationships to allow you to work at peak emotional energy? 
Are you keeping up to date with the knowledge you need to excel at your job? Do you 
fi nd time to gather your thoughts in a way that inspires you to get through the next crisis 
or challenge in life?               

•

•
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      Navigating the Perfect Storm 

 A Final Thought: Why Whole 
Leaders Will Succeed          

200

 T hese leadership challenges aren ’ t going away . a s 

turbulent  as the environment is today, they will probably con-

tinue. As we write this, the world is experiencing credit contractions, 

decline in housing values, rising unemployment, economic uncertain-

ties, fl uctuating commodity prices, terrorist bombings, and contin-

ued fear and uncertainty about the future. If that sounds like doom 

and gloom, it isn ’ t our intent. Instead, we fully believe the challenges 

of complexity, diversity, and uncertainty can be met, no matter how 

chaotic and confusing things become. We have great faith in the 

abilities of whole leaders to meet whatever challenges they face. 

 What we don ’ t have as much faith in is the idea that people will 

embrace whole leadership. Most of us lean toward head, heart, or 

guts leadership. If we ’ re facing an especially diffi  cult problem or big 

opportunity, our inclination is to lead with our strength. Head lead-

ers become even more analytical than they normally are; heart leaders 

become more active in seeking solutions through other people; guts 

leaders place greater reliance on their point of view and use it to take 

signifi cant risks. 

15c h a p t e r
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 No matter how many surprises occur or how diffi  cult a situa-

tion gets, whole leaders possess an almost unlimited capacity to deal 

with whatever comes their way. Th ey really are three - in - one lead-

ers, and that tops a partial leader, no matter how profi cient in the 

preferred leadership mode. We ’ ll take someone who has good head, 

heart, and guts skills over the smartest guy in the room every day of 

the week. Here ’ s why. 

 Imagine how complex, diverse, and uncertain your business has 

become in recent years. Now double it. Or triple it. Only a three - tool 

leader can function eff ectively in this type of future environment. 

Perhaps you question whether things really will become this com-

plex, diverse, and uncertain in the future. If so, consider taking a 

look at the future that we believe is just around the corner.  

  Too Much Speed,  Too M a n y Sur pr ises, 
Too Lit tle Time to Decide 

 Some business models are under siege today, and every model will 

be under siege in the next fi ve to ten years. Consider what has hap-

pened to the pharmaceutical model and overlay those changes on any 

industry you choose. Th ink about the fi nancial services industry and 

how it has failed to deal eff ectively with the complexity of fi nancial 

instruments and credit — and about the price that has been extracted 

since September 2008. What will happen if the price of oil continues 

its wild fl uctuations, or if the focus on alternative fuels such as etha-

nol drives the price of corn even higher than it is as of this writing? 

On top of all this, more players from around the world will be enter-

ing markets and competing successfully because of their lower costs 

for labor and transportation of natural resources. New technological 

breakthroughs will alter everything from relationships to product 

materials to the speed at which things are done. 

 Now take a breath. While we could go on for pages about all 

the factors that will make the future more complex, diverse and 

uncertain, here we narrow our focus to the key issues that are on the 

horizon: 

  Technology versus ethics.    
 Biotechnology, nanotechnology, neurotechnology, and informa-

tion technology are creating great product advances, especially in the 

•
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medical sciences, but we are also starting to see how these new tech-

nologies will soon raise ethical dilemmas. Speculation has already 

begun that nanotechnology may produce asbestos - like products that 

can carry carcinogens to every organ in the body. With the con-

tinued use of information technology, private information is more 

likely to be collected and collated for someone unauthorized to view, 

or of more concern, to be hacked and shared without permission. 

Already we ’ ve seen cases where credit card information and medical 

and employment histories have been stolen by hackers. Invariably, 

lawsuits will be fi led against the companies this private information 

is stolen from. What is the right thing to do? Th e profi table thing? 

 How much due diligence does a company owe society before 

launching a breakthrough product that may cause serious health 

problems and simultaneously save millions of lives? What is the 

responsibility owed to the large majority who can be helped by a 

medical device? Is it equal to the responsibility for safety owed to the 

tiny fraction likely to be harmed? Do companies creating advances in 

cell therapy need to be concerned about harvesting stem cells? How 

many fi rewalls at what cost should companies build to protect private 

data — what ’ s reasonable and what ’ s fi nancially feasible?   

  Micromarketing versus the soul of the brand.    
 Nike already has thousands of micro markets to talk to, manage, 

and develop products for. Levi ’ s customizes jeans online to fi t a vari-

ety of body types and sizes. User groups, patient advocacy groups, 

consumer organizations, and even fan clubs all communicate with 

companies and celebrities in a continuous feedback loop. We ’ re 

moving toward an era where people feel like they ’ re starring in their 

own movies and expect products and services tailored to their own 

idiosyncratic needs and tastes. Using various technologies — blogs, 

e - mail, Web sites, podcasts — organizations are starting to learn how 

to communicate with these micromarkets. Th e problem, of course, 

is that branding is also becoming increasingly important. How do 

you tailor communication to thousands of markets and maintain the 

soul of the brand? How can you run a network television commercial 

that doesn ’ t contradict all those micro messages?   

  Th e changing nature of diversity.    
 Th roughout this book, we ’ ve talked about diversity in pres-

ent terms, but in the future, diversity may no longer be viewed 

in group terms but on an individual basis. In keeping with the 

•
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micromarketing trend just discussed, it ’ s diffi  cult today to talk about 

Chinese or Hispanics or women or seniors as one homogeneous 

entity. Everything is fragmenting; it ’ s already reached the point 

where a group such as Swedish men aged thirty - fi ve to forty - fi ve who 

drive Volvos is no longer viable as a target market. Instead, you need 

to target Sven from Malmo who likes red Volvos with green seats. 

Internally, dividing your workforce into blacks, whites, Hispanics 

and other traditional categories will no longer make sense. Each 

group has so much internal variation in terms of requirements and 

preferences that meeting the diverse needs of a workforce becomes 

a monumental challenge. Diversity today tends to be a matter of 

empathy, of connecting with diff erent groups who may not be like 

you. Th is is a heart capability. In the future, though, as diversity 

becomes an individual proposition, it will also become a matter for 

the head — gaining an intellectual understanding of the thousands of 

micro groups with whom you interact.   

  Th e paradox of analysis.    
 As the world ’ s complexity increases, organizations are going to 

become more reliant on analysis to fi gure things out. Unlike the past, 

however, in the future the astonishing complexity of things will defy 

analysis, at least to a certain extent. We know of one media company 

that almost destroyed its publications by relying too heavily on focus 

groups to assess its market. Emerging trends advanced on its publica-

tions relentlessly and from every direction. Focus groups kept bring-

ing up new points that the company then researched, analyzed, and 

strategized. Pretty soon, it was caught in a spider ’ s web of information 

strands. Rather than relying on their instincts — on their theory of 

the case or belief about the way things should work — the company ’ s 

leaders became overwhelmed and overinfl uenced by information. 

 Striking a balance between an analytical approach and an instinc-

tive one will be even more critical in the future. Th ere ’ s going to be more 

complexity to unravel through analysis, and much of that complexity 

will be too overwhelming to deal with in a logical, fact - based manner.   

  A never - ending series of surprises.    
 Th ere ’ s no need to tell you that the world has become a smaller 

place and that what happens halfway across the world can have a 

profound eff ect on a small company in Iowa. What we do need to tell 

you is that this interconnectedness creates surprises. You may walk 

into work one day and fi nd that people already know about a planned 

•
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corporate downsizing even before you do — the CEO mentioned it 

to his spouse who told a cousin who told a friend who put it on the 

Web. Your emerging market supplier may come under international 

scrutiny for a series of payoff s to business executives and government 

offi  cials and your company is tainted by association. A ten - person 

company may come up with a technological innovation that ren-

ders your billion - dollar business obsolete. Some of these surprises, of 

course, can be positive. Th at tiny ten - person company might form 

an alliance with you and together allow you to dominate the market. 

Our point is that uncertainty is bound to increase in an increasingly 

interconnected world.  

  How Whole Le a ders Ca n R espond: 
Thr ee Ways to Meet the Ch a llenges 

of the Per fect Stor m 

 Th ink about some of the challenges we ’ ve discussed: Blowing up your 

business model, turning green without bleeding red, leading an unfa-

miliar workforce, relying on what you believe in. Th ese challenges 

are impossible to meet if you only rely on your head, your heart, 

or your guts. Because of the increasing turbulence of your environ-

ment, your brilliant analysis will be rendered useless. If you don ’ t have 

another way of dealing with a challenge in the future — if you can ’ t 

deal with it through your relationships or through your beliefs — then 

you ’ re out of luck. 

 Whole leadership allows you to act in three ways that are important 

now but absolutely essential in the future. Let ’ s examine what they are 

and why they are so useful in volatile, unpredictable environments: 

  Act authentically.  

  Balance money and meaning.  

  Develop the capacity to connect.    

  Act Authentically 

 During the Democratic primary race between Barack Obama and 

Hillary Clinton, we saw an eye - opening example of what can happen 

when a whole leader responds authentically to a particularly diffi  cult 

•
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situation. As you may recall, the defi ning moment of Senator Obama ’ s 

campaign occurred when his then - pastor, Reverend Jeremiah Wright, 

gave a sermon that struck some people as racially divisive and even 

anti - American. Senator Obama was placed in an enormously dif-

fi cult position: denounce Wright and alienate a signifi cant part of his 

constituency or say nothing and risk alienating another signifi cant 

part of his constituency. 

 If Senator Obama had merely analyzed the situation with his 

head, one option would probably have edged forward as the least 

damaging and he would have chosen accordingly. Instead, he gave 

a speech where he spoke from the heart and the head — and with a 

tremendous amount of guts. His message was that he rejected the 

divisive comments, but that he was not about to turn his back on 

someone whom he considered a friend and good person. During 

his speech, Obama brilliantly analyzed the situation, demonstrated 

empathy for his minister, and had the courage to speak from a posi-

tion of belief — a belief that you can condemn a friend ’ s action but 

that you don ’ t condemn a friend for a single action. 

 During the weeks that this controversy occurred, Obama ’ s speech 

was the most downloaded video on YouTube. Th is is astonishing in 

and of itself — how many other recent politicians can you think of 

who had their speeches downloaded — but it also off ers testimony 

to the power of acting authentically. More than anything else, that ’ s 

what came through in this speech. It was clear that he was speaking 

from the head, from the heart, and with guts, and when that hap-

pens, a sense of authenticity is conveyed. 

 Authenticity will be a prized leadership quality in the coming 

years. As people in organizations forge multiple relationships with 

each other and with external sources of information through tech-

nology, they will spot fakes faster. In the past and even today, some 

leaders attempt to get away with what we refer to as  “ smiling gener-

alities. ”  Th ey tell their people  “ we ’ re all family ”  or that the company 

has no plans to sell off  a division. Yet through chat rooms and online 

forums, people can quickly assess if these blandly optimistic state-

ments are accurate. 

 Perhaps just as signifi cantly, a growing need exists on the part of 

all employees for the truth. For a long time, leaders have lied about 

or sugar - coated unpleasant truths. Th ey have acted the part they 

thought they must play to be good leaders. Today and even more in 
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the future, the bar is being raised on authenticity. Th e more confusing 

and uncertain the world becomes, the more people want leaders who 

are real. In organizations, people may not be sure if they ’ ll have jobs 

tomorrow or even if their company will look the same. What helps, 

however, is knowing that their CEO will be exactly the person they 

expect, will respect them enough to be authentic, and will deserve 

their continuing respect. 

 Authenticity earns leaders respect. Barack Obama appears to be 

a genuine leader. Th at quality, much more than his policies and pro-

grams, is what attracted so many people to his candidacy. During 

his Reverend Wright speech, he noted that his white grandmother 

had made racial slurs against blacks on occasion, but that he didn ’ t 

disown her because of them; he understood who she was and that in 

many ways, she was a wonderful person. 

 Few politicians have the courage to be so open, vulnerable, and 

compassionate at the same time — all of which comes together as 

authenticity.  

  Balance Money and Meaning 

 Many of the challenges we ’ ve discussed involve paradox — for exam-

ple, how to turn green without bleeding red. At the root of many of 

these paradoxes is the pull between doing what ’ s right in the long run 

and the push of doing what makes money now. 

 Leaders are confronting what we refer to as the  money - meaning 
gap,  and the future will only make this gap wider and more diffi  -

cult. Emphasis on profi ts increasingly confl icts with all the factors 

that make work a relevant, purposeful, values - based endeavor. To 

survive and thrive in the next ten to twenty years, organizations will 

have to make  “ gap management ”  a priority. Th is is diffi  cult to do, 

of course, because of the crushing pressure for short - term results. 

Obviously, you can ’ t ignore fi nancial requirements. At the same time, 

however, you can ’ t let them blind you to the growing importance of 

meaning. 

 What is meaning? On one level, it is about the signifi cance of 

work. Does everyone from senior leaders to new employees feel ful-

fi lled and proud of what they are trying to accomplish? Do they 

believe they are working for an organization whose values mirror 

their own? While people still want well - paid, prestigious jobs with 
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top companies, the traditional rewards of work are no longer enough 

for a growing number of employees. Th ey want to believe that what 

they do matters — that it has purpose. 

 On a second level, as noted in Chapter Eight, meaning is 

about social responsibility, fueled by the green movement, the 

 increasing emphasis on diversity, and the growing governmental 

insistence worldwide that organizations be good corporate citizens. 

Companies like the Body Shop and Ben  &  Jerry ’ s have made large 

and sincere commitments to causes, and these commitments are 

meaningful to many stakeholders — the media, customers, employ-

ees, and government agencies. On the other hand, it is not par-

ticularly meaningful when a CEO makes a token contribution to 

a philanthropic group or sponsors a not - for - profi t group ’ s march. 

Stakeholders have become much more sophisticated about distin-

guishing truly meaningful eff orts from sops thrown in the direc-

tion of a good cause. 

 We must also recognize that what is meaningful can also vary 

from company to company, based on a given industry, culture, and 

tradition. Consider the pharmaceutical business. Commitment to 

patients is a natural component of meaning in this industry. Yet this 

commitment has been eroded because of the intense focus on profi ts. 

Too often, companies are developing the products that will yield the 

highest profi ts rather than the ones that society really needs. Some 

pharma companies have had to be pressured by government and 

other activist groups to research, develop, or distribute low - profi t (or 

no - profi t) drugs that deal with social ills, such as the AIDS crisis 

in Africa. A good PR campaign may attempt to persuade the world 

that a company has a social conscience, but skeptics may believe this 

company ’ s conscience is as ephemeral as the e - mailed news release 

that announced its self - proclaimed noble deed. What is the truth? Is 

a company sincere in its eff orts to provide drugs to the world ’ s needy 

or is it simply good publicity? For some who believe in the company ’ s 

good intentions, the money - meaning gap may be narrow. For skep-

tics, though, the gap may be wide. 

 Clearly, this is an enormously complex issue that leaders need 

to consider within the context of their own organizations. But it ’ s 

an issue that ’ s not going to go away. To win the war for talent, to 

build brands, to function eff ectively in a global environment — all 

this involves managing meaning.  
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  Develop the Capacity to Connect 

 Th e best leaders in the future will be connectors and collaborators, 

not just in terms of bringing people together but also allying dispa-

rate ideas and organizations.  Interdependence  is the watchword for 

the future, and people who can facilitate connections will have a 

huge advantage over those who can ’ t. 

 Th is means being able to connect the dots — to fi gure out how 

seemingly unrelated concepts or views can be brought together in a 

synergistic whole. Th is is what Steve Jobs did with the iPhone, but 

there are many non - product - related examples of connect - the - dots 

thinking. Car companies provide fi nancing; banks off er insurance, 

advice, mortgages, and investments; real estate rental agencies now 

provide concierge services including baby - sitting, catering, and dog 

walking. In each case, the dots are extended to include bundling of 

additional features and services. 

 Connecting also can mean bringing a diverse group of people 

together to work toward the same end. Th is can be a huge challenge for 

global organizations (recall our challenge of leading people who aren ’ t 

like you) and it requires heart capacities. But it also demands astute 

analysis to select the right groups for an alliance, as well as guts to 

gather untraditional or unorthodox groups under the same roof based 

on your belief that they are the ones who can make your goal a reality. 

 Many leaders today can connect only in one way. Th ey are good 

at connecting intellectually with others on the basis of facts or strat-

egy. Th ey are adept at forming and maintaining strong relation-

ships. Or they are profi cient at using their values and beliefs to forge 

connections. In the future, though, leaders must possess all three of 

these connecting capabilities. Th ey must be able to think, feel, and 

take chances based on the myriad potential connecting points that 

exist in any business universe. Th e best leaders will know how, when, 

and why to connect their particular set of dots.   

  Continuous Assessment for 
 Continuous Le a r ning 

 Acting authentically, balancing meaning and money, and connecting 

are going to be of paramount importance, but we also highly recom-

mend one other ability for anyone gazing into an uncertain future. 
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Th e challenges we ’ ve presented are not static. As they evolve, your 

leadership capacity must follow suit. As we ’ ve emphasized, whole lead-

ers are nothing if not adaptable. By using head, heart, and guts, they 

keep themselves from becoming locked into a singular approach. 

 Yet how do whole leaders stay adaptable? How do they avoid the 

all - too - human trap of resting on their laurels, relying on an approach 

that has brought them success? 

 As the heading of this section suggests, continuous assessment 

for continuous learning is the answer. Many leaders profess to be 

learners, but they ’ re not. Th ey talk about how they ’ re open to new 

experiences and how they truly intend to use the 360 - degree feed-

back they receive, but they fail to do so. In their own minds, they 

may be convinced that they are learners, but if you watch them, you 

don ’ t see any behavioral change, any willingness to say  “ I don ’ t know ”  

or to test a new approach. In organizations that expect leaders to be 

confi dent and defi nitive in their decisions, it is diffi  cult for people to 

question themselves and admit when they aren ’ t sure what to do. 

 Th e leaders who can, though, are the ones who are position-

ing themselves to develop and grow. Th ey are constantly expanding 

their head, heart, and guts capacities. Self - assessment is the catalyst 

for this expansion. And it ’ s not just assessing today ’ s abilities today; it 

requires assessing those abilities against future needs. Th ey frequently 

assess their values and beliefs — will their truths today be valid a few 

years down the road? Th ey look at their trustworthiness, their ability 

to communicate with others in ways that are important to those people 

(rather than to themselves). Th ey think about their character, not just 

their subject knowledge or analytical skills. Th ey honestly refl ect upon 

whether who they are fi ts with what their organization will need. 

 All this mirrors a paradigm shift taking place in the best organiza-

tions. It used to be that companies relied on business formulas to achieve 

success, but now they are increasingly interested in new assessment and 

development technologies. Th ey grasp that the true diff erentiator is tal-

ent, and that organizations that fi nd ways to attract, keep, and grow 

their top people are the ones that will achieve a real competitive edge. 

 Meeting the challenges we ’ ve discussed isn ’ t easy today, and it ’ s 

going to be even more diffi  cult in the future. Preparing yourself and 

others to meet them requires a commitment to rigorous, continu-

ous assessment and learning from that assessment. In a world that is 

becoming increasingly complex, diverse, and uncertain daily, it is a 

commitment that whole leaders willingly embrace.            
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LEADERS TODAY ARE GRAPPLING with complex 

choices, diverse customers and employees, and 

unprecedented uncertainty in the economic envi-

ronment. Business models are becoming obsolete, 

cost and performance pressures are growing, 

regulatory requirements are changing, and trust in 

institutions is declining. Tackling these and other 

growing demands requires every leader to radically 

rethink what constitutes effective leadership. 

Leading in Times of Crisis presents a new 

approach and concrete steps to compete in this 

complex, diverse, and uncertain marketplace. 

Drawing on compelling research and more than 

twenty interviews with CEOs and top-level execu-

tives, former executives and professors David 

Dotlich, Peter Cairo, and Stephen Rhinesmith 

highlight the growing urgency to evolve from a tra-

ditional, one-dimensional leadership model to what 

they term  “whole leadership.” Whole leadership 

allows leaders to act in three ways that are impor-

tant now but absolutely essential to their business 

in the future: 

• RETHINK YOUR BUSINESS

• CONNECT WITH STAKEHOLDERS

• LIVE YOUR VALUES

In an accessible, no-nonsense style, the authors 

provide new and experienced leaders with specific 

action steps for facing difficult choices, engaging 

diverse customers and employees, and acting in 

the face of uncertainty to deliver results and move 

companies forward in a turbulent, demanding, and 

resource-constrained world. 

Leading in Times of Crisis will help you become 

a “whole leader” by aligning your purpose, skills, 

and decisions with the outcomes your business 

requires. Read it and find out how every leader 

has the potential to make a difference in this 

new world.
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of Why CEOs Fail, Unnatural Leadership, and Action 
Coaching, all from Jossey-Bass.

Delta Organization & Leadership LLC, a unit of Oliver 
Wyman, provides a unique combination of consulting 
services and customized programs to help CEOs and 
other senior leaders transform individual and organi-
zational capabilities in ways that will enable them to 
compete, to succeed, and to grow.
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